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The Generation Waking Up Experience is a youth adaptation  
of the Awakening the Dreamer, Changing the Dream Symposium. 
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A Letter from the GenUp Team 
!

!

!

!

Dear!friend,!

!

Welcome!to! the!WakeUp!Toolkit!! ! In! these!exciting! times!of! rapid!change,!exactly! the! right!people!are!

showing!up!at!exactly!the!right!moment…and!that!means!you.!

!

This! toolkit!has!been!designed! to! support!your! role! in! igniting!our!generation! to!bring! forth!a! thriving,!

just,!sustainable!world.!!Most!importantly,!it!contains!the!essential!resources!you!need!to!be!a!facilitator!

and!organizer!of!the!Generation)Waking)Up!Experience!(called!the!“WakeUp”!for!short).!!!

!

Like!all!of! life,! this! toolkit! is!part!of!a! living!process!and! is!constantly!growing,!changing,!and!emerging.!!

We!invite!your!participation!in!helping!evolve!this!work!further!so!that!it!can!be!used!as!a!one!of!the!most!

effective!tools!of!our!generation!for!changing!the!world.!

!

Stepping!into!this!work!is!a!transformational!experience!itself.!!It!calls!us!to!step!into!our!deepest!selves!

and!highest!purpose,!and!to!allow!something!greater!to!flow!through!us!as!we!give!ourselves!to!being!of!

service! to! the! larger! Story! of! Life! itself.! ! As! you! share! WakeUps! with! friends! and! peers! in! your!

neighborhood,!organization,!school,!and!community,!we!hope!this!work!will!continue!to!serve!your!own!

life’s!purpose!as!much!as!it!does!others.!!!

!

As!more! and!more! of! us!wake!up! across! the! planet,!we! realize! so! clearly! that! our! generation! has! the!

power!to!change!the!course!of!history!–!to!write!a!new!story!that!literally!creates!a!new!future.!!May!all!of!

the!materials!and!resources!you!find!within!this!toolkit!powerfully!support!your!own!efforts!to!empower!

our!generation!to!create!a!better!world.!

!

Thanks! for!showing!up.! !This!story! is!being!written!by!each!and!every!one!of!us,!guided!by!the!greater!

forces!of!Life!itself.!!Let’s!do!this!!

!

In!partnership,!

–!the!Generation!Waking!Up!Team!

!

!

"Your task as the young is to reinvent the universe, the universe made out of stories –  
to change the stories, to tell them, to bury them, and to give birth to them.” 

– Rebecca Solnit, Author of Hope in the Darkness
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Why Generation Waking Up, Why Now 
The!Generation!Waking!Up!Mission!
Generation!Waking!Up!is!a!global!campaign!to!ignite!an!unstoppable!generationPwide!movement!of!young!people!

to!bring!forth!a!thriving,!just,!sustainable!world.!!Our!mission!is!to:!

!

• Awaken!in!young!people!a!clear!sense!of!identity!and!purpose!within!the!story!of!our!generation's!coming!of!

age!at!this!turning!point!in!human!history.!

• Empower! young! people! with! the! training,!mentoring,! and! support! they! need! to! thrive! as! global! citizens,!

leaders,!and!change!agents!in!the!21st!century.!

• Connect! youthPbased!social! change!efforts!across! issues,!geography,!and!all! lines!of!difference,!unleashing!
the!collaborative!power!and!collective!action!of!today's!younger!generations.!

The!Story!of!our!Generation!
All! across! the! planet,! a! new! generation! is!waking! up! and! coming! of! age.! As!we! confront! the!widespread! global!

challenges! of! the! 21st! century! –! staggering! inequality,! threats! of! terrorism,! ecological! unraveling,! economic!

instability,! and! a! civilization! as! a!whole! that! is! rapidly! heading! toward! collapse! –!we! are! realizing! that!we! are! a!

generation!that!has!been!born!into!the!most!critical!moment!in!all!of!history.!!

!

Amidst!the!epic!challenges!we!face,!many!of!us!find!ourselves!alone,!facing!issues!of!social!injustice!and!inequality,!

lack! of! healthcare! and! education,! poverty! and! a! digital! divide.!We! are! often! filled! with! a! sense! of! frustration,!

despair!and!powerlessness,!living!our!lives!without!a!sense!of!meaning,!purpose,!or!direction.!

!

At!the!same!time,!there!is!a!groundswell!of!consciousness!and!social!change!emerging!within!our!generation!like!

never!before.!As! the! interconnected!challenges!of!our! time!threaten!the!very!survival!of!our!species!and!planet,!

young!people!everywhere!are!waking!up!and!taking!action!in!unprecedented!ways.!

!

Our!generation!has!been!given!many!names!–!GenY,!Generation!We,!the!Digital!Generation,!and!the!Millennials!–!

though!ultimately,!we!defy!names!and!honor!our!diversity.!We!are!the!largest!and!most!well!educated!generation!

in!all!of!human!history,!the!most!culturally!diverse,!socially!tolerant,!technologically!savvy,!politically!engaged,!and!

globallyPaware!cohort!of!young!people!our!world!has!ever!seen.!

The!Calling!of!Our!Time!
From! civil! rights! to! ending! apartheid,! young! people! have! always! been! at! the! forefront! of! great!movements! for!

social!change,!and!never!has!this!been!more!true!than!today.!!

!

At! this! critical! moment! in! history,! our! generation’s! calling! is! clear:! If! we! are! going! to! build! a! “Movement! of!

movements”!that!is!broad!and!connected!enough!to!address!the!systemPwide!problems!we!are!facing,!we!have!to!

rally!our!entire!generation! into! inspired! collective!action,!moving! from!apathy! to!engagement,!powerlessness! to!

empowerment,!and!connecting!our!individual!efforts!up!within!the!groundswell!of!social!change!that!is!emerging!in!

our!time.!

!

To! accomplish! this,! we! need! a! powerful! story! –! a! generational! narrative! –! that! can! show! us! how! we! are! all!

connected,! that! can!provide!us!with! shared!vision!of! the! future,! and! that! can! inspire!us! to! collaborate!and! take!

action!like!never!before.!!We!need!a!story!like!Generation!Waking!Up.!
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Why the WakeUp, Why Now  
To!ignite!our!generation!to!shift!the!course!of!history!in!all!the!ways!we!are!being!called!to!do,!we!must!empower!

countless!young!people!to! lift! their!peers!out!of!apathy,!despair,!and!powerlessness,!and!connect!them!with!the!

groundswell!of!consciousness!and!social!change!that!is!emerging!all!around!the!world.!!This!is!why!the!WakeUp!is!
needed,!and!needed!now.!!
!

The!WakeUp!is!one!of!the!most!promising!organizing!tools!of!our!generation.!!Through!the!use!of!music,!inspiring!

multimedia,! dynamic! group! interaction,! and! engaging! dialogue,! participants! explore! the! critical! questions! facing!

young!people!and!society!today.!!It!leverages!the!power!of!our!generation’s!narrative!by!empowering!young!people!

to!wake!up!to!a!clear!sense!of! identity!and!purpose,!as!members!of!a!generationPwide!movement! for!a! thriving,!

just,!sustainable!world.!
!
The!theory!and!strategy!behind!the!WakeUp!pull!strongly!from!three!bodies!of!work:!

!
• Public!Narrative,!developed!by!Marshall!Ganz;!

• The!Work!That!Reconnects,!developed!by!Joanna!Macy;!and!

• StoryKbased!Strategy,!developed!by!SmartMeme.!

!

In!the!following!pages,!we!integrate!these!bodies!of!work!to!help!lay!a!clear!foundation!for!understanding!how!and!

why!the!WakeUp!uses!the!power!of!story!to!create!deep!and!lasting!social!change.!

!
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The WakeUp: A Story of Inspired Action  
If!we!want!to!transform!our!world,! it’s!going!to!take!strategy!–!HOW!to!act!effectively!–!but!this!alone!won't!be!

enough.!!That’s!because!the!commitment!to!take!action!–!and!to!STAY!committed!over!the!long!haul!–!doesn’t!just!

come!from!good!ideas.!!It!comes!when!we!connect!emotionally!to!the!values!that!motivate!us!–!this!is!WHY!we!act,!

both!individually!and!collectively.!!The!WakeUp!operates!on!this!level.!

Values,!Emotions,!&!Motivation!!
When!we! talk!about!motivation,!we’re! talking!about!emotions.! ! In! fact,! the! two!words!
come!from!the!same!root,!motor:!“to!move.”!!!

!
Emotions! inspire! action! by! connecting! us! to! our! values.! ! Emotions! tell! us! what! we! value! in!

ourselves,!others,!and!the!world;!and!then!help!us!express!that.! !Since!we!experience!our!values!

emotionally,!they!move!us!to!act,!not!just!think!about!acting.!

Our!Greatest!Charge:!Inspired!Action!
Some!emotions!hold!us!back,!while!others!propel!us!forward.!!As!young!social!change!agents!alive!

in!this!time!of!global!crises,!our!greatest!charge! is!to!tap! into!the!emotions!that!move!our!entire!

generation!into!a!state!of!inspired!action.!!When!we!are!in!this!state:!!

• We!are!willing!to!face!the!pain!of!the!world!with!clear!eyes!and!open!hearts,!while!holding!a!vision!of!the!
possibilities!that!lie!within!and!on!the!other!side!of!our!challenges;!and!

!

• We! are! empowered! by! our! deep! solidarity! and! interconnectedness!with! all! of! Life! to! act! boldly! on! its!
behalf,!and!with!the!full!force!of!the!larger!evolutionary!process!that!is!working!through!us.!

Our!Greatest!Challenge:!Apathy!(adapted)from)Joanna)Macy’s)Coming)Back)to)Life)!

It!is!good!news,!as!author!Joanna!Macy!reminds!us,!that!we!are!wired!emotionally!to!respond!to!crisis.!!Through!
history,!distress!has!helped!us!dodge!danger,!adapt!to!change,!and!survive!against!all!odds.!!Pain,!truly,!is!power.!

!

The!bad!news!is,!the!crises!of!our!time!can!be!so!overwhelming!we!often!just!shut!down.!!Our!perils!are!so!huge!
they!are!hard!to!believe.!!The!very!warning!signals!that!should!rivet!our!attention,!get!our!blood!pumping,!and!spur!

us!to!act,!instead!lead!us!to!pull!down!the!blinds.!!!

!

Apathy!comes!from!the!Greek!apatheia,!which!doesn’t!mean!“not!caring”!–!it!means!“nonsuffering”,!the!inability!
or!refusal!to!experience!pain.!!What!is!the!pain!we!feel!–!and!desperately!try!not!to!feel!–!at!this!time!in!history?!!It!

is!unprecedented.!!It!is!pain!for!the!world.!

!

To!be!conscious!in!our!world!today!is!to!be!aware!of!vast!suffering!and!unprecedented!peril.!!From!news!and!our!

own!lives,!we!are!flooded!with!distress!signals.!!We!experience!fear,!anger,!and!sorrow,!even!though!we!may!never!

express!these!feelings.!!No!one!is!exempt!from!this!pain.!!It’s!not!only!natural,!but!necessary!to!spur!us!to!act.!

!

The!challenge,!thus,!is!not!our!pain!for!the!world,!but!our!repression!of!it.!!This!is!
GREAT!news;!it!means!as!social!change!agents,!our!task!isn’t!to!“get!people!to!care”!

–! it’s! to! help! them! to! feel! what’s! already! inside! them,! and! to! be! inspired! to! see!

there!is!something!they!can!do!and!be!that!can!make!a!difference.!

If you think about it, 
you’ll sit down… but if 
you feel it, you’ll stand 

up. – Van Jones 

 

What we most need to do 
is to hear within us the 

sounds of the Earth crying. 
– Thich Naht Hanh 
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From!Apathy!to!Inspired!Action!(adapted)from)&)combining)work)of)Marshall)Ganz)&)Joanna)Macy)!
Through!the!WakeUp,!we!believe!we!can!ignite!our!generation!into!inspired!action,!by!transforming!states!of!mind!

that!hold!us!back!into!states!of!mind!that!propel!us!forward.!!Let’s!look!at!those!states!of!mind:!

!

From!disconnection!to!gratitude!

Disconnecting!from!our!pain! is!both!draining!and!numbing.! !Repression! is!not!a! local!anesthetic:! In!blocking!pain,!we!block!
everything!else,!too.!!Gratitude!emotionally!reconnects!us!to!what’s!worth!living!for!–!and!what’s!worth!protecting.!!When!

we!focus!away!from!our!daily!distractions!and!back!on!the!gifts!of!being!alive,!we!are!impelled!to!act!to!protect!those!gifts.!!In!

this!way,! gratitude! is! subversive!! ! And,! since! gratitude! is! rooted! in! basic! joy! for! life,!we! can! return! to! it! at! any!moment! –!

regardless!of!external!circumstances.!!

From!denial!to!distress!

Denial!=!distress!+!despair.! !When!we!know!something!is!wrong!but!we!feel!helpless!to!do!

something!about!it,!we!enter!a!state!of!denial,!rather!than!living!in!constant!agony.!!We!can!

deny!the!distress!we!feel,!but!it!often!just!rePsurfaces!in!violent!and!selfPdestructive!ways.!

!
We!break!through!denial!by!honoring!our!pain.!!We!must!create!space!to!feel!our!responses!

to! loss! and! injustice,! responses! like! anger,! grief,! dread,! &! guilt! –! safely,! fully,! &! free! of!

judgment.! !When! we! do,! all! the! energy! that! had! been! bound! in! repression! becomes!
available!for!action.!

From!inertia!to!urgency!

We!act!either!out!of!habit!or!because!the!urgency!grabs!our!attention.!!Our!task!is!to!bring!urgency!to!what!really!matters,!by!

helping! others! directly! experience! the! alarm! of! a! tangible! looming! danger! or! the! anxious! excitement! of! a! timePsensitive!

opportunity.!

From!isolation!to!interconnection!

Feelings!of!isolation!stem!from!the!belief!that!we!are!“separate.”!!In!feeling!pain!for!the!world,!we!realize!our!pain!arises!out!
of!our!innate!interconnectedness.!!This!lifts!us!into!an!expanded,!more!powerful!“sense!of!self”,!and!dissolves!the!dichotomy!

of!“selfPinterest”!vs.!“moral!duty”.!

From!powerlessness!to!empowerment!

Resistance!to!act!often!comes!less!from!“powerlessness”!than!fear!of!feeling!powerless.!!We!counter!this!by!helping!others!

feel!their!power!–!through!their!link!to!a!larger!lifeforce,!and!through!the!value!of!the!unique!individual!contribution!they!offer.!

From!fear!to!courage!

We!can!be!paralyzed!by!fear!of!pain,!looking!bad,!being!a!“downer”,!and!of!course,!failing.!!Trying!to!eliminate!the!causes!of!
our!fear!will!never!work!–!what’s!needed!is!the!courage!to!act!despite!fear.!!Courage!comes!from!hope!that!the!change!we!

seek!is!possible…and!from!a!deeper!trust!in!something!greater!guiding!our!work,!and!a!resolve!that!what!we’re!doing!makes!

sense,!regardless!how!it!turns!out.!

Strength of heart comes from 
knowing that the pain that we 
each must bear is part of the 

greater pain shared by all that 
lives.  It is not just “our” pain but 

the pain, and realizing this 
awakens our universal 

compassion. – Jack Kornfield 
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How!Stories!Motivate!Action!(adapted)from)Marshall)Ganz’s)work)on)Public)Narrative)!
So!how!do!we!call!forth!the!emotions!that!lead!to!action?!!Do!we!just!tell)ourselves!and!others!what!to!feel?!!Think!

about! “the! facts”?! ! No!! !We!experience! emotion! through! story.! ! In! fact,!we! process! all! information! about! our!

values!–!not!“what!happened”,!but!what!it!means!to!us!–!as!narrative.!

!
Stories!move!us!by!offering!a!lived!experience!in!which!we!can!“see!ourselves,”!and!feel!as!richly!as!if!we!were!
really!there.!!Effective!stories!“show”!instead!of!“tell”!through!vivid!imagery!that!engages!all!the!senses.!Ironically,!

more!detail!means!more!universal!appeal.!Stories!have:!

• Character:!When!we!“see!ourselves”! in!a!protagonist’s!“shoes,”!we!feel!what!

they!“feel”)–!we!not!only!hear!“about”!courage;!but!we!can!be!inspired!by!it.!
• Plot:!An!unexpected!challenge!confronts!a!character,!compelling!them!to!make!

a!choice! for!which!s/he! is!unprepared.!This!yields!an!outcome,!which! reveals!

the…!

• Moral.!The!moral!highlights!the!values!at!the!core!of!the!story,!and!shows!why!

the!story!matters!to!our)lives.!

!

As!meaningKmaking! creatures,! we! are! constantly!weaving! stories! from! our! past! and! present! into! a! coherent!
identity!and!worldview,!through!which!we!understand!who!we!are,!what!matters!to!us,!how!the!world!works,!and!

what!to!do!next.!

Public!Narrative:!Inspired!Collective!Action!
Through! the! WakeUp,! we! tap! into! what! organizer! &! scholar! Marshall! Ganz! calls! “Public!
Narrative”:! the! leadership! skill!of! telling! stories! that!motivate!us! to! take!collective!action.!!
Public!Narrative!interweaves!three!motivational!stories:!Self,!Us,!&!Now.!

!
A!“Story!of!Self”!tells!why!we!ourselves!have!been!called!to!serve.!
!

The!focus!is!choice!points,!moments!when!values!are!formed!because!of!a!need!to!act!in!the!face!of!uncertainty.!!

When!did!you!first!choose!to!act?!!Why!did!you!make!that!choice?!!What!happened?!!What!did!you!learn?!

!
A!“Story!of!Us”!tells!who!we!are!together:!our!shared!experiences,!values,!&!visions.!
!

The!key! is! choice!points! in! the! life!of! the!community,! those!moments! that!express! the!values,!experiences,!past!

challenges!and!resources!of!the!community!or!“us”!that!will!take!action.!

!
A!“Story!of!Now”!conveys!the!urgent!challenge!we!now!face!and!calls!us!to!action.!
!

The!Story!of!Now!articulates!the!challenge!we!now!face,!an!outcome!if!we!take!action,!a!strategy,!a!choice!or!call!to!

action,!and!a!reminder!of!where!to!find!courage.!

Enacting!and!Experiencing!Story!

Public!narrative!–!and!all!story!–!is!more!than!just!someone!speaking!in!public.!!In!every!culture,!communities!enact!

art,!music,!ritual,!and!celebration!to!honor!and!affirm!who!they!are,!what!they’ve!done,!and!where!they’re!going.!!

This! allows! them! to!experience! story! in! every! fiber!of! their! being!–!not! just! their! heads.! ! The!WakeUp!provides!

creative,!“embodied”!forms!of!experience,!in!order!for!our!story!of!inspired!action!to!be!felt!powerfully.!

!
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The WakeUp: A Story-Based Strategy 
Young!People’s!Role!in!Changing!the!Story!

“Young people come of age with a critical eye and a hopeful heart. It’s that combination of critical eye and hopeful heart 
that brings change. That’s one reason why so many young people were and are involved in movements for social change.” 
– Marshal Ganz 

!

Young!people!are!uniquely!gifted!to!challenge!old!stories!and!to!write!new!stories.!!New!generations!of!youth!are!

part!of!the!creative!process!through!which!human!cultures!are!transformed!and!regenerated.!!As!we!step!onto!the!

stage!of!society!we!bring!a!critical!eye!to!all! that!we!see,!while!we!also!bring!a!hopeful!heart! through!which!we!

imagine!and!create!new!possibilities.!!Through!our!vision,!ideas,!and!creative!spirit,!a!new!story!is!being!born.!!!

SmartMeme!and!ReImagining!Change!
“Our times demand that we build more holistic movements with the capacity to tell stories that bring together a 
commitment to social justice with the visions of an ecologically sane future. We believe that to address the global 
challenges of our lifetimes, our movements must cultivate a broader understanding of narrative power and develop more 
sophisticated story-based strategies.” – ReImagining Change 

!

One!body!of!work! that! deeply! informs! the!WakeUp! comes! from!SmartMeme!and! their! pioneering!work! around!

storyPbased! strategy.! SmartMeme’s!dream! is! kindred! to! that!of!Generation!Waking!Up:! to!build! a!movement!of!

movements! with! the! power,! creativity,! and! vision! to! change! the! world! by! changing! the! stories! that! shape! our!

collective!destiny.! !Their!model! is!presented! in!their!seminal!book!ReImagining)Change:)How)To)Use)StoryMBased)

Strategy)To)Win)Campaigns,)Build)Movements,)and)Change)The)World!(Patrick!Reinsborough!&!Doyle!Canning).!

StoryKbased!Strategy!
StoryKbased! strategy! views! social! change! through! the! lens! of!narrative! power! and! positions! storytelling! at! the!
center!of!the!social!change!strategy.!It!recognizes!that!narratives!inform!how!we!see!and!act!as!individuals!and!as!a!

society,!and!that!if!we!can!change!the!story,!we!can!change!the!world.!
!

At! the! heart! of! SmartMeme’s! storyPbased! strategy! is! narrative! power! analysis.! A! narrative! power! analysis!
recognizes! that! the! structures! and! values!of!our! social! system!are!held! in!place!by! its! dominant!worldview,! and!

therefore!all!efforts!to!change!our!social!system!have!a!narrative!dimension.!!

!

A!storyPbased!strategy!can!support!our!efforts!to!change!the!story!of!the!modern!world!by!helping!us!to:!

• Understand!the!story!we!are!trying!to!change!and!its!core!elements.!

• Identify!the!underlying!assumptions!that!allow!that!story!to!operate!as!truth.!
• Create!a!new!story!based!on!a!framing!narrative!that!is!compelling.!

• Find!points!of!intervention!in!the!system!to!engage!in!the!battle!of!story.!

• Launch!a!meme!campaign!to!spread!the!message!of!your!new!story.!

Understand!the!Story!!
Using!a!narrative!power!analysis,!we!can!understand!more!clearly!the!story!we!are!trying!to!change!by:!

• Examining!the!dominant!cultural!story!that!influences!our!lives!and!society.!

• Considering!how!history!and!power!shapes!the!point!of!view!of!this!story.!

• Exploring!how!the!dominant!story!normalizes!the!status!quo.!

• Identifying!the!core!elements!of!a!story!that!can!be!deconstructed!and!reconstructed.!
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Identify!the!Underlying!Assumptions!
StoryPbased!strategy!is!based!in!the!notion!that!narratives!operate!on!underlying!assumptions,!and!so!in!order!to!

change!stories,!we!need!to!shift!assumptions!(worldviews,!beliefs,!etc.).!!Underlying!assumptions!are!the!unstated!
parts!of!the!story!that!you!have!to!believe!in!order!to!believe!that!the!story!is!true.!They!are!the!glue!that!holds!the!

narrative!together,!and!when!they!are!exposed!and!found!to!be!in!contradiction!with!the!lived!experience!or!values!

of!people,!they!are!vulnerable!to!being!replaced!by!assumptions!that!are!more!authentic!and!true.!

Create!a!New!Story!
Identifying!the!elements!of!a!story!(characters,!plot,!morals,!foreshadowing,!etc.)!allows!us!to!not!only!deconstruct!

an!old!story,!but!to!create!a!powerful!new!narrative!for!social!change.!Once!you!identify!the!elements!of!your!new!

story,! they! can! then! be! integrated! into! a! framing! narrative! that! is! both! compelling! to! your! audience! and! that!

challenges! the! key! underlying! assumptions! that! are! preventing! the! dominant! narrative! from! changing.! For! your!

story! to! be! compelling,! it’s! essential! to! have! a!narrative! arc:! a! logical! and! coherent! flow! to! your! narrative! that!
makes!sense!to!your!audience.!!Once!we!have!our!new!story,!we’re!ready!to!put!it!into!action.!

Points!of!Intervention!
Points!of!intervention!are!the!places!in!a!system!where!taking!action!can!make!

change.!Social!movements!have!a!long!history!of!taking!action!where!production,!

consumption,!destruction,!or!decisionPmaking!is!happening.!StoryPbased!strategy!

expands! these! efforts! to! envision! interventions! into! the! narratives! that! shape!

popular!understanding!by!taking!action!at!the!point!of!assumption.!
!

Actions!at!a!point!of!assumption!are!action!with!an!explicit!goal!of!changing!the!
story.! ! The!end! result! is!a! rePpatterning!of! consciousness! that!embraces!a!new!

set!of!values!and!worldview.!

!

The!WakeUp’s!strategic!point!of!intervention!is!in!the!minds!and!hearts!of!young!people!across!the!planet!who!can!

challenge!the!unexamined!assumptions!of!an!old!story!&!world!that!is!dying!and!who!can!bring!forth!visions!of!a!

new!story!&!world!that!is!being!born.!

Launching!a!Meme!Campaign:!Generation!Waking!Up!
Memes!are!selfPreplicating!units!of!cultural!information!that!spread!virally!from!person!to!person!and!generation!to!

generation!with!a!life!of!their!own.!Memes!can!act!as!capsules!for!stories!to!spread!virally!through!cultures.!

!

A!social!change!effort!focused!on!spreading!a!new!idea!or!vision!is!essentially!a!meme!campaign.!The!center!of!a!

meme! campaign! is! not! the! headquarters! or! campaign! leadership,! and! the! goal! is! not! building! organizational!

leadership!in!the!traditional!sense.!Instead,!the!center!of!the!meme!campaign!is!the!narrative!and!the!contagious!

selfPreplicating!meme!capsules!that!spread!the!story.!A!good!meme!campaign!is!designed!so!that!people!can!take!

the!meme!and!“run!with!it”!at!the!grassroots!level!without!the!meme!and!message!losing!its!intent!and!integrity.!

Organizers! act! as!weavers!of! a!decentralized!network!web,! spreading! information,! connecting!people,! gathering!

feedback,!and!offering!support.!

!

Generation!Waking!Up!is!a!meme!campaign!sharing!the!inspiring!story!of!our!generation!and!how!we!are!coming!

together! to! bring! forth! a! thriving,! just,! sustainable! world.! ! The! WakeUp! experience! is! our! central! delivery!
mechanism!for!sharing!this!new!story!in!powerful!and!transformative!way!with!young!people!all!around!the!globe.!

!

Let’s!change!the!story.!Let’s!change!the!world!!

!

Those who profess to favor freedom and yet depreciate
agitation, are people who want crops without ploughing the
ground; they want rain without thunder and lightning; they
want the ocean without the roar of its many waters. The
struggle may be a moral one, or it may be a physical one, or
it may be both. But it must be a struggle. Power concedes
nothing without a demand; it never has and it never will.
~ Frederick Douglass

Social Change as Intervention

So you want to take action to change a story that is hurting
your community…but how? Whether you’re targeting a
specific brand narrative put forward by a powerful
corporation or resisting racist policies rooted in generations of
oppressive assumptions, it can be a daunting task to take
your story off the flipchart and into the streets.

After using the battle of the story tool to deconstruct the
story you want to change and to construct the narrative you
want to spread, the next dimension of the story-based
strategy model is taking action at points of intervention
(POI).

SmartMeme defines intervention as: an action meant to
change the course of events. Intervention is deliberate
interference or interaction with a previously existing narrative,
audience, social structure, system, venue, or space.

Points of intervention are specific places in a system where
an action can effectively interrupt and influence the story of a
system and build momentum for change.

Social movements traditionally intervene at physical points in
the systems that shape our lives, otherwise known as “direct

4.1

IV. Points of Intervention

Re:Imagining Change · 27

When a direct action intervention is
effective, it shifts power relationships in the

moment it is happening and also builds
lasting movement by leaving an imprint in

our imaginations of new possibilities.

action.” The locations of these types of interventions have
included: the point of production where goods are produced
(such as a factory or laboratory), the point of destruction
where resources are extracted or pollution is dumped (such as
a logging road or toxic waste site), the point of consumption
where products are purchased (such as a chain store or a
lunch counter) and the point of decision where the power-
holders are located (such as a corporate headquarters or a
congressional office).

Direct action is an age-old method of taking action to make
positive changes in the world, from a community putting up
their own radio transmitter to give voice to local residents, to
mass civil disobedience to shut down a corporate war
profiteer. Direct action is a general term for any action where
people step out of their traditional, scripted roles (be it as
passive consumers, marginalized nobodies, or apathetic
spectators) and challenge the dominant expectation of
obedience. When a direct action intervention is effective, it
shifts power relationships in the moment it is happening and
also builds lasting movement by leaving an imprint in our
imaginations of new possibilities. Direct action is often a tactic
within a broader strategy, but it also represents a political ethic
of creating fundamental change at the deepest levels of power
relations.

points of assumption
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Points of Intervention are the places in a system where taking action can
make change. Social movements have a long history of taking action where
production, consumption, destruction or decision-making is happening.
Story-based strategy helps us expand these efforts to envision interventions
into the narratives that shape popular understanding by taking action at the
point of assumption.
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What It Means To Be A WakeUp Facilitator 
!

Generation!Waking!Up!is!a!campaign!led!by!a!global!community!of!young!people!from!every!walk!of!life,!who!have!

stepped!up!to!ignite!our!entire!generation!to!bring!forth!a!thriving,!just,!sustainable!world.!!
!

We!are!young!storytellers,!artists,!musicians,!writers,!poets,!thinkers,!organizers,!activists,!and!global!citizens,!who!

have!all!heard! the!call!of! something! larger! than!ourselves,! something!wanting!to!happen!through!us...and!we've!

said!"yes."!!Here!are!some!of!the!values!and!intentions!that!we!aspire!toward!as!WakeUp!Facilitators:!

We!are!turned!on!and!tapped!in.!

1. We!see!ourselves!as!belonging!to!a!unique,!powerful,!"makePit!or!breakPit"!generation,!coming!of!age!at!one!of!the!most!

exciting!moments!in!all!of!history.!

!

2. We!are!willing!to!face!the!pain!of!the!world!with!clear!eyes!and!open!hearts,!while!holding!a!vision!of!the!possibilities!that!

liewithin!and!on!the!other!side!of!the!challenges!facing!us!all.!!

!

3. We!are!empowered!by!our!deep!solidarity!and!interconnectedness!with!all!of!Life!to!act!boldly!on!its!behalf,!and!with!the!

full!force!of!the!larger!evolutionary!process!that!is!working!through!us.!

!

4. We!act!–!not!out!of!anger,!fear,!or!ego,!but!from!compassion,!generosity,!and!service!–!"hospicing"!the!dying!of!worldviews!

and!institutions!that!no!longer!serve,!and!"midwifing"!the!birth!of!a!lifePsustaining!human!presence!on!this!planet.!

!

5. We!are!strong,!centered,!and!rooted!in!a!larger!vision!of!Life.!!In!our!presence!those!around!us!are!able!to!reconnect!with!

their! own! sense! of! higher! purpose,! and! transform! fear,! confusion,! and! apathy! into! courage,! creativity,! and! committed!

action.!!

!

6. We! are! dedicated! to! embodying! the! purpose! and! values! of! the! WakeUp! in! our! own! everyday! lives,! modeling! within!

ourselves!the!thriving,!just,!sustainable!world!we!wish!to!see.!

We!see!what's!going!down,!but!we!know!what's!up.!

7. We! know! that! we! are! facing! a! convergence! of! crises! –! social,! environmental,! economic,! political,! and! spiritual! –! that!

together!threaten!the!survival!of!the!human!species,!and!that!the!whole!system!must!be!transformed!if!there!is!hope!for!

our!future.!

!

8. We!see!that!a!dysfunctional!worldview!is!a!root!cause!of!the!interconnected!crises!that!mark!the!world!we!are!inheriting,!

and!understand!the!power!of!story!to!shift!collective!worldview!and!mobilize!collective!action.!!

!

9. We!understand!that!our!generation!is!poised!to!lead!a!"Movement!of!movements"!that!crosses!every!issue,!approach,!and!

sector!of!society!–!and!we!see!clearly!the!unique!role!we!are!being!called!to!play!as!storytellers!and!movementPbuilders,!in!

mobilizing!our!generation!into!action.!

We've!got!skills!and!we're!ready!for!action.!

10. We!are!able!to!powerfully!deliver!the!spirit!and!message!of!WakeUp!experience!–!through!our!skillful!facilitation,!presence!

in!daily!interactions,!and!the!many!modes!of!communication!and!expression!available!to!us.!

!

11. We!are!able! to!effectively! identify,! enroll,! and! support!others!who!are! also!waking!up!and!being! called! to! take!action;!

inspire! those! around! us! to! participate! in! WakeUp! experiences;! and! mobilize! our! communities! to! take! effective,!

collaborative!action.!

!

12. We! are! bridgePbuilders! and! connectors! that! bring! together! diverse! communities,! in! spaces! where! shared! vision! and!

collaboration!emerges!to!meet!our!common!cause!of!building!a!thriving,!just,!sustainable!world.!
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Essential Elements of the WakeUp 
!

In! order! to! make! clear! what! the! “WakeUp”! actually! is,! and! to! support! its! ongoing! adaptation,! evolution,! and!

integrity,!we!have!attempted!to!break!it!down!to!its!underlying!"essence."! !We!offer!this!as!merely!our!best!first!

attempt!at!a!work!in!progress.!

!

We!will!speak!to!the!essence!of!the!WakeUp!within!the!following!categories:!

!

1. Purpose:!the!contribution!that!the!WakeUp!is!fundamentally!here!to!make!to!the!world.!

2. Intended!Results:!specific!desired!outcomes!of!the!WakeUp!which!work!toward!fulfilling!its!purpose.!

3. Narrative!Arc:!the!series!of!essential!archetypal!stages!and!spaces!into!which!the!WakeUp!is!arranged.!

4. Intentions!of!the!Sections:!the!specific!desired!outcomes!for!each!section!of!the!WakeUp.!

5. Process:!the!essential!methods!and!practices!for!producing!a!WakeUp.!

!

Purpose!
To!ignite!a!generation!of!young!people!to!bring!forth!a!thriving,!just,!sustainable!world.!

!

Intended!Results!
1. We!experience!ourselves!as!belonging!to!a!unique,!powerful,!"makePit!or!breakPit"!generation,!coming!of!

age!at!one!of!the!most!exciting!moments!in!all!of!history.!

!

2. We! look!with!clear!eyes!and!open!hearts!at! the!unprecedented!ecological!unraveling,! social!&!economic!

injustice,!and!psychological!&!spiritual!suffering!that!marks!the!world!we!are!inheriting.!

!

3. We!see!that!the!crises!facing!us!are!interconnected,!and!that!a!root!cause!is!the!dysfunctional!worldview!

and!its!unexamined!assumptions!that!have!“entranced”!the!modern!world.!

!

4. We!see!an!emerging!worldview!that! integrates!the!best!of! indigenous!knowledge,!spiritual!traditions!and!

modern!science!–!a!view!that!everything!is!profoundly!interconnected.!

!

5. We!see!the!groundswell!of!consciousness!and!social!change!emerging! in!our!generation!and!in!society!at!

large,!and! realize!our!opportunity! to!shift! the! trajectory!of!humanity! toward!a! thriving,! just,! sustainable!

world.!

!

6. We! experience! ourselves! and! our! generation! as! integral! parts! of! an! already! awakening! "Movement! of!

movements"! that! crosses! every! issue,! approach,! and! sector! of! society! –! and! we! recognize! the! larger!

evolutionary!process!that!is!working!through!us.!

!

7. We!gain!a!holistic!vision!of!social!change;!see!what!it! is!we!are!uniquely!here!to!contribute!individually!&!

collectively;!and!tap!into!newfound!creativity,!courage,!and!a!commitment!to!embodying!the!purpose!and!

values!of!the!WakeUp!through!our!individual!and!collective!actions.!

!
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Narrative!Arc!
The!series!of!essential!archetypal!stages!and!spaces!into!which!the!WakeUp!is!arranged:!

!

Opening!
Settling)in,)getting)"grounded")and)"centered",)welcomes,)introductions,)and)setting)the)stage.!

!

Who!Are!We?!!
Individually)and)as)a)generation,)where)have)we)come)from?))What)are)the)values)and)characteristics)that)

define) our) generation?) ) What) are) the) shared) challenges) and) aspirations) that) bind) us) together?) ) What)

makes)us)a)unique)and)powerful)generation,)with)opportunities)unlike)any)that)have)come)before?)

)

Where!Are!We?!!
What)is)the)world)we)are)inheriting?))How)is)modern)society)impacting)the)Earth)and)other)species?))How)

far)are)we)from)a)world)where)everyone)has)a)decent)shot)at)life?))And)with)more)technology,)more)"stuff")

to)buy,)and)more)money)to)buy)it,)are)we)closer)or)further)to)leading)the)meaningful)and)fulfilling)lives)we)

all)want?)

!

What!Has!To!Change?!!
How)we)act)is)determined)by)how)we)see)the)world)–)so,)what)is)the)"worldview")that)has)modern)society)

trashing)the)planet,)depriving)so)many)of)us)of)basic)human)needs,)and)bringing)despair)and)depression)to)

even) the)most) "wellMoff") among)us?) )And,) in) order) to) shift) the) course)of) history,)what) are) the) emerging)

ways)of)thinking)to)which)we)must)"wake)up"?)

!

What!Do!We!Do!Now?!!
What)hope)and)positive)action) is) brewing)across) the)planet?) )What) is) possible) if)we) really) step) it) up,) as)

individuals)and)as)a)generation?))How)can)we)collaborate)across)our)lines)of)difference)to)create)a)better)

world?))Given)who)we)are)and)what)we)see...what)is)our)unique)part)to)play,)and)what)are)our)next)steps?)

!

Closing!
ThankMyou's,)acknowledgments,)celebration,)and)sendMoffs.)
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Intentions!of!the!Sections!!
The!specific!desired!outcomes!for!each!section!of!the!WakeUp:!

Opening!

To)have)participants)feel)welcomed,)excited,)and)clear)about)the)purpose)of)the)WakeUp)and)the)journey)

ahead.)

Who!Are!We?!!

To)have)participants)share)from)their)personal)story)in)an)open)and)authentic)way;)to)meaningfully)engage)

and)connect)with)others)peers;)and)to)develop)a)clear)sense)of)who)we)are)as)a)generation)of)young)people)

coming)of)age)at)the)start)of)the)21st)century.)

Where!Are!We?!!

To) have) participants) face) as) a) group) and) let) in) the) urgency) and) scope) of) the) current) global) social,)

environmental,) and) spiritual) crises,) and) to) understand) that) the) pain) and) suffering) we) experience) is)

completely)natural)and)holds)a)power)to)help)us)heal)and)transform)the)world.)

What!Has!To!Change?!!

To) have) participants) identify) the) unconscious) worldview) and) unexamined) assumptions) that) we) hold) as)

individuals) and) as) a) society;) and) for) participants) to) recognize) that) a) new) way) of) seeing) the) world—as)

profoundly)interconnected—is)emerging)in)our)culture,)one)that)is)consistent)with)both)modern)science)and)

the)understanding)of)the)world)that)many)other)cultures)have)had—which)opens)the)possibility)for)both)a)

new)story)and)a)new)future.)

What!Do!We!Do!Now?!!

For)participants)to)be)uplifted,)energized,)and)inspired)into)action)by)seeing)that)an)unnamable)‘Movement)

of)movements’) is)emerging)around)the)world;)and)for)participants)to) identify)for)themselves,)and)commit)

to,)actions,)practices,)and)ways)of)being)which)are)consistent)with)their)vision)and)purpose.)

Closing!

For)participants)to)be)in)an)inspired)and)hopeful)state,)standing)powerfully)as)change)agents)in)a)place)of)

possibility,)creativity,)community—and)action.)
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Process!
The!essential!methods!and!practices!for!producing!a!WakeUp:!

!

1. Preparing! the! space:! ensuring! that! the! physical! environment! in! which! the! WakeUp! takes! place! is! an!

extraordinary!space!in!which!courageous!participation,!authentic!expression,!and!profound!transformation!

are!possible.!!Specific!practices!might!include:!!

• setting!lighting;!!

• preparing!the!room!with!cloths,!plants,!murals,!quotations,!baskets,!etc.;!and!

• arranging!tables,!chairs,!and!other!objects!in!the!room!to!facilitate!full!participation!and!interaction.!

• creating!a!nonPreligious!“altar”;!!

• lighting!incense,!candles,!and/or!other!fragrances;!!

!

2. Opening! the! space:! practices! at! the! beginning! of! the!WakeUp! which! enable! us! P! facilitators! as! well! as!

participants!P!to!swiftly!transition!out!of!our!everyday,!"ordinary"!orientation,!and!into!a!ways!of!being!in!

which!we!may!produce!extraordinary!results!out!of!our!interactions.!!Practices!might!include:!

• opening!with!music;!

• acknowledging!sacred!space;!

• acknowledging! and! introducing! ourselves:! who! we! really! are! and! what! really! matters! to! us,! in!

addition!to!surfacePlevel!biographical!details;!

• “arriving!/!settling”!exercises!aimed!at!helping!us!relax!any!physical!tensions;!become!grounded!in!

our!bodies;!and!let!go!of!the!day's!prior!worries,!doubts,!fears,!and!any!other!psychologicallyPbased!

distractions;!and!

• setting!intentions!for!who!and!how!we!are!willing!to!be!during!our!time!together.!!

!

3. Engaging!in!content:!the!content!of!the!WakeUp!may!be!addressed!in!a!number!of!ways:!

• presented!through!live!facilitation;!

• communicated!through!video;!!

• expressed!artistically!(through!story,!music,!song,!dance,!art,!etc.);!and!

• generated! from!participants! (whom!we!must! remember!are!aware!of!what! is! taking!place!around!

them,!already!contain!inside!a!wellspring!of!wisdom!within,!and!are!capable!of!accessing!it).!

!

4. Personal!reflection:!absorbing!and!contemplating!within!ourselves!the!content!of!the!WakeUp,!potentially!

with! guided! or! silent! meditation,! bringing! awareness! to! bodily! sensations,! writing,! drawing,! and! other!

expression.!

!

5. Dialogue:! compassionate! listening! and! authentic! expression! about! the! content! of! the!WakeUp! and! our!

reactions!and!responses!to!it.!!We!may!dialogue!in!partners,!small!groups,!and/or!the!whole!group.!

!

6. Interactive!exercises:!engaging!and!absorbing!the!content!of!the!WakeUp!with!fellow!participants!through!

shared!activity.!

!

7. Guided! visualization:! accessing! our! intuitive! knowing! to! more! fully! develop,! absorb,! and! internalize!

content.!

!

!

!



!
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WAKEUP MANUAL KEY 
 

!

Live Presenter (Georgia, 14pt) 
 

Shading indicates optional material  
 
Narrator or speaker in video module (Futura Book, 10)  

 
A/V (Futura, 14pt) 
 

Exercise (Georgia Italic, 14pt) 
 
Presenter Notes / logistical information or comment to Presenter (Georgia Italic, 11pt, Lighter 65%) 
 
***** Indicates!a!break!point!in!a!video!element!that!can!be!used!to!edit!and!remove/replace!footage 
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WakeUp Outline 

Doors Open 
(P-1) Opening Slide: Generation Waking Up Logo 
(P-2) Music Break: Slideshow, with Opening Music    (21:44) 

Opening 
 (0-1a) Buffer slide - WakeUp Title  
O.1 Gather 

 (0-1) Optional Video - Lost Generation (1:48) 
(0-1b) Buffer slide - WakeUp Title  
O.2 Welcome 
O.3 Presenters’ Introduction 
O.4 Logistics 
(0-2) Buffer slide – Sun Through Trees 
O.5 Arriving 
O.6 Arriving Activity 
O.7 Intro to the WakeUp 
O.8 Purpose 
(0-3) Slide: Purpose 
O.9 One Issue, Not Three 
O.10 Orientation of the WakeUp 
O.11 Flow/Four Questions 
(0-4) Slide: Text Slide of the Four Questions 
O.12 We Don’t Have All the Answers 

 Optional: How the WakeUp came to be 
 (0-5) Optional Video – The Pachamama Story (6:46) 

 

I Who Are We? 
(1-1) Slide: Who Are We? Four Questions, first highlighted 
1.1 Who are we? 

Module 1A: Who Are We – As Individuals 
 1.2 Who Are We as Individuals? 
 1.3 Introductions Exercise 
(1-2) Slide: Introductory Questions 
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Module 1B: Who Are We – As A Generation  

(1-3) Slide – Who Are We As A Generation 
1.4 Who Are We as a Generation? 
(1-4) Video – Who Are We As A Generation 
(1-4a) Buffer Slide – Silhouette of Kids with Blue Sky  
1.5 Unique Moment 
1.6 The Legacy of Our Generation Exercise 
1.7 Conclusion 
 

II Where Are We? 
2.1 Where Are We? 
(2-1) Slide: Where Are We? Four Questions, second highlighted 
2.2 Not New Information  
2.3 Where Are We Video Intro  
(2-2) Video – Where Are We: Environment 
(2-2a) Buffer Slide – Lion & Cub 
2.4 Notice What You Are Feeling  
2.5 Set Up Social Justice & Thriving 
(2-3) Video – Where Are We: Social Justice & Human Thriving 
(2-3a) Buffer slide – Waterfall in Hawaii 
2.4 Invite: Take a Breath & Reflect 
2.5 Partner Share 
2.6 The Milling Exercise  
2.7 Milling Exercise Group Share 

 

III What Has To Change? 
(3-1) Slide: Four Questions, third one highlighted 

Module 3A: Worldview & Assumptions            
3.1 Root Causes 
 (3-2) Video – Worldview & Assumptions (6:32) 
(3-2a) Buffer Slide – Cartoon Man with Glasses Off 
3.2 Review Unexamined Assumptions and Unintended Consequences 
(3-3) Slide: Unexamined Assumptions 
3.3 Additional Examples of Unexamined Assumptions  
3.4 Group Brainstorm of Unexamined Assumptions 
3.5 Summing it Up 
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3.6 Same Assumptions, Different Impact 
3.7 Personal Assumptions 
3.8 Groups: Identify Personal Unexamined Assumptions 
3.9 Group Share 
3.10 Consequences 

Module 3B: Interconnectedness 
3.11 Opportunity 
3.12 Other Worldviews 
3.13 Interconnectedness  
(3-4) Video – Interconnectedness 
(3-4a) Buffer Slide – Achuar in Canoe 
3.14 New Story Shaping Consciousness on the Planet 
(3-5) Slide – Starry Night 
3.15 Wombat Video Set-Up 
(3-6) Video: Wombat (1:04) 
(3-6a): Buffer Slide – Wombat 
3.16 “One-Minute” WakeUp 
 
 

IV What Do We Do Now? 
(4-1) Slide: Four Questions, fourth highlighted 
4.1 What’s Possible For The Future & What’s Already Happening  
(4-2) Video: What Is Possible for the Future?  (6:47) 
(4-2a) Buffer Slide - Installing Solar Panels 
4.2 Exciting Time to Be Alive 
4.3 Examples of What’s Emerging 

 (4-3) Optional Video – Metamorphosis (1:05) 
(4-4) Slide – Dawn Over Water 
4.4 Why You Are Here: Taking a Stand 
4.5 Your Role in the Change 

 (4-5) Optional Video – The Power of a Stand (4:24) 
 (4-5a) Buffer Slide: African Woman in Group 

(4-6) Slide – Mt Fuji & Field of Flowers 
4.6 What Makes You Come Alive Exercise 
4.7 What Makes You Come Alive Conclusion 
4.8 Four Years Go Set-Up 
(4-7) Video – Four Years Go (3:03) 
(4-7a) Buffer Slide – Childrens’ Hands 
4.9 Four Years Go Conclusion 
4.10 Identifying Next Steps 
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4.11 Personal Commitments 
4.12 Partner Share 
4.13 Complete commitment process 
 

Closing 
CL.1 Beginning to Close 

Module CL-A WakeUp Next Steps 

(C-1) Slide: Generation Waking Up Web Addresses  
CL.2 GenUp information   
CL.3 Acknowledgments 
CL.4 The Wake Up Begins Today 

Module CL-B Courage and Hope 
CL.5 Courage  
CL.6 Hope 
(C-2) Slide: Vaclav Havel Quote 

 (C-3) Optional Video – Hope Committed in Action (3:30) 
(C-3a) Buffer Slide/ Video: Spinning Earth 
CL.7 Final Words  
CL.8 Unity Clap 
(C-4) Video: Video Credits   (1:54)  
!
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OPENING 
Intention of this section: To have participants feel welcomed, excited, and clear about the purpose of the 
WakeUp and the journey ahead.  

 
O-1a: Buffer Slide – WakeUp Title 

O.1 Gather 
Pre-Intro Lead-In Options: 
Spoken Word 
Live music 
Recorded Music (with a crescendo into the Welcome section) 
Group Song 

(Five minutes before starting time, announce or have volunteers announce and help gather people:)  
We’ll be starting in five minutes. Thank you. 
(At start:) 
We’re going to get started in a moment, so please find a seat. (If needed: Ask anyone 

sitting in the back to please feel to move up so we can all be a little closer together.) Great. We’re 
ready! 

MODULE O-A: Welcome & Introduction  
O-1: Optional Video: Lost Generation (1:48)  

O-1b: Buffer Slide – WakeUp Title 

O.2 Welcome 
LIVE PRESENTER (OR HOST): 
Welcome to the Generation Waking Up Experience! We’re so glad you’re here 
today.  
(Add sentence about weather/location/setting/date/starting time as appropriate. If being introduced by 
hosts, hosts introduce selves briefly; tell how today’s Wake Up came to be, cover any of the logistical 
details that are appropriate, and briefly introduce Presenter(s).) 

O.3 Presenters’ Introduction 
We want to first introduce ourselves. 
My name is …I’m a (volunteer) presenter of the Generation Waking Up Experience.  
(Share something relevant to the audience about your life/background/experience).  
I became involved in sharing this message (or I care about/I do this because…)   
(Note: The open, heartfelt, authentic expression of the first Presenter often sets the tone for the entire 
day.) 

Optional Presenter Introduction: Introduce the community group you’re a part of, the team you’re 
working with, or the organization that’s sponsoring this Generation Waking Up Experience, and say 
what else is happening in the community that the group is working on – such as other WakeUp’s, or a 
local group meeting/even happening every month.  
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We’re really excited to be here, we’re glad you’re here, and we especially want to 
thank… (Briefly acknowledge key hosts or organizers). 
 
O.4 Logistics  (Say whatever is relevant/ needed)  

It’s (time) now, we’re going to be here until about (time). Bathrooms are located...  
We’re not going to take an official break, so feel free to get up and go to the 
bathroom, or go to the back of the room if you need to move or stretch. If at any 
point you can’t hear, please raise your hand and let us know. Also, please take a 
second to turn off your cell phones. (Make any other necessary logistic announcements.) 
Thank you! 
 
O-2: Buffer slide – Sun through Trees 

O.5 Arriving 
We know you all have an endless list of to-do’s, deadlines (/ homework), personal 
issues, and countless worries or distractions that we walked in with. We want to 
thank you for being here, and we invite you to let all of that go so we can show up 
fully here together.   

O.6 Arriving Activity  
We’re going to take a minute and get to know who showed up to be part of this 
experience today…  (Choose one of the following arriving exercises, or from pg  73) 
 
A) Intro Icebreaker 
Ask everyone to look around them and introduce themselves to two people that 
they don’t already know (or don’t know as well) and say their name & an 
additional one-word answer (e.g., superpower of choice, favorite food, animal 
you have most affinity with) 
 
B) Stand If  [5 min.] 
Just to get a sense for who’s in the room, we want to engage in a quick exercise 
called “Stand If” where you’ll stand up if what I ask is true for you. Here we go. 
(Generate your own or revise these based on what is relevant to the group. You can also invite people to 
popcorn & stand up to offer their own after you’ve demonstrated a few examples) 
Stand if you are (in high school/ college/ post-college or freshman/ sophomore/ 
junior/ senior).  
Stand if you play a sport 
Stand if you consider yourself an artist  
Stand if you traveled here by bike? By car? By plane? 
Stand if you you 8+ hours of sleep last night. How bout 5 hrs or less?! 
Stand if you speak more than one language. More than 2? 
Stand if you play a musical instrument 
Stand if you like camping 
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Thank you. Great! We have an amazing bunch of people here (with different ages/ 
interests/ talents). Let’s jump into it! 
 
C) Meditation Exercise (3+ min.) 
We’re going to take a moment of silence to "become present.” We’d like to invite 
you to please close or lower your eyes for a moment and, first... Take a deep 
breath, breathing in and then breathing out. Allow your body and mind to slow 
down (Pause to give time for this.) and become completely present to this time and this 
place, to the group of people that surround you … Take a breath, and as you bring 
your awareness back into this room, remember what a privilege it is to be alive, to 
be who you are, to be sharing this experience with others. (Pause.) Now, take 
another deep breath, and when you’re ready, open your eyes. (Pause.) Thank you. 

O.7 Intro to the WakeUp  
So why are we here today? What we’ll be presenting is the Generation Waking Up 
Experience, or a “WakeUp” for short. It’s a program designed for our generation 
and the unique opportunity we have as young people coming of age at the start of 
the 21st century. It’s used in high schools, colleges, clubs, youth conferences & 
trainings globally, and is a totally free, open-source curriculum that anyone can 
learn to facilitate.  

O.8 Purpose 

O-3: Slide – Purpose 
The Purpose of the WakeUp is: 
 
To ignite a generation of young people 
 to bring forth a thriving, just, sustainable world. 
 
 (Read aloud. Bring up or indicate a poster or flipchart that has been prepared in advance, and leave it 
in a visible location so that you can reference it throughout the Symposium.) 

O.9 One Issue, Not Three  
Our purpose includes three aspects: A thriving world where people live happy, 
healthy, meaningful lives; a socially just world that is fair and equitable for all; and 
an environmentally sustainable world where humans are living in a way that can 
last for future generations. (In a small group you can ask the group to help define the purpose. 

Example: Can someone share with the group what “thriving” means?). But we want to be clear 
that these are really not three separate issues; they are actually interrelated facets 
of one whole, and it’s not possible to make deep and lasting progress on one of 
these aspects without taking into account the other two. (Pause to let it sink in.)  

O.10 Orientation of the WakeUp  
(Deliver slowly and clearly.) 
At this moment in history, we believe that our generation is being called to wake up 
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and come together in unprecedented ways, and that it is more important than ever 
that we as young people recognize that we all have a role to play in creating the 
future we want and inspiring others to take action in our communities. 
 
Some of you may already be active around the issues we’re looking at today, and 
some of you may be just learning about these issues or figuring out how you want to 
get involved. Wherever you’re at, this is in an opportunity to step more fully into 
whatever is calling you forward.  

O.11 Flow/Four Questions 
The WakeUp is organized around four key questions:  
(Bring up poster of Flow; post in a place where it will be visible throughout.) 
 
O-4: Slide - Four Questions 
1. WHO ARE WE? 
We’ll start by looking at the question “Who are we?  Who we are as individuals, and 
who are we as a generation? 
 
2. WHERE ARE WE?  
We’ll then take a close look at the question “Where are we?”  What is the state of the 
world we are inheriting and what are the challenges we face at this moment in 
history? 
 
3. WHAT HAS TO CHANGE?  
In our third question, “What has to Change?” we’ll explore some of the root causes 
that have brought us to where we are today and what needs to change to create a 
better world. 
 
4. WHAT DO WE DO NOW?  
Lastly, we’ll look at the question of “What do we do now?”  What kind of change is 
possible in our lifetime, and how can we help create that change individually and 
collectively?  
 
 O-5: Buffer slide - Rainforest Aerial 

O.12 We Don’t Have All the Answers 
Before we go on, we want to be clear that we don’t claim to have all the answers. 
Nobody does. No one person or organization knows how to make happen all that 
needs to change in our world today. We aren’t going to be able to tell you what 
specific steps you should take, but we will empower you to make your own choices 
and support you in exploring what your next steps are. 
 

Finally, we have a lot to cover, so we ask that you hold onto your questions, and, if you’d like, come 
find us at the end. There will be a lot of interactive group exercises along with opportunities for you to 
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share with one another 

With that shared, let’s jump into our first question.  
 

How the WakeUp Came to Be 

Before we explore the first question, we’d like to give you a little background on how the Generation 
Waking Up Experience came to be. This material has been adapted from something called the 
Awakening The Dreamer, Changing The Dream Symposium that was developed by the Pachamama 
Alliance. The Symposium arose in response to a request, a “call” that came from an intact, indigenous 
dream culture in the Amazon region of Ecuador and Peru, the Achuar (Ah-chwar).  

Here’s a video clip about the Achuar and their request that we, as they put it, “change the dream” of 
our culture.  

(If you don’t show the video, you can explain): The Achuar people have been involved for a long time 
in a struggle to protect their lands from the destructive effects of oil developers in the region.  When 
members of the Pachamama Alliance expressed interest in working in partnership, the Achuar’s 
request was that they work with the people of the developed world to “change the dream” of the 
modern world.  The result of this request is the Awakening the Dreamer Symposium, which is now 
being offered in various languages by thousands of volunteers in dozens of countries around the 
world. 

O-6: VIDEO – The Pachamama Story (6:46) 

O-6a: Buffer slide - Eagle and Condor  

What you will be experiencing today has grown out of this work toward changing the dream and 
story of our modern world.  The WakeUp experience has been designed specifically for our 
generation and the unique opportunity we have as young people coming of age at the start of the 21st 
century. With that shared, let’s get started and jump into our first question 
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!

Who Are We? 
 
Intention of this Section: To have participants share from their personal story in an open and 
authentic way; to meaningfully engage and connect with others; and to develop a clear sense of who we 
are as a generation of young people coming of age at the start of the 21st century. 
 

(1-1) Slide: Who Are We? Four Questions, first highlighted 
 
LIVE FACILITATOR: 

1.1 Who Are We? 
Our first question is Who Are We? Who are we as individuals? What are our 
personal stories that have brought us here today? And secondly, who are we as a 
generation of young people alive at the start of the 21st century? 

MODULE 1A: Who Are We – As Individuals 

1.2 Who Are We as Individuals? 
We’re going to start with an opportunity to meet at least two new people from this 
group today. 
 
1.3 Introduction Exercise: [10+ min.]  
In a moment, I’m going to ask you to find two people you don’t already know who 
you are going to introduce yourself to in a particular way. (If someone says they know 

everyone in the room, ask them to partner with those whom they don’t know as well.) Please wait for 
the instructions. For now, you have just one task: Identify your partners. It’s fine 
to get up and walk around to find them. (Allow people to indicate partners.) Please raise 
your hand if you haven’t found your partners. (Make sure everyone is in a trio.) Please 
turn to face one another (Don’t need to move chairs.) and say, “Hi.” Great. You’ll have 
two minutes to introduce yourselves with the questions I’m about to show you. 
We’ll sound a bell to let you know when it’s time to switch speakers. Here are the 
topics to share about in your introduction:  

(Read questions aloud.) 

1-2: Slide - Introductory Questions  
(Questions on flipchart and on screen.)  

Your Name  
Where you’re from 
A passion 
The greatest challenge facing our generation 
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What gives you hope 
(Feel free to design your own questions appropriate for your particular audience or event.)  
 
You’ll to need to be brief—just get to the heart of the matter. Remember, you just 
have two minutes each! (Pause, to allow them a moment to think.) 
Okay, will the person with the longest hair please begin. 
(Ring bell after two minutes.)  
Okay, person with the longest hair, please finish up. Great. Thank you. 
Now switch. Next person, please tell your partners the same: your name; where 
you’re from; something you’re passionate about; the greatest challenge facing our 
generation; and something that gives you hope. 
(Ring bell after two minutes.) 
Okay, last person: it’s your turn. (Ring bell after two minutes.) 
Alright, please finish up now. Great. Please thank your partner and come back to 
your seat. 
(Wait for participants to settle back in their seats.) 
Thank you. Take a moment to look around! Everyone in this room has a unique 
story of who they are and why they’re here. We often seem so different from each 
other, and yet we have so much in common. Everybody here has faced challenges 
and hardships in their lives, and everybody here has goals and dreams that they 
want to make happen. Our hope is that this experience will give you a clearer and 
stronger sense of who you are and what you are being called to do with your life. 
!

Alternative Introductions Exercise (7+ mins) 
Mil l ing/Open Sentences Introductions Exercise  
We’re going to start with an exercise that will allow us to meet a number of people who are in the 
room today.  Please stand up and move into the open space. (wherever you will have them milling.) 
Begin walking around at a medium speed, not bumping into each other, but noticing each person you 
pass. As you continue walking, slowly find yourself in front of another person and stand next them. 
Please raise your hand if you haven’t found a partner.  (Does everyone have a partner?) Great. In a 
moment, you’ll take turns sharing your name, where you’re from, and one thing you’re passionate 
about. You’ll each have one minute. Please begin. (Ring bell after a minute.) Okay, now the second 
person can share. (Ring bell after a minute.) Okay, begin milling around again. Now find a second 
partner. (Please raise your hand if you’re still looking for a partner.) This time, you’ll share one of the 
greatest challenges facing our generation, and something that gives you hope, The person with the 
longest hair can begin. (Ring the bell after a minute.) Okay, now the second person can shared. 
When you’ve finished, please return to your seats. Thank you. 
(Wait for participants to settle back in their seats.) 
Thank you. There are a lot of amazing stories and people in the room today.  Please keep in mind 
that you’ll have a few more opportunities to connect with others during out time today. 

!

MODULE 1B: Who Are We – As A Generation 

 
1-3: Slide – Who Are We As A Generation 
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1.4 Who Are We as a Generation?  
We want to look now at the second part of the Who Are We question. Who are we as 
a generation of young people coming of age at the start of the 21st century?  
 

Optional Quote: 
“There is a mysterious cycle in human events.  To some generations much is given.  Of other 
generations much is expected.  This generation has a rendezvous with destiny.”  Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt 

 
Every generation has a story, a generational narrative, defined by the moment in 
history and social context that it comes of age within. What is our generation’s story 
today? What are the characteristics that define us? Let’s watch a short video that 
explores these questions.  
 
1-4: Video: Who Are We As A Generation? (9:21) 
 

NARRATOR (IAMANI): 
Throughout time, generation after generation has risen up and made their mark on the world. Each has faced great 
challenges, and each has been a part of writing a new chapter in the human story. 
 

Today, our generation is coming of age at one of the most critical moments in history. We are waking up to who we 
are and realizing that we have a story like no generation before. 
 

GRAPHIC: 
Who Are We As a Generation? 
 

UC BERKELEY STUDENT 1:  
We are the Internet Generation 
 

TAYSA MOHLER:  
Generation We 
 

HAI VO:  
I've heard the Millennials, I've heard post-baby boom, baby boom boom... ? 
 

JULIA HASSAL POLITO:  
We are the Facebook Generation 
 

GRAPHIC: 
 If facebook were a country it would be the world’s 3rd largest 
 

MALLIKA NAIR:  
The iGeneration 
 

GRAPHIC: 
The iGeneration 
 

HAI VO: 
Generation Y 
 

UC BERKELEY STUDENT 2:   
Maybe its because we're, we're at a, at a Y in the road 
 

IRENE BONILLA:  
Our generation can bring very positive things, as well as negative 
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UC BERKELEY STUDENT 2:   
We are creative 
 

COLIN MILLER:  
Courageous 
 

BARBARA JEFFERSON:  
Collaborative 
 

NIKKI HENDERSON: 
We're the largest young people generation that's ever existed 
 

GRAPHIC: 
More than 50% of the world’s population is under 25 years old. 
 

UC BERKELEY STUDENT 3:   
We are a sleepless generation 
 

GERARDO MARIN: 
Anxious 
 

UC BERKELEY STUDENT 1: 
Overstimulated 
 

UC BERKELEY STUDENT 4: 
Materialist 
 

IRENE BONILLA: 
Our generation spends a lot of time in front of the computers 
 

GRAPHIC: 
In the US, youth ages 8-18 spend an average of 7.5 hours every day using entertainment media 
 

UC BERKELEY STUDENT 3:   
A busy, way too busy generation 
 

UC BERKELEY STUDENT 2: 
Thoughtful 
 

UC BERKELEY STUDENT 1: 
Transnational 
 

BARBARA JEFFERSON: 
We share 
 

UC BERKELEY STUDENT 2: 
Dissatisfied, but optimistic 
 

GRAPHIC: 
The Facebook generation, Generation We, Gen Y, Millenials, the Net generation, the iGeneration, Digital Natives, 
MTV generation, the Lost Generation, Generation Me 
 

What are the Challenges We are Facing? 
 

JOSHUA KAHN RUSSELL: 
Our generation has the unique distinction of living at the crossroads, where the gifts of the last 250 years has given us 
tremendous access, the internet, my iphone, the ability to be all over the world. And at the same time the costs of that 
are catching up with us, with our generation, a lot more than with our parent's generation. 
 

DAVID HOPKINS: 
In the last 100 years we have consumed more that resources than in human history up to that point combined. 
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GRAPHIC: 
In the last 100 years we have consumed more that resources than in human history up to that point combined. 
 

NIKKI HENDERSON: 
We have completely outpaced ourselves population-wise... We've gone from a billion people about 150 years ago 
 

DARCIE JORDAN: 
To 7 billion people, in that short amount of time 
 

SEEMA RUPANI: 
I think some of the greatest challenges that we're facing, that our generation has to deal with is climate change, 
because it affects a lot of other problems that we're facing 
 

JUNIOR WALKER: 
If we keep drilling for oil everywhere, & blowing up everything for coal, and poisoning the water supply, the earth will 
not sustain us, the human race, life for much longer 
 

MARYA:  
We are forgetting that we depend on the land for everything, and in that forgetting are destroying a lot more a lot 
faster 
 

JOSHUA KAHN RUSSELL: 
Globally wealth is being more & more polarized. There are fewer & fewer people owning more & more resources & 
more & more people who don't have any. The gulf between the haves and the have-nots is growing tremendously. 
 

GRAPHIC: 
2% of the world’s population owns 50% of the wealth 
 

COLIN MILLER: 
We're facing corruption, greed, at the highest level of authority & leadership 
 

DEANTHONY JONES: 
We talk about this financial recession? We've been in a social recession way longer than that 
 

SEEMA RUPANI: 
People's homes are being foreclosed every day. People don't have access to jobs, mostly communities of color and 
low-income communities that already are at a disadvantage are not having access to things that we should have had 
access to a long time ago. 
 

BARBARA JEFFERSON: 
I think with the challenges being so great, and the resources becoming fewer & fewer, it has driven a lot of people - 
young people - into feeling very helpless...  
 

TANIA PULIDO: 
Growing up I didn't know my roots, I didn't know my ancestors, I didn't know where I came from, I didn't know my 
history, which led me to consume mainstream media easily & it became my identity.  
 

JESSIE ALBERTO: 
Everything is trying to get sold now to youth, and that doesn't really allow them to find inner happiness & its just trying 
to find objects to feel good or ok or find some kind of pleasure that doesn't last very long. 
 

MATT ROBERTSON: 
I see all my peers getting caught in many, many distractions, and we've reached a point, I feel like, in our history that 
we don't have time for that anymore. 
 

GRAPHIC: 
What is the opportunity of our generation? 
 

ZAKIYA HARRIS: 
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Because we're at the shift on the planet, this turning point on the planet, we're literally at the point where the best of 
times and the worst of times really comes alive right now 
 

ALEC LOORZ: 
This whole generation can feel that something's going on, we can feel that there's a crisis, and we're willing to do 
whatever we can to fix it.  
 

KIRITAPU ALLAN: 
We're at that point, where you have to work hard, very very hard to restore that balance 
 

GERARDO MARIN: 
When you mess with things that we love, like our earth and our people, it activates us 
 

IRENE BONILLA: 
Generations and people are waking up and saying enough is enough 
 

ANISHA ROMERO ESPINOSA: 
We are in the transition, and we are the pieces of puzzle of this transition 
 

GERALD “G” REYES: 
This generation is making itself known, because we've got a lot more tools to do that. 
 

MARYA FOLLINSBEE: 
We have a lot more access to knowledge and skills, cultural diversity. The world feels a lot closer together. 
 

DEANTHONY JONES: 
The amount of information that can travel between one another in this generation is just amazing. 
 

JOSHUA KAHN RUSSELL: 
In some ways, the internet is like humanity getting a central nervous system, so we can share information all, all 
together. 
 

NIKKI HENDERSON: 
And we can connect to youth that are all over the planet, so we are also a generation that has the ability to be a 
global generation, really for the first time.  
 

GRAPHIC: 
Global generation 
 

CHERINE BADAWI: 
We are able to transcend boxes, we're able to work across lines of difference, we're able to see the value in diversity. 
 

GRAPHIC: 
We are the most multicultural generation in history 
 

KYLE THEIRMANN: 
We are showing how fun it is to actually get involved, and by you being able to see that you have an impact, that you 
actually have the power to change your community, that's exciting to me.  
 

GRAPHIC: 
Globally, youth contribute more than 2.4 billion hours of community service each year.   
 

BARBARA JEFFERSON: 
We have the tools, we have the energy, we have the inspiration, and we've got the numbers 
 

UC BERKELEY STUDENT 2: 
We are trying to make this transition; these tools that we have at our disposal could be used for some really powerful 
movements. 
 

KALUHANI: 
Movements that could have taken a generation to come to head, you know, like are happening in a week, now. 
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IAMANI CAREY-SIMMS: 
There are thousands, millions of movements, of people who are sensing that something is wrong, and are now starting 
to build the movements together. 
 

SEEMA RUPANI: 
What our generation has the potential to bring is being able to connect the dots 
 

DANIELA PLATTNER 
Environmental, which affects the political, which affects the social, which affects the economic 
 

UC BERKELEY STUDENT 1:  
Equal employment rights 
 

HAI VO: 
Food justice 
 

UC BERKELEY STUDENT 1:  
Job security 
 

LILI MOLINA: 
Immigration 
 

COLIN MILLER: 
Climate justice 
 

UC BERKELEY STUDENT 1:  
Access to education 
 

KALATZLI: 
Women's empowerment 
 

COLIN MILLER: 
Nature’s rights 
 

HAI VO: 
They're all interconnected in some way 
 

BARBARA JEFFERSON: 
I'm seeing those bridges come together, that synergy between organizations & movements that before thought that they 
had nothing in common. 
 

GRAPHIC:  
Interconnected issues 
 

LILI MOLINA 
We are ultimately all fighting for systemic change. 
 

LISA ABEGU: 
Somos una generacion que estamos unidos en la lucha por lo que estamos perdiendo & tambien lo que queremos 
ganar. (Translation: We are a generation that is united in our struggle, for all we are losing, but also for all we want to 
achieve.) 
 

COLIN MILLER: 
When we look back in 30 years, are we gonna be filled with regret, or are we gonna be filled with pride? 
 

ALEC LOORZ: 
What we're talking about is really a global shift in the way that we think about everything that we do. We have all the 
technology & resources to do this. All we need is people realizing that we have to do it now. 
 

CORIN BLANCHARD: 
We are writing a different story than the one we've been led to believe is inevitable. 
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SUMMER RAYNE OAKES: 
This is a moment in history that we are all a part of, and we can look back and say, "I was there" 
 

ARIES JORDAN 
We have that spark, that ignition, to just like no matter what's thrown up in our way, we're gonna get back up & we 
just gonna keep on going, and that is the story of our generation... 
 

NARRATOR (IAMANI) 
We live at a time when our lives & actions have never mattered more. What will our legacy be? 
 

GRAPHIC: 
What Will Our Legacy Be? 

1.5 Unique Moment  
Clearly it’s a unique time to be young and alive. We are a generation faced with so 
many challenges, and yet we are being given some of the greatest opportunities ever 
before in history. 

1.6 The Legacy of our Generation Exercise  
As we saw in the video, we are the largest, most well-educated, technologically 
savvy, multi-cultural generations that has ever lived. We’d love to hear from a few 
of you: what do you think our generation’s legacy will be? What do you hope it will 
be? What do you think future generations say about our generation?  
(If needed, ask people to please try keep your comments brief so we can hear from as many people as 
possible. When you are needing to conclude this section, let participants know you have time for one 
more reflection.) 

 
>>>>>>Optional Exercise: Stand If  [5+ min.] 
Just to get a sense for how much this group reflects what we watched in the video, we 
want to engage in a quick exercise called “Stand If” where you’ll stand up if what I ask is 
true for you. Here we go. 

Stand if you have a Facebook profile. Thank you. 
Stand if you’ve traveled to another country before. 
Stand if your parents were born in another country. 
Stand if you speak two languages.  
Stand if you own a cell phone. 
Stand if you spend at least one hour on the computer each day. 
Stand if you spend at least three hours on the computer each day. 
(Revise or add to this based on what you think is relevant to the group) 

Thank you. We are clearly a generation filled with tremendous diversity and 
commonality.  

1.7 Conclusion 
Thank you! We hope you now have a clearer sense of our generation’s story that 
connects us all together, including the challenging aspects of who we are as well as 
the powerful capabilities and assets that we bring as a generation. Let’s turn now to 
our second question, “Where Are We?” 
!
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!

Where Are We? 
 
Intention of this section: To have participants face as a group and let in the urgency and scope of the 
current global environmental, social and spiritual crises, and to understand that the pain and suffering 
we experience is completely natural and holds a power to help us heal and transform the world. 
 

Presenter: keep in mind that your function in this section is that of tour guide. You’re not trying to 
convince anyone of anything. Allow the facts to speak for themselves, and allow the participants to have 
their own responses, which may look different from what you expect.  

 

LIVE FACILITATOR:  

2.1 Where Are We? 
The second of the four questions we’ll be looking at today is: “Where Are We?” 
What is our current situation in relation to a thriving, just, sustainable world? 
 
1-1: Slide: Where Are We? Four Questions, first highlighted 

2.3 Not New Information  
Many of you may be familiar with a lot of the challenges in the state of the world, 
but even when we know it we sometimes become numb to the facts. While doom 
and gloom is definitely not our message, we think it’s important to be real with 
ourselves about the problems we face, so that we know what we care about and see 
more clearly how to create solutions.  

2.3 Where Are We Video Intro 
We’re going to watch a couple videos that give a window into the interrelated 
challenges that our generation is inheriting – in terms of the condition of our 
planet, social injustices, and our own sense of happiness & meaning. We’ll begin by 
looking at where we’re at in relationship to environmental sustainability. We invite 
you to listen with your mind and your heart, and see if you can respond to this 
information as if it were the first time you were hearing it.  
 

Consensus Information 
All the information shared with you today is the consensus of a large majority of the widely 
recognized scientists and specialists in the areas we’ll be looking at. If you’d like, you can refer to 
[WEBSITE] that contains all the sources behind the information we’ll be looking at.  

!
2-2A: Video: Where Are We? Environmental Sustainability (7:05) 
 
TITLE TEXT: WHERE ARE WE? 

***** 
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The modern industrial system has made possible great human achievements in many areas, but it has also brought 
about grave and deepening crises: The global environment is being significantly degraded and is now threatened by 
climate disruption. Poverty is increasing, and the gap between rich and poor is widening. And, it is apparent that 
increased material wealth has not produced the personal fulfillment human beings so long for.  In addition, the 
global economic downturn that began in 2008 could be evidence of a system on the verge of breakdown. 
 
TV VOICES: 
Now property prices are tumbling across the Gulf. In Dubai… We are in a recession…  
The worst housing turndown since World War Two… 

***** 
NARRATOR: 
How did this happen? Given all the ways economic and social progress are measured, why did we not see this 
coming? 
 
ON-SCREEN GRAPHIC: GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT (GDP) GRAPH BUILDS 
 

 
 
NARRATOR: 
Perhaps it’s because the way we measure progress doesn’t really measure progress at all. 
 
WALDEN BELLO [Economist; Member, House of Representatives, Philippines]:  
Gross domestic product—GDP—is supposed to be a measure of everything—puts a value on everything—that’s been 
produced in an economy within a year’s time. 
 
But what that doesn’t measure is the fact, that in order to achieve that gross domestic product, there’s also a lot of 
destruction of natural wealth. 
 
And one can in fact say that the greater the GDP of a country is, measured conventionally, the more natural wealth 
either in that place or globally has been destroyed.  

***** 
GRAPHIC ANIMATION: 
"Sustainability is the ability of the current generation to meet its needs, without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet theirs." 
     -United Nations, 1987 
 
DR. NOEL BROWN: [Former Director of the United Nations Environment Program]  
(Reads quotation as it appears on screen.) 
"Sustainability is the ability of the current generation to meet its needs, without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet theirs." 
 
Since 1972, the United Nations Environment Program has been periodically reporting on the Earth's vital signs. And 
the conclusion: In every natural domain the Earth is under very severe stress.  
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***** 
ON-SCREEN GRAPHIC:  
75% of the world’s original forests eliminated 
 
ON-SCREEN GRAPHIC:  
30% of the world’s arable land lost in 40 years 
 
ON-SCREEN GRAPHIC:  
More than 200 oceanic “dead zones” worldwide 

***** 
MATHIS WACKERNAGEL: 
Humanity has been continuously increasing its resource demand to the extent that by the mid-eighties we started to use 
more than what nature can regenerate. And by 2007, humanity used about 30% more than what nature can renew, 
so we have been in global overshoot.  
 
ANIMATED GRAPHIC: HUMANITY’S ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT 2007  
 

 
 
SUSAN BURNS: [CEO, Global Footprint Network] 
Overshoot can be thought of as living off of your credit card. You know, humanity is living off of its ecological credit 
card. If we use more than nature can keep up with, we actually start to erode the natural capital that our life depends 
on.  
 
NARRATOR: 
Currently, if everyone on Earth lived as North Americans do, we’d need five Earths.  For everyone to live as Europeans 
do would take three Earths. In other regions people are living beyond the capacity of one Earth as well. China and 
India are presently living just under the ‘one Earth’ level, but given the rapid industrialization and economic growth of 
both countries, that’s sure to change. 
 

***** 
NARRATOR: 
One of the consequences of our modern way of life is the increasing amount of carbon dioxide in the Earth’s 
atmosphere, caused primarily by the burning of fossil fuels. 
 
ANIMATED GRAPHIC: from 350.org  
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FROM WAKE UP, FREAK OUT: 
This really isn’t about polar bears any more. At this very moment, the fate of civilization itself hangs in the balance. 
 
It turns out that the way we have been calculating the future impacts of climate change up to now has been missing a 
really important piece of the picture. It seems we are now dangerously close to the tipping point in the world's climate 
system. 
 
ANIMATED GRAPHIC: from WakeupFreakout.org  
 

 
 

***** 
JANOS PASZTOR: [Director, UN Secretary-General's Climate Change Team] 
Tipping point means that—in the context of climate change—that after certain temperature rise and certain other 
impacts on the global ecosystem, certain things change that cannot be moved back. 
 

***** 
NARRATOR: 
While people are becoming increasingly aware of the effects of climate change, what’s not as well-known is the 
impact we’re having on other species. 
 
DAVID ULANSEY: [Founder, Species Alliance] 
We are in the midst of a mass extinction, but the news has not reached the general public.  
 
They are utterly unaware that the sacred and talismanic and heartbreakingly loved companions of ours on this Earth 
are about to disappear forever. They will not return. 
African lions are on the absolute verge of extinction. There are only 20,000 left. That’s down 90% in the past few 
decades. Every species and subspecies of tiger on the planet is on the absolute verge of extinction. Elephants are 
down 90% in the past century. Ninety percent all large fish are gone from the oceans. Scientists, oceanographers 
were astounded and panicked by what they found. 
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Half of all species of life may be extinct in 50 years, and what this means is that we don’t have 50 years to solve this 
problem. We don’t have 20 years. We have a decade. 
!
2-2a: Buffer slide: Lion & Cub 
 
LIVE PRESENTER:  
 
2.4 Notice What You Are Feeling 
I invite you to take a breath. (Pause). And for right now just to check in with yourself 
and notice how you feel confronted with that information. (Pause). There’s no right 
answer here to how you should be feeling, so just take a moment to tune in to 
wherever you’re at. (Pause). We’re going to have a chance to share & talk with each 
other, but first we’re going to move forward in looking at the other aspects of the 
challenges we face. 
 

 Optional Exercises: Partern Share or Free Write (see pg 76) 
 
2.5 Set Up Social Justice & Human Thriving 
In some ways, all the crises we are facing now can be viewed as resulting from the 
ways in which we relate to the world, to one another and to ourselves. Let’s move 
on to see what kind of impact our relationship to one another and to ourselves is 
having on social justice and human thriving.  
  
 
2-2B: Video: Where Are We? Social Justice & Human Thriving  
 
NARRATOR: 
We’ve seen the impact that the dream of the modern world is having on the environment and other species…but how 
is it affecting the human family? 
***** 
CHRISTINE LOH: 
When I was growing up, I always thought that of course the world will become more equal. There will be more people 
educated, people will get jobs and, you know, we’ll all be better off, we’ll all be more prosperous. However, what has 
happened in the last twenty years or so is the world has become more unequal. 
 
This idea that the poor will be kind of helped to come along even though the rich get richer, this hasn’t actually worked 
out to be true. 
 
NARRATOR: 
We all know that a great disparity currently exists between rich and poor. 
One way to understand this disparity is to think of the Earth as a community of 100 people…  
 
ANIMATION WITH TEXT: 
If the earth were a community of 100 people… 
2 people own 50% of the world’s wealth 
50 people share only 1% of the world’s wealth 
15 are hungry and seriously malnourished 
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16 have no safe drinking water 
39 have no basic sanitation 15 are unable to read 
If you have food in a refrigerator… 
Clothes in your closet… 
A bed to sleep in…  
And a roof over your head…  
You are better off than 83% of people on this planet. 
 
***** 
NARRATOR:  
Although progress has been made in addressing issues of social justice, systems of power & privilege still perpetuates 
injustice throughout the world. Much of humanity continues to suffer from the legacy of centuries of colonialism, 
imperialism, and racism. 
 
NICOLE LEE:  
We live in a society where there are vast inequities & where there are entire communities that are left out… 
 
BRAHAM:  
Some wins have been achieved over the last half century, and yet when you go to the neighborhoods you find 
tremendous harsh conditions & disparities, whether its health, or access to goods and goods & services, housing, it’s 
still really, really tough.  
 
MAJORA CARTER: [Founder, Sustainable South Bronx] 
Environmental justice is the belief that no community should have to bear the brunt of a disproportionate amount of 
environmental burdens and not enjoy any environmental benefits. But right now, race and class are the most excellent 
indicators as to where you're going to find good stuff like parks and trees and where you're going to find bad stuff like 
waste facilities or power plants. And around the world, that is something that you see. 
***** 
NARRATOR:  
 An example is the Niger Delta of Nigeria where hundreds of millions of dollars of oil have been extracted and 
exported, yet most of the people live in poverty on less than one US dollar a day. 
 
NIGERIAN WOMAN #1: 
Because of the oil activities in this place, a lot of people who go fishing can’t even catch fish. The aquatic life is 
destroyed. 
***** 
NIGERIAN WOMAN #2: 
Look, the cassava is all rotten. The oil spoils it like this…  
 
NIGERIAN WOMAN #3: 
Our plantain, cassava, cocoyam, everything dies… 
 
NIGERIAN MAN #1: 
All our food, all our fish died—finished!  
 
NIGERIAN MAN #2: 
Oil should be a blessing, not a curse to our land. But it is a curse to our land now. We are dying here.  
 
WANGARI MAATHAI: [Nobel Laureate; Founder, The Green Belt Movement] 
What we do not understand is that we humans are only part of this ecosystem. And when we kill part of the system we 
are killing ourselves. 
***** 
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MAUDE BARLOW: 
I think for a lot of people who are born in privilege there's a sense that what a friend of mine calls the right not to 
know: “I don't have to know about poverty, I don't have to know about racism, I don't have to know about 
environmental degradation or environmental justice or injustice because it's not me. I've got my life, and I've got my 
family and I can do what I want.” But the world is not forgiving of that much anymore.  
***** 
VAN JONES: [Author; Founder, Green For All] 
A socially just world is a world in which, if you had to draw a lot, and it would put you anywhere in that society, you 
would feel perfectly confident; you wouldn’t be worried, because you knew whatever lot you drew would be a good 
lot. It doesn’t mean everything’s equal. It just means that every single person in that society has a decent shot at living 
the fullest life that they can. But if you close your eyes and you think to yourself, would you trade places? Well, if you 
wouldn’t trade places, then there’s work to be done.  
 
2C: Spiritual, Psychological & Emotional Impact  
 
NARRATOR:  
Those of us in the modern world have had access to more money, more food, more comfort, more entertainment, more 
travel, and more communication than any people who have ever lived. [BROLL] 
***** 
But has all this made us happier? 
***** 
PAUL HAWKEN: [Author & Environmentalist] 
This is not the best of all possible worlds, even though it appears that way on TV and advertisements.  
 
ON-SCREEN GRAPHIC: Income/Happiness Index 
 

 
 
NARRATOR:  
The idea that material gain leads to personal fulfillment has been demonstrated not to be the case.  
 
ON-SCREEN GRAPHIC OF GRAPH: 
Income/Happiness Index/United Kingdom 
Income/Happiness Index/Japan  
Income/Happiness Index/United States 
 
NARRATOR: 
Although incomes have skyrocketed in economically-advanced countries, study after study has shown that levels of 
reported happiness have remained the same or even declined. 
 
VAN JONES:  
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The reason that people are into this mass consumption nightmare dream is. because people are lonely, and people are 
hurt, and people really believe that more income, more stuff, more consumption, more things—the relationship with 
things—will fix the hunger in the human heart, and it will never work. 
 
BARBARA JEFFERSON:  
We’re seeing really high rates of suicide, and people just wanting to check out… There’s a much greater level of 
isolation, and yeah, that feeling of just being alone. 
 
LUKE TAYLOR: [Student] 
For people of my generation who are just coming into their experience of despair as the details of what’s happening 
around the globe become clearer and begin to click into place, there’s no language for us quite yet.  
 
I think it must be unprecedented on an individual level, on a human level, that we are facing that kind of loss. 
*******!

1-4a: Buffer slide: Hole in Your Half of the Boat 
 

LIVE PRESENTER: 

2.4 Invite: Take a Breath & Reflect (2+ min) 
 (Allow a moment of silence for the video to land before speaking.)  
Again, I want to invite you to take a breath and check in with yourself. What are you 
experiencing right now? Not analyzing the information or thinking about how to fix 
things, but just noticing where you’re at.  
 
We just witnessed a window into the troubled state of our world: the state of the 
environment; the injustices and inequities of our human civilization; and the 
loneliness & despair that many of us experience amidst all of it… because the reality 
is that the state of the world is not just out there – it’s inside each of us. It’s 
impossible for us not to be affected on a personal level. 

2.5 Partner Share [8+ min .] 
Now we want to invite you to find a partner and share what's alive for you. (Raise 

your hand if you don't have partner – find someone else with their hand raised.) We will give you 
each 1 minute to share. We’ll ring a bell when the first 1 minute is done so you’ll 
know it’s time to switch. First person, please begin – what did the video bring up 
for you? What surprised you or impacted you? How are you feeling right now? As 
Partner A shares, partner B, all you need to do is listen. 
(Ring the bell after a minute.) 
Transition by saying: Thank you for sharing Partner A. Partner B, it’s your turn: 
what did the video bring up for you? What are you feeling right now?  
After one minute transition: 
Thank your partner for listening / thank your partner for sharing.  
Now we’d like to invite you to answer another question with your partner.  
Partner A, you’ll begin: Share with Partner B how the state of our world shows up 
in your life most directly. Have the social injustices of our world hurt you? Have 
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you been impacted by environmental degradation? Do you ever feel a lack of 
purpose and joy in your life? 
Ring the bell after a minute.  
Transition by saying: Thank you for sharing Partner A. Partner B, it’s your turn: 
Share with Partner A how the state of our world shows up in your life most 
directly. Have the injustices of our world hurt you? Have you been impacted by 
environmental degradation? Do you have a sense of purpose and joy in your life? 
(Ring bell after one minute.) Thank your partner for sharing and please return your 
attention to the front of the room. 
Thank you all for sharing, and sticking with this process. This is not always the 
most fun part of social change, but by being willing to let in the problems, we also 
access our deep conviction to create a different world. 
 

>>>Alternative Short Version of Sharing with Partner: [3 min.] Would you please turn to the 
person sitting next to you, look at one another, and then take a minute each to just share something 
about how you are feeling. Whether this person is a total stranger or a longtime friend, they are a 
fellow human who shares your concerns. One of you, please start now. I’ll ring a bell to tell you when 
it’s time to switch. 
(Ring bell after a minute.) 
Okay, whoever hasn’t spoken yet, please share with your partner how this information makes you 
feel. 
(Ring bell after a minute.) 

 
Alternate Exercise: I f  You Really Knew Me 
We now want to take a few moments to explore where we are as individuals in the modern world. 
Some of you may be familiar with the MTV show “If You Really Knew Me” that highlights a program 
called “Challenge Day.”  
 

We want to give you a chance to share your “If You Really Knew Me” story. What is it like to be you, 
alive on the planet right now? For some of us, we’ve dealt with social injustice, discrimination, 
violence – some of us have felt personally the fear or sadness of growing up in a world where our 
future is in peril, some of us have felt the loneliness or pain of growing up in this culture – we’ve been 
bullied, considered of attempted suicide, felt alone or isolated.  For some of us we numb out on drugs 
or alcohol, or get lost in shopping, tv, video games…  
 

What’s your story? What would we know if we really knew you? In just a moment we’ll invite you to 
share in a group of 3. You’ll have 1 minute each to share whatever’s there for you in this moment. I’ll 
go first… 
 

(This is a very important moment to share authentically & vulnerably to invite others into this space. If 
you have more than one facilitator, it’s encouraged to have multiple stories to model a couple different 
styles of shares that speak to different areas – relationship to environment, justice, wellbeing).  
 

Now it’s your turn. Please find two other people who you do not know as well. (Pause for them to find 
groups). Raise your hand if you do not have a group of 3. (help everyone find a group). So this is 
your moment to share what its really like being you. You’ll have a minute each to share, starting with 
the words “If you really knew me…” and then whatever comes. Partners, please give all your attention 
to just listening to & appreciating whoever is speaking.  
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Please pick someone to go first… (pause).  I will tell you when to switch… and first person please 
begin! 
  

(Ring bell after one minute). Ok, first partner, thank you - make sure this person feels appreciated for 
sharing with you! Now, next partner, please begin.  
 

(Ring bell after one minute).   Second partner, thank you – other partners, give them some love! Now, 
third partner, its your turn. Please begin. 
 

(Ring bell after one minute).  Thank your partners… Now raise your hand is you feel more connected 
to the people in your group. And that took 3 min! Sharing authentically the intensity of being human – 
and what its like being you & alive at this moment – is a powerful way to connect to each other, and 
to get in touch with what really matters to us. This is the first step in coming together to honestly 
confront about the problems we face, and from there move forward together.  
 
>>>Group share: [2+ min.] Would anyone like to share something about what they experienced? 
(Take several shares and have people return to their seats.) 

 
Optional:  
In closing this process, share a poem or quote(s) that speak to how pain can be a great source of 
power.  

 
 
Thank you. Please bring your attention back to the front of the room.  

2.6 Joanna Macy’s “Milling” Exercise [10 min.] 
(This exercise requires an open space, enough for the group to mill about fairly tightly, and then to sit 
down on the floor in close-seated pairs. Have some chairs on the side in case some people can’t sit on the 
floor, and have a production person ready to step in and join someone in a dyad if you have an odd 
number. Don’t rush this process—give it plenty of space and time. You may omit, if you deem necessary, 
the instructions to gaze into one another’s eyes, or use one of the modifications listed below the exercise) 
We’re going to do something a little different for a few minutes, and I’m going to 
ask you, in a moment, to stand up and walk over to the empty space over there, 
and just stand there, in no particular arrangement, facing different directions. 
You can leave your belongings on your chairs. Okay, please quietly go stand over 
there. Thanks. 
(Give them time to get there.) 
Please close your eyes, breathe deeply, and find a quiet, receptive space inside 
you. See if you can allow your mind to be calm and centered.” (Pause for a moment.)  
Now slowly open your eyes. (Pause) Imagine that you are in downtown (name of local 

large city), on your lunch break (in the middle of your school’s hallways/ cafeteria). Begin 
walking at a bit of a fast pace—but not too fast—because you are in a hurry to get 
somewhere during your short break. You don’t see the other people around you or 
look at them, but as barriers to get accomplished what you need to get 
accomplished today. You really don’t have much time for this lunch break. You 
have important things to do back at your work place/ school —there is probably 
no way that you can get done all that you need to today. In fact, there’s a chance 
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that it may all fall apart, and you might be revealed as being much less competent 
than anyone had realized before. 
(Pause for a few moments & when it feels right, transition:) 

Slow down to a pace that would occur in real life. Let yourself really feel in your 
body all that you are feeling right now—whatever that may be. And start noticing 
the people around you. 
Let this go on for enough time to let them really sink into it, get it in their bodies in a significant way—
intuit what the right time is, but don’t rush it. This is essential to build energy for what follows—you will 
have a tendency to end it too soon, because it is a little uncomfortable for you, too. 
Now, find yourself in front of someone. Stop there. Raise your hand if you don’t 
have a partner. 
(Have production person move in to pair with any unpaired person.) 
Standing there before this person, let yourself register their presence. It might feel 
awkward to look your partner in the eyes, which is normal for our culture, but 
just try it out…  
Here is someone alive on planet Earth at just this same moment, born into the 
same period of crisis, confusion, and speed. But they’re not speeding right now. 
(Pause) They’re right here. (Pause) And they’ve chosen to be here. There were plenty 
of other things they could have done today. But they’ve chosen to be here with us, 
to confront our current situation together.” (Pause) 
Feel your gladness that they made that choice (Pause to let them do this.) and express it 
nonverbally in any way that feels right to both of you. (Allow time.) 
Now, start milling around again, but slowly. (Pause) 
Again, find yourself in front of someone and you stop. Hold up you hand if you 
don’t have a partner. Look at them.” 
Behold this person. (Pause) You are looking into the face of someone who has a 
good clue what’s truly going on in our world. There’s not a day in which the 
person who is standing in front of you isn’t aware of what we’ve been talking 
about today—the changes in the environment, rampant social injustice, and the 
disconnection among people. (Pause) Yet they haven’t closed their eyes, they haven’t 
turned away. Here is someone who is unafraid to love the gift of being alive on 
this planet, at this very moment. (Pause) 
Feel your gratitude that this person is here with you, and, in some non-verbal way 
that feels appropriate to both of you, express your gratitude. (Pause) 
Please sit down with this person. (Pause for them to do this.)  

Now there is another thing to see in this face. (Pause) Allow your awareness to open 
up to the very real possibility that this person will play a role in the healing of our 
world, that they are at the right place, at just the right moment, with just the right 
gifts and motivation. Allow that possibility, with all that it means for you––and 
for them––to enter your consciousness and your heart. (Long pause) Find some 
appropriate way to let them know how you feel about it—and you can speak this 
time. 
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(Give them another minute or two to talk, then give a warning and ring the bell to end. Take shares right 
there, rather than returning to chairs. Stand or kneel on the edge of their groupings—in energetic 
contact and equality with them.)  
 

Alternate Modifications:  
(For settings where silent gazing is too far outside people’s comfort zone, these modifications can be 
used)  
1)  Slow Mil l ing  
Facilitate first half of the Milling Exercise as is. Then, rather than have people stop in partners, have 
them continue walking at a slow pace, registering each other’s presence. Skip the partner pairing & 
modify the narrative: 
“As you pass each person recognize that this is someone alive on the plant Earth, born into the same 
period of crisis, confusion, and speed. But they’re not speeding right now. (Pause) They’re right here. 
(Pause) And they’ve chosen to be here. There were plenty of other things they could have done today. 
But they’ve chosen to be here with us, to confront our current situation together.” (Pause) Feel your 
gladness that each of us has made that choice. 
Allow your awareness to open up to the very real possibility that this person will play a role in the 
healing of our world, that they are at the right place, at just the right moment, with just the right gifts 
and motivation. Allow that possibility, with all that it means for you––and for them––to enter your 
consciousness and your heart. 
Find a non-verbal (silent )way to express your gladness to the people around you. Thank you. You can 
return to your seats now.” 
 
2)  Mirrors 
(Facilitate first half of the Milling Exercise as is. As you transition to find partners, modify using this 
activity:) 
“Now, find yourself in front of someone. Stop there. Raise your hand if you don’t have a partner.” 
(Have production person move in to pair with any unpaired person.) 
In these times, it can often feel that we’re in it alone. But here in someone born into the same time, of 
confusion, and uncertainty. Someone who has hopes, dreams, and fears. Someone who very likely 
has a role to play in healing our world.  
 

We’re going to move into an activity called “Mirrors.” In your pair, pick an A & a B. (Pause.) Partner 
B you’ll be the first to lead. You can move however you want. Partner A, you mirror them back. (Show 
a quick demo if needed)  
Partner B, begin! 
(After one minute)  
Ok, Partner A, it’s your turn! Partner B, now you’re following.  
(Ring bell after one minute)  
Now come to stillness together. Feel your gladness that this person has made the choice to be here 
today, and in some non-verbal way, express this to them. 
Thank you.  

 
2.7 >>>Group share: [4 min.] Would anyone like to share something about what 
they experienced? 

(Take several shares and have people return to their seats.) 
 
Thank you. Please have a seat. 
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WHAT HAS TO CHANGE? 
 
Intention of this section: To have participants identify the unconscious worldview and unexamined 
assumptions that we hold as individuals and as a society; and for participants to recognize that a new 
way of seeing the world—as profoundly interconnected—is emerging in our culture, one that is 
consistent with both modern science and the understanding of the world that many other cultures have 
had—which opens the possibility for both a new story and a new future. 
 

3-1: Slide: Four Questions, third one highlighted 

MODULE 3A: Worldview & Assumptions 
 
LIVE PRESENTER: 

3.1 Root Causes 
We’re ready to move into the third question: What Has To Change? 
 
A lot of people want to jump from the news of where we are, directly into action; 
they want to rush right out and do something. But before we get to action, it’s 
important to understand how this situation came to be.  
 
In this next section, we’re going to explore what the root causes might be of the 
outcomes we just looked at in the Where Are We section – so we can know how to 
move forward to create lasting change.  
 

3-2: Video – Worldview & Assumptions  
***** 

NARRATOR:  
According to Thomas Berry, our industrial age could be characterized as a period of technological entrancement in 
which our obsession with progress has us marching toward an ill-defined magical paradise somewhere in the future—a 
future in which we have mastered the Earth and everything on it—without any limits.  
 
And so, it could be said that we in the modern world are living in a kind of “trance.” Indigenous people would call this 
trance “the dream of the modern world.” This dream could also be called our current worldview, a way of seeing the 
world we’re not even aware that we have! A worldview is held in place by a set of beliefs and unexamined 
assumptions that we’re completely unaware of—like glasses we’ve worn so long, we don’t even know we’re looking 
through them any more. 
Add next section? 
 

***** 
RTF JAKADA: An unexamined assumption are things that are even deeper than ideas, it’s the things that ideas are 
based on. It’s the sort of essence of what we believe that makes things true. It is the reality, it is gravity for us, it’s 
something that blends into the background & is the basis for how we understand the world. 
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DREW DELLINGER: 
We think we're behaving very rationally, that we're on this kind of a logical economic course, but actually we're 
heading toward our destruction. And the only way to explain this is that we've been locked into a kind of mythic 
entrancement, a worldview that's become dysfunctional and therefore destructive. 
 
BRIAN SWIMME: 
One way to characterize the cosmology that really is at work in our culture is this: That the natural world, the Earth, is 
there for us to satisfy our needs and desires, whatever they might be. So we want to make things. We use the Earth. 
We make things. Or we think of it as something like a lumberyard. In fact, we use the word “resource,” so that the 
Earth is full of resources that are there for us to use as we see fit.  
Now that orientation actually is not that bad so long as humans are not that powerful. But suddenly, when we become 
so massively present, that orientation turns out to be completely pathological.  

***** 
NARRATOR:  
In modern society, many of us believe that our job as “smart shoppers” is to get the highest level of comfort and 
convenience at the lowest possible price. We assume that when we buy something, the price we pay reflects the full 
cost of making it. According to Annie Leonard in the Story of Stuff, maybe not. 
 
ANNIE LEONARD: 
I was walking to work, and I wanted to listen to the news. I found this cute little green radio for 4 dollars and 99 cents. 
I was standing there in line to buy this thing, and I kept thinking, how could $4.99 possibly capture the costs of 
making this radio and getting it to my hands? The metal was probably mined in South Africa; the petroleum was 
probably drilled in Iraq; the plastics were probably produced in China; and maybe the whole thing was assembled in 
Mexico. Four dollars and ninety-nine cents wouldn’t even pay the rent for the shelf space it occupied until I came 
along, let alone part of the staff guy’s salary that helped me pick it out, or the multiple ocean cruises and truck rides 
pieces of this radio went on. That’s how I realized I didn’t pay for the radio.  
 
So, who did pay? Well, these people paid with the loss of their natural resource base. These people paid with the loss 
of their clean air, with increasing asthma and cancer rates. All along this system, people pitched in so I could get this 
radio for $4.99.  

***** 
JAKADA IMANI:  
One of the unexamined assumptions that’s got us here is this idea that private profit, corporate profit should come 
before the health of people, the health of a community, the health of a nation. 
 
DAVID HOPKINS:  
It’s this competition at all costs: beating the other company, beating you neighbor, having a bigger house, having a 
bigger car, winning, winning, winning at all costs. 

 
JULIA BUTTERFLY HILL: [Author & Activist]  
When you say you’re going to throw something away, where’s “away”? There’s no such thing. And where “away” 
actually is, is social justice issues and environmental justice issues. Every plastic bag, plastic cup, plastic to-go 
container—that is the petroleum complex in Africa, Ecuador, Colombia, Alaska, you name it. Every paper bag, paper 
plate, paper napkin—that is a forest. Everything that is called waste or disposable is the ways in which we are saying 
that it is acceptable to throw our planet and its people away. 
 
ON-SCREEN GRAPHIC: 
Every day, the US throws “away” 137 million aluminum cans 
Every day, the UK throws ”away” 41 thousand cell phones 
Every day the US throws ”away” 27 million paper bags 
Every day, the US throws ”away” 600 million plastic bottles 
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Disposables are one of the huge magnifiers of how we've lost our connection to the sacred. We just take it for granted 
that we're going to go to the coffee shop and get coffee that came from an exploited community somewhere where a 
forest was destroyed for a monoculture, put it in a paper cup that used to be a forest, put a plastic lid on top of it that 
used to be an indigenous community somewhere in a beautiful area, drink it, and then throw it away where it goes 
back and pollutes a nature community or a human community at the end. 
 
I am so fiercely passionate about it, because I know in my heart that as long as we are trashing the planet and 
trashing each other, a healthy and a holistic, and a healed world is not possible.  

***** 
VAN JONES: 
See, we don’t just have unexamined assumptions about how we relate to the planet. We have underlying assumptions 
that we haven’t examined about how we relate to each other. We have a society that believes we have throwaway 
resources, throwaway species, and throwaway people. 
 
The same mindset that says I can ball up this can and throw it away—the same mindset that says I can ball up this 
child and throw that child into a prison forever for a mistake that that child made, similar to a mistake my child might 
be making with drugs or whatever—that’s the core mindset. 

*****!
NARRATOR: 
The dream of the modern world is constructed almost entirely out of assumptions that have simply been accepted for 
generations. Questioning these assumptions is a powerful way to begin to awaken from our collective trance. 

***** 

3-2a: Buffer Slide – Cartoon Man with Glasses Off  
!
LIVE PRESENTER: 

3.2 Review Unexamined Assumptions & Unintended Consequences 
The video illuminated some examples of unexamined assumptions – our 
unconscious ways of seeing the world that shape our behavior. People’s actions 
correlate with their worldview. And a lot of times, these actions produce outcomes 
we don’t intend.  
 
For example, if we see the world as full of resources for our use, clear cutting a 
forest makes perfect sense. But ultimately, we’re seeing consequences show up – 
like the mass extinction of species - that none of us really want. So it’s important to 
identify some of the unexamined assumptions that are behind these actions.  
 

Another example is that if we assume that there are “throwaway” people, it’s totally acceptable that 
some people simply lose out in life. But I don’t think anyone ultimately feels good about the number of 
youth living in jails.  

 
So let’s look at some more examples up here on the screen.  
(Point to slide on screen.) 
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3-3: Slide: Unexamined Assumptions 

3.3 Examples of Unexamined Assumptions 
(Read through examples on slide and elaborate on the two below. Share unintended consequences of 
others if you feel like you have the time.)  
One widespread example of an unexamined assumption especially among young 
people is that: “Young people don’t have power.” An unintended consequence of 
this particular assumption is that we hold back from challenging adults and the 
status quo around us, and we don’t voice the truth that is alive inside of us. Because 
young people so often feel powerless, we wait around hoping that things will change 
without actually taking action and challenging all that we know is not right with our 
world. 
 
Another one is: “It’s healthy for there to be winners and losers in the economy.” The 
unintended consequence of this one is that we accept the fact of there being a lower 
class, middle class, and upper class as just the way things have to be and we don’t 
question if there is another alternative. Remember that our unexamined 
assumptions are underneath our conscious thoughts, beliefs we have about the 
world that are usually as invisible to us as the air we breathe. 

3.4 Group Brainstorm of Unexamined Assumptions [5 min] 
For those who are getting the gist of this, what are some other unexamined 
assumptions that shape our worldview? 
(Take 5 – 10 examples from the group & record these on a flipchart. Ask people to rephrase the 
assumption in one simple sentence if needed.) 
Thank you.  

3.5 Summing It Up   
All of these (pointing to the flip chart & examples on screen) are part of the collective 
worldview we’ve inherited – the things we’re taught consciously or unconsciously, 
from our parents, schools, media, advertisements – it’s part of how we’re socialized 
into the culture we live in. And its not to say that these things are inherently right 
or wrong – but it’s important for us to be able to observe these beliefs and become 
aware of their impact, so we have a chance to separate ourselves from them and 
make clear and conscious choices for ourselves.  
 
(For shorter WakeUp’s you can skip the following section & proceed to section 3.7: “Consequences”) 

3.6 Same Assumptions, Different Impact   
So we’re now going to give you an opportunity to identify how these unexamined 
assumptions and beliefs shape your own life. Because even though there is a 
common mix of underlying beliefs in our culture, it often shows up differently for 
each of us.  
 

So for example, with the assumption that “It’s healthy for there to be winners and losers in the 
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economy” – If your someone who comes from a privileges background, it might show up as “I earned 
or deserve everything I have,” while someone from an underprivileged background might have 
unconsciously absorbed “My status is my own failure.” Or, for example if you’re a guy in this culture 
you’re more likely to have absorbed, “I have to be tough & never cry” or if you’re a girl you might 
have absorbed the belief, “My worth depends on my beauty.” 

 
Optional/ Alternate Exercise: Spectrometer or Control Mythologies (see page 77)  (This can be 
used in additional to or instead of the personal assumptions share) 

3.7 Personal Assumptions   
For me, one unexamined assumption that has had a profound impact on my life has 
been…  
(Presenter, share an authentic & vulnerable example of an unexamined assumption that has personally 
impacted you, especially one you think is relevant to the participants. Share not just the assumption, but 
how it’s impacted your life, feelings & actions. You may also want to share something of what has shifted 
since becoming aware of this assumption. 
 
If you have more than one facilitator, have them also share an unexamined assumption that has affected 
them. It is especially valuable to have examples that speak to different areas, be it our relationship to 
environmental sustainability, social justice, or human thriving.) 

 

3.8 Groups: Identify Personal Unexamined Assumptions [7 min.]  
Please form yourselves into groups of 3 and quickly say hi to everyone.  
(Pause for them to do this, then get their attention again.) 
Okay, the goal is for each person to identify a personal unexamined assumptions 
that comes from the core mindset of the [modern] world we live in, and that 
directly contributes to creating the consequences we’ve been looking at today. 
What is an unconscious, unexamined belief that you have absorbed from our 
society that you operate out of without even thinking about it? How has it 
impacted you and other people in your life? 
This can sometimes be a tricky process. So if anyone feels like they need help with 
this, just raise your hand and one of us will come around to you. And remember, 
there are no wrong answers – and whatever comes to you first is the right one for 
this moment.  
We’ll first just take a minute in silence to reflect & if you want write down an 
unexamined assumption that’s impacted your life.  
(Ring bell after one minute)  
Ok, now you’ll have a chance to share with your group what this assumption is, 
and how you see it’s impacted your life. You’ll each have a minute to share, so I’ll 
let you know when to switch. 
(Ring bell after each minute & let them know to switch partners. You may want to allow for a few extra 
seconds on each, or give an extra minute if it seems needed). 
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3.9 Group share: [4 min.] 
Great. Thank you all for engaging in that. Let’s go around and hear a few 
examples of a personal unexamined assumption and its impact. We recognize it 
can be vulnerable to share so let’s all make sure to really listen to and appreciate 
those who feel called to share. 
(Allow for 2-3 people to share, or more if time permits. If you like, ask them what they think might shift, 
if anything, now that they are aware of this assumption)  
Thank you all so much for sharing, and being brave enough to look at these, and 
hopefully to move forward with an awareness that allows you to choose what’s 
really serves you & what you want for the world.  

3.10 Consequences  
These unexamined assumptions that we carry with us, along with the actions and 
consequences that result from them, are at the root of the current crisis we face - in 
our personal well-being, in our communities, and on this planet.  

3.11 Opportunity 
What’s exciting is that we have to power to wake up to the unexamined 
assumptions in our lives and in our society, and to change them. Like generations 
of young people before us who have challenged the status quo, we have the power to 
“flip the script” that we’ve inherited, to change the rules of the game, to write a 
different story and create a different world.  
!

MODULE 3B: Interconnectedness  

3.12 Other Perspectives 
And it turns out, we don’t have to start from scratch. As we look around, we see that 
the modern industrial worldview is not the only way to see the world. When we look 
to other cultures, we see a vast array of worldviews or orientations for how humans 
have related to themselves, to each other, and to their environment.  

3.13 Interconnectedness 
One thing we can learn from virtually all long-lasting (or indigenous) cultures is 
their deep recognition of the interrelatedness & interdependence among 
individuals, communities, and the natural world. This next video speaks to an 
underlying assumption of separateness in the modern world that is at the root of 
our current crisis, and it offers different perspectives – from outside our culture & 
even from within - that suggest another worldview is possible, and already 
emerging.  
 
3-4: Video – Interconnectedness 
NARRATOR: 
Over the centuries, the story that’s been communicated in the modern world, consciously or unconsciously, has been 
that the world operates like a huge machine, made up of separate parts like a big clock. For the past 400 years, the 
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scientific tradition has been trying to take the clock apart and figure out how it works so we can master it and use it for 
our own purposes. 
 
CARL ANTHONY: [Founder, Earth House Leadership Center] 
A mechanistic view meant that instead of seeing the interconnection between things, there was a way of analyzing 
what people were coming into contact with and taking it apart. And so what evolved was kind of a fragmented view 
of the natural world. And we became hypnotized, really, with the power that came out of this technology, and we lost 
our connection to each other; we lost our connection to the mystery of the universe. 
 
TEXT ANIMATION “STORM” IN VARIOUS LANGUAGES: 
More is better 
Poverty is inevitable 
Technology will save us 
Growth equals progress 
I can’t make a difference 
 

 
 
NARRATOR:  
Of all the countless assumptions that make up our modern industrial worldview, there is one that is primary and all 
encompassing: 
 
TEXT STORM CLEARS TO ONE: 
“We Are Separate”  
 

 
 
NARRATOR: 
The assumption that we are separate—from everyone and every thing. This assumption shapes virtually all of our 
perceptions and actions. 
 
JAKADA IMANI: [Executive Director, Ella Baker Center for Human Rights] 
This unexamined assumption that somehow we are all separate from each other, that humans are separate from the 
environment, the environment is separate from the economy, is a really dangerous assumption. It leads to humans 
thinking that some humans are less human than them, that there are places, environments and whole communities that 
we can pollute & despoil & it doesn’t impact the whole. We're learning that that's just not true. There’s only one human 
family. There’s only one planet. And anything we do to any part of it, we eventually do to all of it.  
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LYNICE PINKARD:  
I don’t think there’s a world religion that doesn’t start with the assumption of interconnectedness, and that’s really what 
its about.  
 
THICH NHAT HANH: [Buddhist Teacher & Author] 
We have the word to be, but what I propose is that a word to inter-be, inter-be. Because, it’s not possible to be alone, 
by yourself. You need other people in order to be. You need other beings in order to be. So it is impossible to be by 
yourself, alone. You have to inter-be with everyone and everything else, and therefore, to be means to inter-be. 
 
 
KIRITAPU ALLAN: [Ngati Ranginui, Pirirakau; Director, Conscious Collaborations] 
I’m a young indigenous woman but I’m born into a colonized world. My worldview begins with an intrinsic 
understanding of what balance is. If I step on or take away or do something to upset that balance, then we go through 
a process of restoring it. 
 
**** 
TOM GOLDTOOTH: 
We use another terminology called Mitakuye Oyasin, which is “All My Relations.” We try to recognize that we are 
related to everything.  
 
JEANETTE ARMSTRONG: [Okanagan Author, Executive Director, En’owkin Centre] You are part of that land—it’s your 
body – it’s you. And you can't do things to the land that in the end comes back and destroys you. 
 
***** 

NARRATOR: 
This deep understanding of interconnection has been understood by most cultures throughout history. And now, even 
modern science is aligning with this view, and is telling a new story about the origin of the universe that illustrates the 
profound interconnection of all things on both the macro & micro levels. 
 
* * * * * 
NARRATOR: 
Imagine nothing. Not Space. Not darkness. Not even a vast emptiness. But nothing. Now, imagine…everything! In a 
stupendous explosion of light, heat and energy, radiating out in every direction, the Universe erupted into existence 
13.7 billion years ago. 
 
JAKADA IMANI:  
There was this one infentesibly small point. Now if you want to call that god, or the big bang theory, but from that, 
comes all of us, comes everything we see or will ever see. So we’re all made up of the same stuff. We’re all one.  
 
MIRIAM MACGILLIS: 
Why out of stardust has this come to be? Why birdsong? Why green? Why the lushness of palm and the stability of 
cypress, and the grandeur of the mountains? And why the oceans with their billions of teeming life forms? We are part 
of a journey so much more than we ever could even imagine. 
 
BRIAN SWIMME: 
As we move into this understanding, we have a new identity of ourselves as cosmological beings. We’re not just 
Americans, we’re not just French, we’re not just Democrats. We‘re not any small category. We are the universe in the 
form of a human. And it is true of everyone.  It’s an amazing new understanding of ourselves that is so profoundly 
inclusive and everyone is part of this. Everything is part of this, and we discover as well a profound kinship, that no 
matter what being we’re talking about on the planet, we are related. We are related in terms of energy. We’re related 
in terms of genetics. We’re all in one way or another like a form of kin and that just – It’s overwhelming. So it’s just 
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now coming into human awareness. It’s going to take a lot of reflection to embody this fully, but it is a massive change 
in human consciousness. 

3-4a: Buffer Slide - Achuar in Canoe  
 
LIVE PRESENTER: 

3.14 New Story Shaping Consciousness on the Planet 
(Pause for a moment after the video completes.) 
 
Slowly but surely, we as a culture are remembering & discovering anew the basic 
principles of interdependence, and seeing how our collective well-being as a species 
& the planet is bound up together. What’s exciting is that as young people - who 
have grown up in this changing scientific paradigm, with increasing exposure to 
other cultures & perspectives - we are leading the way in reinventing the ways we 
interact with each other & with the world.  
 
As we shift into this new understanding, more and more of us are seeing ourselves 
as part of something so much bigger than ourselves, and taking actions that reflect 
a responsibility & care for the greater whole.  
 
3-5: Slide – Starry Night  

Differing Stories  

Each person will have a different way of exploring and expanding their worldview - whether we look 
to science, learn from indigenous cultures, or delve into our own religious & spiritual beliefs. What 
path you take is up to you. What is important is that we examine where our stories come from, how 
they have led us either to an assumption of separateness or interconnectedness, and that we explore 
whatever bring us to an expanded sense of identity & greater connection to the people and world 
around us.  

Alternative place for Mil l ing Exercise (see end of Where Are We section) 

 
Optional: “Expanding Love” Exercise (see pg 78) 

3.15 Wombat Video Set-Up 
Before we move on to our final question, we’d like to share with you what we call 
the One-Minute WakeUp.  So just in case you were asleep for that whole section, 
this will bring you up to speed. It’s also an example of the power of media and its 
capacity to convey a complicated message simply to millions of people. 
 
3-6: Video: Wombat (1:04) 
WOMBAT: 
Yo, listen up! 
This is your home, it’s the only one you’ve got. 
This place is pretty, but you can’t live there, you can’t even get there. 
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So, I repeat, this is your home. 
It’s the only one you’ve got. 
Cherish it, protect it, it’s the only one you’re gonna get. 
These guys, they’re your neighbors, they ain’t goin’ away, they ain’t leavin’. 
You have to get along with them, so you have to learn to share. 
You have to get along, you have to learn to get along. 
Because they are your neighbors, they’re not goin’ away. 
Okay, all this stuff— 
The animals, the water, the sky, the ground, the bugs, the fish, the tacos, the people— 
They’re all connected; Everything is connected. 
They all depend on one another. 
If you ignore that, you’re doomed, repeat, doomed. 
OK, So, listen up: it’s all one, 
Not two worlds, not three; one, just one. 
So get in gear. 
Remember, all is one. 

 
3-6a: Buffer Slide – Wombat 
 
LIVE PRESENTER: 

 3.16 “One-Minute” WakeUp 

Well, there you have the WakeUp, in one minute! 
This video clip suggests the possibilities of global communication–as a powerful 
instrument for starting to shift how people think to a new mindset that gears us up 
for new possibilities and real solutions. 
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What Do We Do Now? 
!

Intention of this section: For participants to be uplifted, energized, and inspired into action by seeing 
that an unnamable ‘Movement of movements’ is emerging around the world; and for participants to 
identify for themselves, and commit to, actions, practices, and ways of being which are consistent with 
their vision and purpose. 
 

4-1: Slide: Four Questions, fourth highlighted 
 
LIVE PRESENTER: 

4.1 What’s Possible for the Future? – And What’s Already Happening  
So we’ve looked the root causes of how we got to this point. We know what has to 
change. We’ve seen that we’re part of an unfolding story of humanity – and of the 
universe – and that our generation plays a critical role determining the next 
chapter. So the question arises: What Do We Do Now?  
 
But before we jump into action, let’s take a look at some of what’s already 
happening to bring about a thriving, just, sustainable world – and explore what’s 
possible for the future.  
 
4-2: VIDEO: What Is Possible for the Future? (6:47) 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.:  
…Let us remember that there is a creative force in this universe, a power that is able to make a way out of no way and 
transform dark yesterdays into bright tomorrows. Let us realize that the arc of the moral universe is long, but it bends 
toward justice. 
***** 
 
ON-SCREEN GRAPHIC: 
What Is Possible For The Future? 
 
MALE VOICE: 
“There is a tendency to think that what we see in the present moment will continue. We forget how often we have been 
astonished by the sudden crumbling of institutions, by extraordinary changes in people's thoughts, by unexpected 
eruptions of rebellion against tyrannies, by the quick collapse of systems of power that seemed invincible. What leaps 
out from the history of the past hundred years is its utter unpredictability.” 
Quotation from U.S. Historian, Howard Zinn 
***** 
 
CATHERINE INGRAM: [Author, In the Footsteps of Gandhi] 
Many, many years ago I interviewed Desmond Tutu, prior to the end of apartheid. And he kept saying, “When we end 
apartheid.” And I kept thinking, “yeah right,” you know, like, “dream on.” I mean, I didn’t want to rain on his parade 
or anything, but in my heart of hearts I thought, “not in your lifetime.” And lo and behold, a year and a half later, it 
was over. So it was really a profound lesson about what can happen when the will of people aligns. 
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DESMOND TUTU: [Chair of Truth and Reconciliation Commission; Nobel Laureate] 
We have defeated awful things like Nazism, communism apartheid. And we have seen some wonderful human 
beings—Mahatma Gandhi, the Dalai Lama, Mother Teresa. What that says is that ultimately good prevails. It is a 
moral universe, despite all appearances to the contrary. Hahahaha! It is that… there’s no way in which evil will 
ultimately triumph. 
***** 
 
ROB HOPKINS: [Co-founder, Transition Network] 
We sit at a point in time, which is extraordinarily pregnant with possibilities. And that what’s really important, is that 
we shift our thinking from being focused on probabilities -- as in well, what’s the probability that we’ll have runaway 
climate change or dah dah dah—to possibilities. And so once you start to look at possibilities, then there’s huge 
energy that is unlocked from that. 
***** 
 
PAUL HAWKEN, Bioneers Conference, 2004: 
There is another super power here on earth that Is an unnamed movement. It is far different and bigger and more 
unique than anything we have ever seen. It flies under the radar of the media by and large.  
It is non-violent; it is grassroots. It has no cluster bombs, no armies, and no helicopters. It has no central ideology. A 
male vertebrate is not in charge. (Laughter) This unnamed movement…you can clap for that (Applause)…the very word 
“movement”, I think, is too small to describe it. 
 
This movement is humanity’s immune response to resist and heal political disease, economic infection, and ecological 
corruption caused by ideologies. This is fundamentally a civil rights movement, a human rights movement; this is a 
democracy movement; it is the coming world. 
 
PAUL HAWKEN (VOICEOVER): 
What you’re seeing here is the beginning of a list of the two million organizations in the world that work towards 
social and environmental justice, and that’s a minimum. To give you a sense of how big this movement is: If I start this 
tape on today at 9:00 am, and we watch this all day and all night, and the day after that, until a week passed, and 
then for three more weeks, and then a month after that, we still would not have seen the names of all the groups in the 
world. It's the largest social movement in the history of humankind, by far.  
***** 
NARRATOR: 
Powering this growing global phenomenon is the explosive digital revolution that is revealing and connecting a 
planetary human community. 
 
MUHAMMAD YUNUS: [Nobel Laureate; Founder, Grameen Bank, Bangladesh] 
This generation is much more powerful than our generation was technology-wise, information-wise. Today, a little kid 
runs to Google to find out what’s the latest, and challenges everybody else because he or she has the latest 
information. 
 
JON WARNOW: [Internet Director, 350.org] 
People can now be connected nationwide to act locally in their communities and then have all that local action united 
into one synchronized beautiful harmonic voice….  
 
NIGER DELTA WOMAN:  
The only voice we have is this video editing. They say we don’t know books, we can’t write much. But if we are able to 
make a small film about what is happening to us, it will go to the internet and the whole world will see it. 
 
NARRATOR: 
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Awake, committed people are discovering that a new future is possible, and they are becoming who they need to be 
to make it happen—together. 

4-2a Buffer Slide – Installing Solar Panels 
 
LIVE PRESENTER: 

4.2 Exciting Time to Be Alive 
What we’ve seen here is only a small window into what’s going on all around the 
world. We’re alive at an unbelievably exciting time!  
 
We can often get carried away with the “bad news” that comes our way, and 
overlook all of the amazing projects, positive steps, and signs of change that are 
bubbling up all over. The emergence of a new world isn’t something that is off in 
the future — it’s happening right now. From art and music, to business and 
technology, to politics and social change, young people everywhere are coming 
together and stepping up as leaders in this transition.  
 

4.3 Examples of What Is Emerging 
Facilitator: Share a couple of relevant examples of “good news”/ signs of an emerging new world. 
Include at least one example on a local level, youth-led, or particularly relevant to your audience. List 
here: 
1. 
 
2. 
 
Now let’s hear from you—what are some of the new, exciting initiatives … 
approaches … directions … inventions … organizations that you’ve become aware 
of? What are the examples of this new emergence that you’ve been hearing about? 
Let’s here some brief examples of what’s emerging locally, society-wise, or 
internationally. 
(Take several inspiring shares. This can be a very dynamic, uplifting and locally relevant part of the 
Symposium.) 
Thank you!  Clearly there is so much happening even here locally. 

 
Metamorphosis Metaphor:  
One way to understand what’s emerging in society is to look to a metaphor from nature. 
According to evolution biologist Elisabet Sahtouris (Sa-TOR-iss), when a caterpillar reaches a certain 
point in its own evolution, it becomes over-consumptive, a voracious eater and it eats everything in 
sight. It eats hundreds of times its own weight. One caterpillar can devour all the leaves from a small 
tree. 
At that same time, inside the molecular structure of the caterpillar, something called the “imaginal 
cells” become active. While all this over-consumption is going on, those imaginal cells wake up, and 
they look for each other inside of the caterpillar’s body. When enough of them connect (they don’t 
need to be in the majority) they become the genetic directors of the future of the caterpillar. At that 
point the other cells begin to putrefy and become what’s called the nutritive soup—out of which the 
imaginal cells create the absolute unpredictable miracle of the butterfly. 
It may be that we're the imaginal cells on the planet right now! 
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4-3: Video: Metamorphosis (Optional) 

 
Optional Section:  
Young People, Creativi ty & Vision   
One of the most important contributions that younger generations have to offer is our wild imagination 
and creativity, our capacity to look with fresh eyes at the world and offer new and different ideas for 
the future. We’re going to take a few minutes now to tap into our own creativity and imagination, and 
to begin to envision what’s possible for the future and what a “thriving, just, sustainable” world might 
look like.  
 
Group Visioning Exercise  [5 min] 
(Ideally, have 2 facilitators writing down all of the responses on flip chart at the front of the room. If 
needed or preferred, invite a couple participants to help capture the responses on the flipcharts.) 
What is your vision of a thriving, socially just, environmentally sustainable world?  What does it look 
like?   
(Facilitation Tip: Most audiences will be able to offer a flood of responses to this question. If needed, 
feel free to ask prompting questions throughout the process, such as: What do cities or towns look 
like? How do people get their food? How do people travel? How are young people educated? What 
does “work” look like? What are the air and water like? How do people relate to one another?  The 
goal is to generate responses that give a sense of hope and possibility, but also feel tangible and real) 
(If needed, say: “Remember, there are no wrong answers here. This is just brainstorm of what could 
be possible. And it’s ok if we have different ideas) 
Okay, we’re going to take a few more shares and then pause…. 
Great. Wow, look at that list…that’s a powerful vision for a new world.  
(Read off some of the highlights). 
Thank you. 
 
>>>Alternate Visioning Exercise (pg 79) 

4.5 Transi t ion to Action 
Imagining and coming up with ideas and visions can actually be an important step in making change 
happen. A clear and inspiring vision of the future can inform and empower our actions in the present.  
But of course, vision cannot carry us alone.  An old proverb says it well: 
 “A vision without a plan is just a dream. A plan without a vision is just drudgery. But a vision with a 
plan can change the world.” 

 
4-4 Slide – Dawn Over Water 

4.4 Why You’re Here: Taking a Stand 
So that brings us to perhaps the most important topic of the day. Given all we’ve 
looked at, where do you fit in - what does your role in this movement of change look 
like? We all have the power to take a stand for what we deeply believe in, for what 
we feel truly matters. Today, we’re inviting each of you to be a part of this purpose 
to bring forth a thriving, just, sustainable world. Take a moment & ask yourself: is 
this something you’re willing to stand for? (Pause.)  If you said yes, know that you are 
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a part of a growing network of young people around the world who have committed 
to taking this purpose into their lives, schools, and communities.  

4.5 Your Role in the Change 
And know that either way, we want this to be an opportunity for you to explore 
what you most care about and what next steps are calling to you at this time. Each 
of us has a particular passion, a focus, some change we deeply wish to see in the 
world. You might already know what yours is and be working on it. Or it might 
simply exist for you as a vague sense that there’s something else, something more 
you have to offer. We want to invite you to consider the possibility that just maybe, 
you have an important role to play in these times.  
 

Hospice/Midwife Metaphor 
It’s good to remember that, as agents of change, we’re not trying to destroy something or even to 
create something, all by ourselves. One way to think about what there is to do is that we seek to 
consciously hospice the death of the old structures and systems that no longer serve and support life 
on Earth. Not kill or murder the old structures and systems, but hospice their natural withering away 
and dying. They are unsustainable, and that which is unsustainable, by definition, will not last.  
At the same time, we seek mindfully and with great intention, to midwife the emergence of a new 
“Earth Community” and the new structures and systems that will support it.  

This next video is called, “The Power of a Stand.”  

4-5: VIDEO – The Power of a Stand (4:24) (For script, see pg 86)  

 
4-5a: Buffer Slide - African Woman in Group 

 

4-6: Slide -  Mt. Fuji and Field of Flowers 

4.6 What Makes You Come Alive Exercise [8 min .] 
In this next activity, we’re going to explore what might be next for you & what 
your role might be. We are going to pass out a handout to get started.  
(Logistics team passes out tri-fold WakeUp handout. Alternatively, you can use blank paper and ask 
participant to make three columns.)  
Does anyone need something to write with?  
(Logistics team should be ready to pass out pens as needed.)  
Step 1: 
Okay, now under “Question 1” please write the words, “What Makes Me Come 
Alive” at the top of the left-hand column. (Pause to allow them to do this.) Thank you. 
Now take a moment to consider these questions:  
What is it that you love to do?  
What lights you up, gives you energy, ignites your imagination?  
What projects, passions or interests give you joy and lasting satisfaction?   
And as things come to you, write them in that first column.  
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 (Pause for one minute.)  

All right—you may want to come back later and add things to the list—it doesn’t 
have to be absolutely complete right now. 
Step 2: 
Okay, now let’s shift gears. At the top of the right hand column under “Question 2”, 
write “What’s Needed in the World or My Community.”  
(Pause to allow them to do this.)   
And take a moment to consider these different questions: 

What does the world really need right now? 
What does my community really need right now? 
What are the things that really matter to me? (AKA the things that make me 
angry, break my heart, or that I just really wish I could change?) 
I’ll give you a moment for those things to come to you and for you to write them 
down in the right hand column.  
(Pause for one minute) 

Step 3: 
Now, look over your two lists, and see if you can find connections or overlaps 
between the list on the left, “What Makes Me Come Alive,” and the list on the right, 
“What’s Needed.” If and when you find a possible connection or overlap between 
the two lists, draw a line connecting them.  
You could label the middle column: ‘Where My Joys Connect with the World’s 
Needs.’ This middle column may help you see more clearly your role, what your 
unique contribution to a new future can be (No one else has those particular two 
lists!). I’ll give you a minute to start making these connections. (Pause for a minute).  
(If needed: Is this making sense? Would it help to hear an example?) 
Now, turn to a partner next to you. You’ll have a minute to share what 
possibilities you see for yourself in this intersection. I’ll ring the bell when it’s time 
to switch.   
(Pause for one minute.) 
Alright, now switch please!  
(Ring bell after one minute) 
Okay, finish up what you are saying and turn back to the front. Thank you.  
 

Optional Exercise: Group Share: [2 min.] Now let’s hear from a few of you. What did you see 
in that middle column? Did you see something about where you find purpose, what unique gifts you 
bring or what you might do to connect your passions & the world’s needs?  (Take 2-3 shares) 

 
Optional Exercise: Group Wisdom: [5 min.] Now please get into groups of three and, if you 
wish, share with the others in your group your three columns. This is your chance to see what insights 
others may have about the connections in the middle column that you haven’t yet seen—a chance for 
the wisdom of community to help you discover your path. (Give several minutes for this. Ring a bell 
twice to make sure that all three get a chance to have the group focus on their list.) 
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4.7 What Makes You Come Alive Conclusion 
Now, what if it’s true that what you came here to contribute is exactly at the 
intersection of your own greatest joys and the world’s greatest needs?  What if you 
could live every day of your life from that place?  How would that be for you? What 
if all you needed to do was live from that place, and encourage others to do the 
same? (This can be delivered in an excited, suggestive and playful manner) 
Next, we want to build on the insight and inspiration from this last activity to 
generate actions you can take with you into your life.  
 

Kinds of Actions, Arenas for Action  

As we move into creating a personal plan of action, we’d like to offer you a framework for different 
ways we can engage in what scholar Joanna Macy calls “the Great Turning.”  She says that the shift 
from an industrial growth society to a life-sustaining society would happen because we took action in 
three ways: 

(Presenter may want to list these out on a flipchart) 

1. Holding Actions. These are small or large actions to slow the destruction brought on by our 
current system-- blockades, boycotts, civil disobedience, or even volunteering at a homeless shelter or 
a soup kitchen. (Possibly invite brief participant contributions here.) Work of this kind buys time and 
it’s absolutely necessary, but it’s not enough to bring about a thriving, just, sustainable world. 

2. Creating New Structures. The second aspect of Great Turning has us looking at the laws, 
agreements, and institutions that are no longer working, dismantling them, and replacing them with 
new structures that serve life.  Examples include shifting from fossil fuels to clean energy; passing laws 
that shift our resources to peace-building and conflict resolution, instead of prisons and war; 
community gardens, cooperatives, and much more. (Possibly invite brief participant contributions 
here.)  This work is crucial too, but all the new structures we can think of will not take root and survive 
without... 

3. Shif t ing Consciousness. This is the work of communicating the values, beliefs, ideas, and new 
ways of seeing ourselves, each other, and the planet, that support a life-sustaining society. (Possibly 
invite brief participant contributions here.)  This provides a clear vision of the paths forward and a 
basis for more and more of us to come together and engage in making this shift happen. 

So we can see from this that the good news is, we all have a role and none of us have to do it all!  
None of these actions are sufficient by themselves; all are needed. So wherever we choose to begin is 
the best place to start.  

 

Alternate Framework for Action:  

1) Individual/Family: Actions like lifestyle choices—what we eat, how we consume, travel and 
heat our homes (our “footprint”), whom we count among our friends, colleagues and mentors and our 
spiritual, religious or centering practices. 

2) Community/ School: Our neighborhood community, school or campus, or social/religious 
groups. 
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3) Inst i tu t ions/Systems: Government, education, policies, corporations, business, banks, religious 
institutions, etc. 

4.8 Four Years Go Set Up 
As we transition to planning our own next steps, we want to show video called Four 
Years Go. Four Years Go is a media campaign that offers a vision of what’s possible 
for our immediate future; it highlights the urgency of our times, and it encourages 
individuals and organizations to make commitments for these next four years that 
will help redirect the trajectory of humanity. This video is available online and can 
be a great, concise WakeUp to share with others. 
 

4"5:%VIDEO%–%FOUR%YEARS.%GO.  (3:03) 
 
4-6: Buffer slide: Children’s Hands 

4.9 Four Years Go Conclusion  
Clearly we are at a significant moment in history when our actions have never been 
so important. It’s not that we need to change everything in these four years, but 
that we make the key shifts that have us headed in a new direction.  

4.10 Identifying Next Steps 
Now is when you have the opportunity to translate what you’ve discovered so far 
into concrete steps and actions that you declare you’re ready to take on. What this 
does is shift this from having been just an ‘interesting (morning/afternoon)’ to a 
potential turning point in your role as an awake, committed agent of change, 
engaged in creating a new future.  
 

Optional Exercise: Being Inspired By What You (and Others) Are Already Doing (see 
pg 79) 

4.11 Personal Commitments: [3 min.]  
So, take a moment now to review that column where your greatest joys come 
together with the worlds greatest needs. Take a few moments to see if there are 
specific actions you can think of that could fulfill that connection, actions that 
could unite what you love to do with what you see as needed in the world, in a 
way that would produce an impact that you would be proud of. Or, if nothing is 
jumping out at you from that activity, you can choose any action that would 
inspire you from our time together here.  

(Pause for about 30 seconds, or whatever time seems right.) 
Now, start to narrow in on one or two actions or changes that you’re willing to 
commit to, right now. Whatever is coming to you, trust that that’s the exact right 
step for you in this moment. You can flip this page over. There is a space to write: 
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One personal commitment, some personal practice or action you would like to 
take in your daily life, and 
One collective action that could take place at the level of family, community, 
school, business or politics.  
Please write them down, and indicate by when you’ll do or begin them. (That will 
help make all of this more “real” for you once you leave today.) This piece of paper 
is not going to be collected—it’s for you.  

4.12 >>> Partner share: [3 min.]  
Great, now please turn to the person or persons next to you, and share with them 
what you’ve decided to take on, and your timeframe. A group of three is fine, too, 
but no bigger, please. You’ll have about a minute each — we’ll ring the bell when 
you should switch. (Ring bell.) Please consider exchanging contact information with 
your partner(s) so you can offer one another support in your commitments after 
the WakeUp. 

>>>Group share: [2 min.] Can we hear from a few of you? What are some of the commitments 
you’re making, and the next steps that you’ve chosen? (Take shares from three to five people.)  

 
Optional Activity/ or Alternate to Personal Commitments: Open Space Conversation for Action, 
see pg. 79  

4.13 Complete commitment process 
Thank you! I can tell there are a lot of inspiring and powerful commitments that 
you all just made. And it’s totally ok if you feel like you are not done answering 
these questions. In fact, that’s wonderful. This is intended to be the beginning of an 
ongoing inquiry – into what you are most called to do with your life and actions – 
that we hope you continue to explore after today, and maybe for the rest of you life. 
We think you’ll find that when you’re living as a committed change agent, the next 
steps that are right for you will keep revealing themselves as your life unfolds…  
 
Okay. Let’s move your chairs back for our final section. 
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Closing 
 
Intention of this section: For participants to be in an inspired and hopeful state, standing powerfully as 
change agents in a place of possibility, creativity, community—and action. 

CL.1 Beginning to Close 
We’re about to bring our time together to a close, but before that we have a few 
additional next steps to offer, and some final words (+optional video/gift) to share 
with you.  
 
C-1: Slide: Generation Waking Up Web Address  

Module CL-A: WakeUp Next Steps 

CL.2 GenUp Information  
Up on the screen is the website for Generation Waking Up that we invite you to 
explore to find further resource. There’s a link on the homepage called “WakeUp 
Next Steps” that will take you to a page that provides suggestions on how to host a 
WakeUp or be trained as a WakeUp Facilitator, how to become involved in your 
local Generation Waking Up community, along with offering many resources on 
how to take action and connect with other organizations and campaigns. For those 
who may feel inspired to sustain this work, we also have a growing network of 
Thrive Hubs, which are groups of changemakers who are working together to build 
local models of a thriving, just, sustainable world. You can learn about how to find 
or start a Thrive Hub on our website as well. 
 
If you’d like to invite other people to experience a WakeUp, the next one in this area 
will be held (  ).  
(Put date and venue on flipchart if there is one happening.). 
 

And if you have an interest in being trained to deliver a WakeUp, there will be a 
training (   ).  
(Put date and venue of closest training on flipchart if there is one scheduled.) 
 

You can speak with (Indicate Facilitator) afterwards to find out more about other 
WakeUps and Facilitator training programs, and please sign-up on the sheet in the 
back if you’d like us to send you further information on how you can stay involved.  

CL.3 Acknowledgments 

(Again,) We want to acknowledge and thank (   ) for making this WakeUp happen 
today!  
(Mention hosts, production team, and other key members of the community responsible for putting on 
this Symposium.). 
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CL.4 The WakeUp Begins Today!  
So what’s happened for you here today?  
The WakeUp Experience isn’t intended to be a one-shot, “peak” experience, which 
then gets put on a shelf somewhere and forgotten.  In fact, the real WakeUp begins 
after you leave today—and hopefully will last for the rest of your life. 
 
Our goal has been that you’ve come to see yourself as part of a unique and powerful 
generation, alive at one of the most exciting moments in human history, and that 
you see your self as someone who has a role to play in this movement to bring forth 
a thriving, just, sustainable world. (Pause.)  

Module CL-B: Courage and Hope 

 [Press “Enter” to advance to C-3b F our Questions Buffer Slide] 

CL.5 Courage  
As we move out into the world, we want to acknowledge that it can often feel 
overwhelming when we think about putting our dreams and plans into action, and 
to living the fullest life that we are feeling called to live. It takes courage, and it 
takes hope.  
 
Being courageous means we’re willing to act, whether or not we think we’re up for 
it.  

The word “courage” actually comes from the latin word for “heart.” So in its original sense, it means 
acting & speaking from your heart.  

We hope that you will each find the courage within you to do what you are being 
called to do, so that generations to come will look back upon us and celebrate the 
bold strides we took in these times to create a new world. 
 

Courage from Future Generations Exercise (Option A) 
Imagine your parents looking at you, behind them your grandparents, and theirs, all your ancestors 
way back, all looking at you. 
You are the fulfillment of their hopes and their dreams, the carrier of the lineage. 
You are bringing to fruition things they couldn’t have imagined; you are living at a time when … 
Let in their acknowledgement of you as they thank you for bringing to fruition what they couldn’t do in 
their lifetimes. 
Eyes closed, turn 180 degree to South. 
See in front of you your children or the children you love, and behind them their children and 
children’s children, off into the future. 
As you look into their faces, as they look at you, and listen as they thank you for the life you led, as 
they appreciate you for the way you live that makes their life possible, for completing expressions of 
humanity that were not longer useful, so they didn’t need to do that work. 
Alternate Version of Exercise, see pg 81 
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CL.6 Hope 
And that brings us to this idea called “hope.”   
 
We’d like to share a quotation from former president of the Czech Republic, and 
world leader Václav (VATSlav) Havel, a change agent extraordinaire who had an 
unyielding commitment to creating a new future for his country.  He captures the 
spirit of hope in a way that rings true for our time. 
(Read quote aloud) 
 

C-1: Slide: Vaclav Havel Quote 

 “The kind of hope that I often think about…I understand above all as a state of 
mind, not a state of the world. Either we have hope within us, or we don’t. It is a 
dimension of the soul. Hope is not the conviction that something will turn out well, but 
the certainty that something makes sense, regardless of how it turns out.” 
-Václav Havel 
Former President of Czechoslovakia 

C-3: Optional Video – Hope Committed in Action (3:30) (for script, see pg 87) 

 
C-3a: Buffer Video: Spinning Earth  
(Presenter: Below are additional/ optional “final words” and gifts ceremonies. If you do choose to use 
them, it’s recommended that you use only one or two of these options listed above in the Courage & Hope 
sections and below, to keep a tight, energetic close.) 
 

Cherokee Elder Story  
There’s a story I want to relate to you now about a Cherokee elder who was teaching his 
grandchildren about life. He drew the children around him one night as they sat by the campfire and 
looked around the circle and said, solemnly,  
“There is a fight going on inside me. It’s a terrible fight! And it’s between two wolves.  
One wolf represents fear, anger, envy, sorrow, and resentment.  
The other wolf stands for joy, peace, love, hope, and kindness.  
This same fight is going on inside of you and every other person too.” (Pause.) 
The children sat wide-eyed in silence for a moment. Then one youngster asked, “But Grandfather, 
which wolf will win?” 
The old Cherokee paused and looked into his grandchild’s eyes and replied: (Pause.) “The one I 
feed.” (Pause and allow participants to reflect in the silence for a few moment. Be patient.) 

 
Group completion sharing: ![2+!min.]!

We’ve covered a lot today. Would someone like to express where you are right now, how this has 
been for you, or what may have shifted for you during the course of our time together? (Take several 
shares.) 
Alternative: Standing in a circle (or not), invite each person to say one word that describes “where 
they are.” 
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CL.7 Final Words 
Thank you! It’s been a privilege to share this experience with you today. Once again, 
please feel free to sign-up in the back to get further involved and stay around to 
connect with others.  
(Option: invite group to stay for Post-Wake Up celebration, club/ organization networking, etc) 
 
Thank you for being here today and for taking a stand for a thriving, just, 
sustainable world. 

CL.8 Unity Clap [1 min .] 
As we close our time together, we’d to like to end by making some noise for all the 
world to hear. 
 
We’ll end with the “Unity Clap.” (Has anyone heard of this that wants to explain 
where this comes from?) It was used in the United Farmworkers Movement, so that 
Latino & Pilipino farmworkers could build cohesion & unity even when they didn’t 
speak the same language. It starts out slow and follows the rhythm of the heartbeat 
and then builds, gains strength and takes off, like the power of a movement. 
So everyone please stand up! (If possible, make a circle & have everyone look across the circle to 

someone else to help hold the connection & rhythm). And here we go…  
 
 (Start with a slow clap, progress to a faster and faster pace, and end in loud applause!) 

 
Thank you!! We look forward to the road ahead with you! 
 

Alternatives: Close with a Song, Bracelet Ceremony (see pg 81), Closing Meditation (see pg 
82) 

 
(If live music is not possible, have a playlist of closing appropriate music ready to go.) 
 

C-1: Video: Video Credits  (1:54)  
(Post-Wake Up options: have refreshments, music, community groups or school clubs tabling) 
&

CELEBRATION!!! 
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!

Additional Exercises 

OPENING 
(Icebreakers)/)potential)energizers)for)other)sections))

Gesture!Playback!Intros!
Source:!Source!unknown/!many!sources.!!

Purpose!of!Activity:!Icebreaker!that!allows!people!to!learn!names!&!move!their!bodies.!!

Description!of!Activity:!Instruct!the!group!to!go!around!and!“Say!your!name!and!do!a!movement!gesture!

that!represents!a!part!of!your!personality!you!identify!with”!OR!“Say!your!name!and!do!a!movement!

gesture!that!expresses!how!you’re!feeling!right!now.”!After!each!person!the!whole!group!will!repeat!it!

back!to!them.!!

Tips:!Make!sure!you!demonstrate!what!to!do!&!that!everyone!understands!before!you!start.!!
!

Rainstorm!
Source:!Power!of!Hope!
Purpose!of!Activity:!This!short!exercise!uses!rhythm!to!relax!the!group!and!pull!them!together!quickly.!

Description!of!Activity:!This!exercise,!which!replicates!the!sound!of!a!rainstorm,!is!a!good!way!to!bring!

the!group!together!when!opening!a!session!or!bringing!the!group!to!a!quiet!conclusion!of!a!session.!!It!can!

be!done!in!any!size!group!sitting!in!a!circle!in!chairs!or!on!the!floor.!!Instruct!participants!to!replicate!

whatever!action!the!person!on!their!left!is!doing.!!The!facilitator!starts!the!action!and!it!moves!around!the!

circle!to!his!or!her!right!like!a!wave.!!When!the!action!gets!back!to!the!facilitator,!he!or!she!starts!the!next!

action!and!so!forth.!!Participants!continue!doing!their!action!until!a!new!one!comes!around!the!circle!to!

them.!The!entire!sequence!goes!as!follows:!1.!snap!fingers;!2.!rub!hands!together;!3.!slap!knees;!4.!stomp!

feet!while!slapping!knees;!5.!slap!knees;!6.!rub!hands!together;!7.!snap!fingers;!8.!rest!hands!on!knees;!9.!

hold!hands!of!the!people!sitting!next!to!you.!

Recommended!By:!David!Bronstein;!thebronz@gmail.com!

!

Lightning!Gesture!!
Source:!Theater!of!the!Oppressed!
Purpose!of!Activity:!Icebreaker!
Description!of!Activity:!One!person!does!sound!and!movement!that!travels!around!the!circle!like!the!

wave,!repeats,!next!person!offers!new!sound!and!movement.!!

Tips:!This!activity!can!be!long!with!large!groups!(30+)!
Recommended!By:!Peregrine!!
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!

WHO!ARE!WE?!
Something!I!Love!
Source:!!The!Power!of!Hope!
Purpose:!To!learn!more!about!people!in!the!group!in!a!lively,!embodied!way.!

Description!of!Activity:!Ask!participants!to!mill!around!the!room.!!Find!a!partner.!!One!person!in!the!

partnership!says,!“Something!I!love”!and!mimes!something!they!love.!!The!other!person!guesses!what!it!

is.!!They!get!only!one!guess.!!If!they’re!not!correct!the!person!who!mimed!tells!them!what!it!is.!!Then!the!

other!person!says!“Something!I!love”!and!mimes!something!they!love.!!The!other!person!guesses!one!

time,!finds!out!what!it!is!and!then!they!move!on!the!find!other!partners!and!repeat!the!activity.!!You!can!

also!use!different!prompts!like!“something!that!breaks!my!heart”!or!“something!that!I’m!challenged!by”!

Tips:!!Use!this!as!an!alternative!to!the!partner!share!in!the!“Who!am!I?”!section!of!“Who!are!we?”!

Recommended!by:!David!Bronstein;!thebronz@gmail.com!

!

The!Big!Wind!Blows!
Source:!the!collective!game!unconscious!

Purpose!of!activity:!After!we!explore!who!we!are!as!individuals!and!before!we!go!into!who!we!are!as!a!
generation,!this!is!a!good!activity!to!see!who!we!are!as!a!community!of!people!in!the!room!together.!!It!

allows!us!to!observe!what!is!true!for!many!people!in!the!room,!what!is!true!for!some!people,!and!what!is!

true!for!no!one.!

Description!of!Activity:!Form!a!circle.!Whoever!is!facilitating!puts!there!shoes!to!the!side,!goes!to!the!

center!of!the!circle,!and!says!something!that!is!true!for!them.!Its!that!simple.!!Ask!participants!to!pay!

attention!to!what!is!true!for!many!people!or!for!few!people!in!order!to!get!a!better!sense!of!who!we!are!

as!a!community.!!At!the!end!reflect!some!of!the!tings!that!you!noticed.!!!

Tips:!!As!the!facilitator!you!can!“accidentally”!get!stuck!in!the!circle!in!order!to!suggest!something!more!

serious,!or!more!silly.!

Recommended!by:!David!Bronstein;!thebronz@gmail.com!

!

Group!Sculpture!
Source:!the!Power!of!Hope!
Purpose:!to!use!the!body!in!creating!an!image!that!holds!the!individuals!unique!gifts!and!how!they!come!

together!to!form!a!groups!shared!purpose.!

Description!of!Excercise:!Ask!each!participant!too!think!about!one!personal!quality!they!are!bringing!as!a!
gift!to!the!group.!!Then!say,!“We’re!now!going!to!make!a!giant!sculpture!to!represent!who!are!as!a!

community!that!will!include!all!of!our!individual!gifts.”!Ask!a!volunteer!to!go!to!the!center!of!the!room,!

state!their!name!and!the!gifts!they’re!bringing!to!the!group!while!striking!a!physical!pose!that!represents!

that!quality.!!Once!the!person!has!struck!their!pose,!they!need!to!stay!in!that!position!until!the!group!

sculpture!is!complete.!!Then!ask!participants!to!go!into!the!center!one!by!one.!!Once!everyone!has!joined!

the!group!sculpture,!the!group!can!call!out!together!a!phrase!such!as!“We!are!(the!name!of!the!

group/class)!and!today,!I’m!bringing!“curiosity”!(or!whatever).!!

Tips:!I!could!see!this!activity!working!especially!well!with!a!group!that!has!already!worked!together.!
Recommended!By:!David!Bronstein;!thebronz@gmail.com!

!

!
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Pass!the!SentenceK!The!Story!of!our!Generation!
Source:!Adapted!from!Yes!!Activities!Facilitation!Manual!for!Young!Changemakers!

Purpose:!Empower!participants!to!coPcreate!the!story!of!our!generation!
Description!of!Avtivity:!One!person!starts!by!saying!five!or!more!words!in!a!sentence.!!For!example,!one!

could!start!by!saying!“All!across!the!planet,!a!unique!and!powerful!generation!is!coming!of!age.!We!are!

called!by!many!names!–!GenY,!Generation!We,!the!Digital!Generation,!and!the!Millennials!–!though!

ultimately,!we!defy!labels.”!

The!next!person!picks!it!up!and!freely!associates!to!add!another!sentence!or!so!on,!until!a!story!is!formed.!

!Anyone!can!say!“The!End”!when!they!feel!like!the!story!is!complete.!

Tips:!This!could!work!in!the!place!of!the!aspects!of!our!generation!brainstorm!for!a!group!that!is!more!

familiar!with!our!generationPwide!movement.!

Recommended!By:!David!Bronstein!
!

Yes,!And!.!.!.!(the!story!of!our!generation)!
Purpose:!to!coPcreate!the!story!of!our!generation,!in!a!lively,!imaginative!format!

Description!of!Activity:!The!first!person!begins!telling!the!story!of!who!we!are!as!a!generation.!!After!the!
first!two!or!three!sentences,!passes!it!on!to!person!two.!!Person!two!picks!up!the!story!with!the!words!

“yes,!and.”!!!

Tips:!Works!better!in!smaller!groups!of!3P4.!!Ask!participants!to!continue!the!story!in!the!same!voice!that!

it!was!started!in.!

Recommended!By:!David!Bronstein;!thebronz@gmail.com!
 

!
!

!
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WHERE!ARE!WE?!
World!Wealth!Demo!!
Source:!Valerie!Love/!inspired!by!“The!World!Sits!Down!to!Dinner”!exercise!

Purpose!of!Activity:!This!is!an!experiential!illustration!of!social!injustice/!the!distribution!of!wealth!in!the!
world.!It!allows!a!tangible!understanding,!unpacking!of!emotions!of!privilege!and!injustice,!and!

encourages!group!solutions.!

Description!of!Activity:!Break!the!participants!into!groups!according!to!percentile!ranking!in!world!
wealth.!Pass!out!cookies!to!reflect!their!“share”!of!the!world’s!wealth,!but!tell!them!not!to!eat!them!yet.!

Make!sure!the!total!number!of!cookies!equals!the!number!of!people!in!the!room.!Typically,!one!person!

(2%)!will!end!up!with!half!the!cookies,!and!half!of!the!participants!(50%)!will!share!1!cookie.!After!the!

cookies!are!passed!out,!ask!different!people!how!they!feel!about!their!lot!&!if!they’re!happy!with!the!

distribution.!Unpack!what’s!there.!Then!say!that!for!the!purposes!of!the!activity,!we!can!only!keep!&!eat!

the!cookies!if!we!find!a!solution!that!everyone!is!happy!with.!This!will!almost!certainly!be!that!everyone!

gets!a!cookie!who!wants!one.!!

Recommended!By:!Valerie!Love,!valerie@generationwakingup.org!!Please!contact!Valerie!if!you!would!

like!a!fuller!description!of!this!activity!&!stats!to!calculate!cookie!breakdown.!

!

!

Free!Write!after!the!“Where!are!we?”!film!

Source:!Adapted!from!Yes!!Activities!Facilitation!Manual!

Purpose:!Allow!participants!to!reflect!in!a!safe!space!on!how!the!crisis!we!face!appear!in!their!own!life!
Description!of!Activity:!Have!participants!count!off!in!groups!of!three.!!Give!each!participant!a!pen,!paper,!

and!something!hard!to!write!on,!and!invite!them!to!write!freely,!steam!of!consciousness!style,!on!the!

prompt!they!are!given.!!The!pen!does!not!leave!the!paper!except!between!words,!as!they!write!whatever!

comes!to!their!mind,!without!censoring.!!After!writing!you!can!invite!them!to!share!their!writing!with!

their!gorup.!!This!is!not!about!grading!each!other!or!controlling!the!outcomes;!it!is!about!letting!the!

subconscious!speak!and!letting!out!whatever!emerges.!!Participants!are!given!the!theme!in!the!form!of!

the!opening!words,!such!as:!

Psome!of!the!things!I’ve!seen!that!made!me!think!things!need!to!change!in!the!world!are!.!.!.!

Pthe!issue!that!concerns!me!most!is!.!.!.!because!.!.!.!

Pwhen!I!learn!about!these!issues,!I!feel…!!

Tell!participants!when!they!have!30!seconds!left,!and!then!when!time!is!up,!ask!them!to!complete!

whatever!sentence!they!are!writing.!!Then!ask!participants!to!form!a!circle!with!their!group.!!Give!each!

participant!an!opportunity!to!share!whatever!they!want!from!their!writing.!!When!the!groups!are!done,!

come!back!to!the!whole!group!and!ask!if!a!few!volunteers!are!willing!to!share!a!piece!of!their!writing!with!

the!whole!group.!!Ask!for!a!few!reflections!on!how!that!felt!and!what!people!noticed!in!the!process.!

Tips:!Some!soft!fingerpicking!can!help!get!participant’s!writing!juices!flowing.!

Recommended!by:!dbronstein;!thebronz@gmail.com;!240P755P3563!
!

!

!
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WHAT!HAS!TO!CHANGE?!
 
Spectrometer [5 min+] 
Source:!Theater!of!the!Oppressed!
Purpose!of!Activity:!To!show!the!impact!of!different!assumptions;!to!have!people!appreciate!how!the!

same!assumptions!affect!people!differently,!and!to!have!people!think!about!&!connect!with!the!

assumption!that!affect!them!most.! 
Description!of!Activity:!
Have!everyone!stand!up!&!spread!out.!Explain!that!you!are!going!to!call!out!some!statements!about!

unexamined!assumptions!that!were!named,!and!that!then!everyone!will!find!their!place!along!a!spectrum!

of!how!much!they!agree!with!the!statement.!Designate!one!side!of!the!room!as!“strongly!agree”!and!the!

other!side!of!the!room!as!“strongly!disagree.”!Convert!the!assumptions!into!statements!like,!“Growing!up,!

I!was!told!that!success!=!making!money.”!Have!everyone!find!their!place!on!the!spectrum!&!pause!to!let!

people!look!around.!Another!one!might!be!“For!most!of!my!life,!I!hadn’t!really!thought!about!where!

things!go!when!they!are!thrown!‘away’”!You!can!also!try!statements!that!show!differential!impact,!like!“I!

learned!that!I!shouldn’t!cry!or!be!emotional!in!front!of!others.”!!

Tips:!Make!sure!you!can!be!heard!&!seen!as!you!explain!the!activity!(stand!on!a!chair!if!needed!)!Make!

sure!people!know!that!this!is!about!being!aware!about!how!the!things!society!has!taught!us!impacts!us,!

and!isn’t!about!judging!yourself!or!others.!!

 
 
Control Mythologies/ Wheel Gallery Walk [15 min+] 
Source:!Theater!of!the!Oppressed.!(Movement!Generation:!Justice!and!Ecology!Project)!

Purpose!of!Activity:!Thought!provoking!activity!which!encourages!the!question!“what!actions!should!we!
take?”!

Description!of!Activity:!Generate!a!list!of!control!mythologies!or!dominant!narratives!that!affect!our!work!

for!social!change!(AKA!“Unexamined!Assumptions!).!!Choose!one!unexamined!assumption!to!work!with!

(e.g.!“young!people!have!no!power”)!Choose!2.!!Create!an!inner!circle!that!faces!out!–!this!circle!will!be!

the!“clay”.!Partner!sculpts!an!image!(silently!–!either!through!touch!or!by!showing,!rather!than!describing)!

with!a!repetitive!movement!and!a!line!of!text.!!Walk!around!looking!at!the!living!gallery!of!images.!!When!

you!return!to!your!original!partner,!resculpt!them!and!flip!the!script.!!How!can!you!transform!this!control!

mythology/!unexamined!assumption!(internally!or!in!the!world)?!What!is!the!antidote!to!the!assumption!

you!just!sculpted?!(e.g.!“Young!people!are!the!leaders!of!change”).!Switch!roles!and!have!the!sculptor!

sculpt!the!clay!with!a!repetitive!movement!and!a!line!of!text.!Walk!the!gallery!again.!Allow!the!inner!circle!

to!see!each!other's!images!one!at!a!time.!!Debrief!what!group!felt,!saw,!resonated!with,!discovered?!!How!

do!the!assumptions!we!hold!affect!and!shape!how!we!are!in!the!world?!How!can!we!change!the!story!and!

create!a!different!world?!

Tips:!This!one!can!be!tricky/!messy!without!strong!facilitation.!It!is!recommended!that!you!have!some!

Theater!of!the!Oppressed!training,!or!have!facilitated!this!activity!before!trying!it!in!a!WakeUp.!

 
‘Upstream/Downstream’ Unintended Consequences group activity [5 – 8 min] 
Source:!Pachamama!Alliance!

Purpose!of!Activity:!To!further!uncover!more!of!the!unexamined!aspects!of!our!actions!&!how!our!

choices!impact!the!world!around!us.!
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Description!of!Activity:!Have!each!group!choose!an!object!in!someone’s!purse!or!pocket—anything!will!

do—and!have!a!conversation!to!identify,!first,!what!is!the!likely!future!of!the!object,!and!second,!what!

was!involved!in!creating!it!in!the!first!place.!Encourage!as!much!specificity!as!possible!both!‘upstream’!

and!‘downstream.’!Report!back!to!the!group—the!unintended!consequences!that!resulted!from!producing!

the!object.!!

(After)five)or)so)minutes)ring)bell)to)reconvene)whole)group.))

 
Expanding Love [6 min]  
Source:!Ella!Baker!Center/!Reclaim!the!Future!

Purpose!of!Activity:!Practice!expanding!sense!of!self,!and!link!to!expanded!sense!of!care!&!love.!!
Description!of!Activity/!Script:!“Close!your!eyes!and!picture!the!person!that!means!the!most!to!you! in!

life,! the!person!you! love!the!most! in! the!world….!Now! imagine,!and!know,)that! they!are!connected!to,!

related!to!and!even!a)part)of!everyone!you!have!ever!met!or!will!meet.!Furthermore,!imagine,!and!know,)

that! they!are!part!of!everyone! in! this! room!and!everyone! in! this! room! is!a!part!of! them.! Imagine,!and!

know,)that!you!can!and!do!love!and!cherish!each!and!every!person!in!this!room!as!much!as!you!love!and!

cherish! this! one! person.! Now! open! your! eyes! and! find! a! partner! to! talk! with.! Share,! who! you! were!

thinking!of,!what! this!person!means! to!you,!&!what!would! it!be! like! if!we! treated! the!world!and!each!

other!with!deep!love!and!respect.!Please!share!with!your!partner!for!a!minute!each.”!

>>>Group!Share![3!min]!Would!anyone!like!to!share!something!about!what!they!experienced?!

!

Systems Game/Triangulation Exercise!
source:!Joanna!Macy,!Theater!of!the!Oppressed!

Purpose!of!the!Activity:!to!feel!how!profoundly!interconnected!we!are.!
Description!of!Activity:!Participants!stand!in!a!circle.!!Each!person!secretly!chooses!two!people,!who!will!
be!their!reference!points.!!They!are!charged!with!staying!equidistant!from!their!reference!points.!!In!other!

words,!they!must!form!an!equilateral!triangle!(or!an!isosceles!triangle!depending!on!the!group)!with!their!

reference!point.!!No!other!explanation!should!be!given;!just!start!the!game.!

At!a!certain!point!you!can!call!for!everyone!to!move!at!double!speed,!then!quarter!speed,!then!freeze!

asking!anyone!who!is!not!equidistant!with!their!reference!points!to!raise!there!hand!and!then!adjust!

themselves.!In!debrief!by!asking!how!we!can!apply!this!to!inform!the!worldview!that!everything!is!

connected.!

Tips:!!This!activity!could!replace!the!“another!worldview”!video,!especially!for!younger!audiences!who!
could!benefit!from!moving!around!as!the!WakeUp!moves!into!the!subsequent!more!hopeful!parts.!!It!

could!also!be!used!to!instead!of!the!milling!in!“Where!Are!We?”!for!audiences!that!might!find!silent!

gazing!uncomfortable,!because!it!has!the!same!purpose!of!remind!us!that!we!are!not!alone!in!this!world.!

!The!debrief!will!be!key!to!helping!this!activity!make!sense!in!the!flow!of!the!WakeUp.!
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WHAT!DO!WE!DO!NOW?!
 

Alternate Visioning Exercise: [2+ min.]  
Source:!Pachamama!Alliance!

Purpose!of!Activity:!To!ground!ourselves!in!the!possible!future!that!!
Description!of!Activity:!Please!lower!or!close!your!eyes!for!a!moment!…!and!let!go!of!your!thoughts!if!you!

can,!and!let!yourself!imagine!…!that!you!have!traveled!50!or!100!years!into!the!future,!(Pause.)!and!you!

see!before!you!.!.!.!an!thriving,!(Pause.)!just,!(Pause.)!and!sustainable!world.!(Pause.)!Look!around.!What!

do! you! see?! (Pause)! What! does! the! countryside! look! like?! (Pause)! What! are! the! air! and! water! like?!

(Pause)!What!is!it!like!in!a!city!you!know?!(Pause.)!Where!does!food!come!from?!(Pause)!!How!are!young!

people!educated?!(Pause.)!(Feel!free!to!alter!questions!as!appropriate)!

Wander! around! and! take! in! this! thriving,! just,! sustainable! world.! Now,! feel! your! appreciation! for! this!

glimpse!of! that!possible!world,! and!begin! to!bring! your! consciousness!back! to! this! time!and! this!place!

(Pause).!And!when!you’re!ready,!gently!open!your!eyes.!

>>>Group!shares:![2!min.]!

Does!anyone!have!an!experience!or!vision!that!they’d!like!to!share?!(Take!several!shares.)!

 
Being Inspired by What You’re Already Doing [2 min.] 
Source:!Pachamama!Alliance!

Purpose!of!Activity:!To!acknowledge!and!validate!the!positive!of!what!we!are!doing,!so!we!can!build!on!
this!in!a!space!of!inspiration,!rather!than!guilt!for!what!we’re!not!doing.!

Description!of!Activity:!“Let’s!start!by!taking!just!a!moment!for!you!to!acknowledge!what!you’re!already!

doing—and!who!you’re!already!being.!Please!reflect!on!all!the!ways!your!life!is!already!consistent!with!

the!purpose!of!creating!a!thriving,!just,!sustainable!world.!Look!back!at!the!last!five!years!or!so,!and!

notice!the!changes!in!your!values!and!lifestyle!since!then,!and!the!actions!and!practices!you’re!already!

committed!to.!If!you!would,!please!take!out!a!piece!of!paper!and!jot!down!what!comes!to!mind.!Honor!

yourself,!recognize!yourself,!for!everything—commitments,!actions,!awakenings,!changes!in!ways!of!

seeing!and!being.!I’ll!give!you!a!few!moments!to!reflect!and!write.”!(Pause)for)one)minute)or)so.)!!

Thank!you.!!

Was!anyone!surprised!or!impressed!at!seeing!the!changes!you’ve!already!made!to!your!lifestyle?!

>>>!Group!share:![2!min.]!Let’s!hear!from!several!of!you—please!stand!up!and)briefly,)tell!us!

about!something!that!you’re!already!doing!that!others!might!be!inspired!to!learn!about—please,!

just!a!sentence!or!two!!Take!notes!if!you!hear!a!new!idea!that!you!like.!(Take)shares)from)several)

participants,)acknowledging)them.)!Thank!you—those!are!great!ideas!!!

 
Open Space Conversation/ World Cafe for Action [30 min – 1 hr]!
Source:!Open!Space!World!
Purpose!of!Activity:!To!generate!collaborative!conversations!for!action!
Description!of!Activity:!Explain!that!we!are!going!to!have!an!open!space!conversation!to!generate!
collaborative!conversations!for!action.!There!are!only!a!few!guidelines!&!rules,!but!this!is!a!process!that!

draws!upon!the!wisdom!&!creativity!of!the!collective.!

Four principles apply to how you navigate in open space: 
• Whoever comes is the right people.  
• Whatever happens is the only thing that could've 
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• When it starts is the right time 
• When it's over, it's over 

There is only one law: 
• The Law of Two Feet means you take responsibility for what you care about -- standing up 

for that and using your own two feet to move to whatever place you can best contribute 
and/or learn. 

Anyone!can!host!a!conversation,!which!means!that!they!will!stay!at!that!conversation!the!whole!time.!

Others!may!participate!in!one!conversation,!or!many,!or!they!can!wander!and!even!strike!up!side!

conversations.!The!only!other!suggested!guideline!is!that!each!conversation!should!come!back!prepared!

with!one!(timePbound)!next!step!to!report!to!the!group.!Have!anyone!who!wants!to!host!a!conversation!

come!up!to!the!front,!announce!what!it!is,!and!then!establish!a!location.!Make!sure!hosts!have!paper,!

preferably!large!flipchart!paper!&!markers.!After!the!hosts!have!announced!the!topics!&!locations,!allow!

everyone!to!get!up!&!find!conversations.!At!the!end!of!the!allotted!time!period!(at!least!20!–!40!min),!

have!everyone!come!back!&!report!3!top!bullet!points!of!their!conversation,!and!their!next!step.!

For!more!info:!http://www.openspaceworld.org/tmnfiles/2pageos.htm!

“Yes Lets!”!
Source:!Theater!of!the!Oppressed!
Purpose!of!Activity:!Getting!everyone!involved,!getting!comfortable!with!one!another.!Work!together.!

Description!of!Activity:!Someone!begins!by!making!an!offer!of!an!activity!to!do/carry!out!and!everyone!

responds!with!“Yes!let’s!”!and!does!it!until!the!next!suggestion!arises.!

DEBRIEF:!!What!can!we!learn!about!teamwork,!collaboration?!

Tips:!It!would!be!helpful!to!give!participants!an!idea!of!the!kind!of!activities!they!could!call!out,!this!will!
encourage!greater!participation.!

Leader/Follower or “We Are Each Others Mirrors”!
Purpose!of!Activity:!Interactive!trust!game!
Description!of!Activity:!Two!people!face!each!other,!one!person!leads!moving!their!hands,!body!etc!and!

the!other!person!follows!their!actions!exactly!(mirrors!them).!After!a!few!minutes!they!switch!round.!!
Tips:!This!is!generally!a!calming!activity!and!could!be!used!to!settle!a!group. 
!
!
!
!
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CLOSING:!
Courage from Future Generations Exercise!!
Source:!Adapted!from!Joanna!Macy!

Purpose!of!Activity:!To!have!a!“deep!time”!experience!to!inspire!courage!&commitment!!

Description!of!Activity/!Script:!
“Sometimes!when!we’re!about!to!do!something!that!is!important!to!us,!we!hear!a!voice!in!our!heads!say,!

“TURN!AROUND!!!It’s!too!hard,!you’re!not!up!for!it!!!What!if!it!doesn’t!work?!”!!Has!anyone!ever!

experienced!that?!!(Pause)!!

That’s!when!it’s!time!to!tap!into!something!called!“courage.”!!Being!courageous!means!we’re!willing!to!

act,!whether!or!not!we!think!we’re!up!for!it.!!And!you!wouldn’t!be!here!right!now,!living!in!times!like!

these,!if!you!didn’t!have!it!in!you!to!be!courageous.!!So!the!question!is,!where!can!we!find!our!courage?!!

One!place!to!look!is!future!generations.!

!

I’m!going!to!invite!you!to!close!or!lower!your!eyes!for!a!moment…!and!imagine!that!all!of!us!have!traveled!

200!years!into!the!future.!!We’re!hanging!out!with!several!children,!about!eight!or!nine!years!old.!!They’ve!

learned!what!our!generation!did!way!back!then!to!save!the!world!from!disaster.!One!child!steps!up,!and!

asks,!“Ancestors,!where!did!you!all!find!the!strength!to!do!what!you!did?!!How!did!you!keep!on!going,!

even!when!it!was!so!hard?”!

!

Take!a!deep!breath,!and!hear!your!reply!silently…!(Longer)pause…)now,)build)up)some)excitement)in)your)

voice…)!…and!now,!let’s!hear!from!as!many!people!as!possible,!say!out!loud!where!you!got!the!strength,!

even!if!it’s!just!a!few!words!–!and!it’s!fine!to!repeat!what!someone!else!said!!!!(Hear)from)at)least)five)or)

six)people)!

!

Great.!!Now,!with!eyes!still!closed!or!lowered,!several!of!us!are!going!to!have!the!chance!to!speak!on!

behalf!of!this!future!generation.!!As!a!child!living!two!hundred!years!into!the!future,!what!is!in!your!heart!

to!say!to!the!present!generation,!given!what!you!know!about!who!they!are!and!what!they’re!up!to?!!As!

you!feel!called,!speak!out!loud,!and!let’s!hear!from!several!people!–!and!again,!it’s!fine!to!repeat!!(Hear)

from)at)least)five)or)six)people)!

!

Thank!you.!!Once!again,!we!are!all!time!travelers!from!the!present!generation.!!You!can!see!the!children!

are!ready!now!to!go!off!and!play.!!They!smile,!and!begin!to!walk!away.!!But!they!don’t!get!very!far,!before!

they!turn!back!around,!and!say,!“thank!you.”!!

!

It’s!time!to!go!back!now.!!Time!to!go!back!to!that!moment!when!there!was!still!so!much!to!be!done,!

though!the!epic!changes!were!already!underway!and!may!have!been!further!along!than!we!thought.!!

Take!a!deep!breath…!and!open!your!eyes.!!(Pause)!!Welcome!back.”!

Tips:!This!is!a!short!version.!A!description!of!a!longer!version!is!available!upon!request.!!
Recommended!By:!Zo!Tobi!
!

Optional Closing Meditation!
Purpose!of!Activity:!To!close!sacred!space!together!
Description!of!Activity/!Script: 
“We!began!the!WakeUp!by!taking!a!moment!to!center!ourselves!and!remember!what!a!gift!it!is!to!be!

alive.!I’d!like!to!ask!you!to!please!lower!or!close!your!eyes!one!last!time.!(If!you!intend!to!blow!out!the!

candle,!go!over!to!altar).!As!we!bring!this!time!to!an!end,!let’s!take!a!few!breaths!together,!and!be!quiet!
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for!a!moment!(Pause).!I!invite!you!to!silently!express!your!gratitude!for!your!life,!for!our!shared!lives,!and!

for!the!opportunity!we!have!to!contribute!to!the!future!for!all!children,!of!all!species,!for!all!time…!

(Pause.)!

Please!take!one!more!breath!and!then!gently!open!your!eyes.!

Thank!you.”!
!

Optional Bracelet Ceremony 
Purpose!of!Activity:!To!close!sacred!space!together!
Description!of!Activity/!Script: 
(Pass)out)bracelets)unless)they)were)included)in)a)packet)of)materials)handed)out)earlier.))

“We!have!a!small!woven!bracelet!made!by!the!indigenous!people!of!the!Andes!in!Ecuador!for!you.!

You!are!someone!who!is!awake,!who!knows!what’s!at!stake,!who!understands!that!these!next!few!years!

are!critical!for!our!planet;!who!can!embrace!the!crisis,!but!who!is!also!able!to!see!that!the!possibility!of!

our!time!is!greater!than!the!crisis.!!

This!bracelet!can!remind!you!that!you!are!one!of!those!people.!We!invite!you!to!use!it!to!remind!yourself!

of!your!commitments,!and!to!create!openings!in!conversations!to!communicate!as!people!ask!you!what!it!

is.”!!

>>>Tie!on!Bracelets![2!min.]!

“And!you’ll!notice!that!you!can’t!tie!your!bracelet!on!yourself;!let!others!help!you.!(We!like!the!symbolic!

message!of!that!simple!gesture:!“We!can!only!do!this!together.”)!As!you!tie!on!someone’s!bracelet,!bless!

them!and!this!work,!and!bless!the!future!that!we’re!creating!together.!!

Alternatives:!Pass!out!seeds!to!everyone,!saying,!“This!seed!represents!a!future!that!we!can!create!
together.”!!

Tips:!Order!bracelets!from!Pachamama!Alliance’s!“Awakening!the!Dreamer”!online!store!at:!

http://atlasbooks.com/marktplc/03213.htm!
!
!
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OTHER!ACTIVITIES:!
(Energizers'&'group'coherence'builders)'

Clap Exchange/Pass the Clap! 
Source: Theater of the Oppressed. !
Purpose of Activity: Gets people working as a group, gets energy “synchronized”.!
Description of Activity: Stand in a circle.  Pass a clap around the circle. Start by turning your body toward the 
person next to you, making eye contact and clapping in unison with them. That person twists to face the next 
person, they clap in unison and so on around the circle.  Do it again, faster, keeping the rhythm and unison.!
Tips: This is good after a break/ gets energy “synchronized.” It can work to energize people OR calm down 
chaotic energy. !
Recommended By: Peregrine Zoe Whitehurst!
 
Blind Touch/ Blind Sound!
Source: Theater of the Oppressed (Blind Touch - Michael Rohd, Blind Sound - Augusto Boal)!
Purpose of Activity: Trust-building, understanding leadership qualities!
Description of Activity: !
Blind touch  With only fingertip contact, lead partner through space!
Blind sound (Find your mother like a baby penquin)– choose a sound as a pair.  One person is blind – other 
person guides them through the space with sound, changing directions. !
DEBRIEF:  What do we need to trust?  What qualities do we need to activate as leaders?!
- focus,  clarity, deep listening, presence, awakening all senses, awareness of people's limitations !

Find A Space!
Source: Theater of the Oppressed (Augusto Boal)!
Purpose of Activity: Builds group awareness !
Description of Activity: Everyone moves around the room trying to fill the empty spaces. They can speed up. 
Slow down. If one person stops everyone stops. The idea being that everybody can move harmoniously 
without crashing into one another and become aware of self and others.!
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!

Optional Videos 
!

O-6: Video – The Pachamama Story (6:46) !
 
ON-SCREEN GRAPHIC: 
“If you are coming to help us, you are wasting your time. If you are coming because you know your liberation 
is bound up with ours, then let us work together.”                   
-Lilla Watson  
Aboriginal Elder, Australia 
 
NARRATOR:  
These are the Achuar people, one of our planet’s most remote indigenous groups. The Achuar are an ancient 
dream culture still living in harmony with their ancestral land, nearly two million acres of pristine tropical 
rainforest in Ecuador and Peru. 
 
In the late 1980’s, the Achuar elders and shamans began having dreams and visions that a grave threat was 
coming to their people. The Achuar soon realized what that threat was, as they began to see what contact 
with the outside world and its thirst for oil was doing to the land and cultures of their indigenous neighbors. 
 
And so, the Achuar made a bold move: they reached out to create a partnership with the very world that was 
threatening to destroy them. 
 
In 1995, a call issued forth from the heart of the natural world that was heard thousands of miles away by a 
small group of people in the modern world. In the summer of that year, in a remote village in the rainforest, 
these two worlds came together, and The Pachamama Alliance was born. 
***** 
 
LYNNE TWIST: [Co-founder, The Pachamama Alliance] 
From the very beginning, our indigenous partners told us that it was really, really great that we were working 
with them in the Amazon, shoulder to shoulder, but that was only half the battle. They told us that if we really 
wanted to protect their lands permanently, we would need to go to work in our part of the world, and as they 
put it, we would need to change the dream of the north—the dream of the modern world, a dream rooted in 
consumption and acquisition, without any regard to the consequences to the natural world, or even our own 
future. 
 
BILL TWIST: [Co-founder, The Pachamama Alliance] 
Changing the dream of the modern world is certainly a daunting, and some would even say an impossible 
task. But we took the request of the Achuar very seriously. Out of our work with them, we came to see that we 
in the modern world truly are in some kind of a trance—living in a dream that’s threatening to destroy not only 
the rain forest and the Achuar way of life, but the health and well being of our entire planet. Our society is on 
a completely unsustainable path, and experts everywhere are saying that we have a limited time to turn things 
around. 
***** 
ON-SCREEN GRAPHIC: 
Awakening The Dreamer Changing The Dream  
Pachamama Logo 
 
NARRATOR:  
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So in response to the request that came from its indigenous partners, The Pachamama Alliance created this 
Symposium: Awakening the Dreamer, Changing the Dream—now being offered by thousands of volunteers in 
dozens of countries around the world. 
 
The purpose of the Symposium is an audacious one: bringing forth an environmentally sustainable, spiritually 
fulfilling, socially just human presence on this planet. 
 
ON-SCREEN GRAPHIC: SYMPOSIUM PURPOSE 
Bringing forth an environmentally sustainable, spiritually fulfilling, socially just human presence on this planet. 
 
NARRATOR:  
The intention is that by the end, rather than seeing these as three separate issues, you see them as interrelated 
facets of one profoundly interconnected whole. And that you not only understand the scope and urgency of the 
planetary situation we face, but you also see that the possibility of our times is greater than the crisis. The goal 
is that you leave here in a state that could be described as “Blessed Unrest.” 
***** 
 
BILL TWIST:  
The main purpose of the Awakening the Dreamer program is to create a cadre of global citizens that are 
awake—people who are engaged in the conversation of what's it gonna take to create a new future, and that 
also have a vision, an optimistic vision, for the future—have the ability to see that the future is not something 
that we're just gonna live into, but it's something that we can actually create.  
***** 
 
NARRATOR:  
Indigenous cultures throughout the world have legends and prophecies that identify this time we are living in 
as a turning point for humanity. One such legend is found throughout much of the Americas—the prophecy of 
the Eagle and the Condor. 
 
According to this prophecy, the Eagle is the bird that represents cultures that have used the creativity of the 
mind and scientific insight to harness the wonders of technology and increase material wealth. The Condor 
represents more spiritually-oriented societies, those that are deeply in touch with the sacredness of the natural 
world and the interconnectedness of all things. 
 
JOHN PERKINS: [Founder of Dream Change; co-founder The Pachamama Alliance] 
This legend said that every five hundred years, we go through cycles, and the last cycle began at the end of 
the 1400’s, roughly the time of Columbus. And it was predicted that during that cycle, the Eagle would 
dominate, but within five hundred years, that cycle would start to change, and the Eagle and the Condor 
would fly together in the same skies.  
 
DON ALVERTO TAXO: [Quechua Elder & Community Leader/Healer] 
Esta profecia dice que diferentes pueblos, que diferentes culturas van a unirse con un solo principio: la de 
vivir en forma mas humana cada vez, la de vivir con una forma de respeto a la Pachamama (a la madre 
naturaleza) y un respeto grande entre todos nosotros. 
This prophecy means that different people, different cultures are going to be united to live in a more and more 
human way—the way that respects Pachamama, Mother Nature, and with great respect between all of us. 
 
DOMINGO PAEZ: [Achuar Community leader] 
Creemos que todo ser humano necesitamos y tenemos la necesidad y tenemos que integrar, interrelacionar 
entre los mundo diferentes pero sin menoscluir (excluir) lo que es el conocimiento propio. Tenemos que 
interrelacionar esos dos conocimientos. Y los buenos rescatar y los malos rechazar, pero para el bien común 
del pueblo Achuar y por que no decir, del mundo entero. 
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We believe that all human beings need to integrate these two worlds, without minimizing the value of their 
own knowledge. We need to bring together these two ways of knowing, keeping the good and rejecting the 
bad—for the benefit of the Achuar people and the whole world. 

!
4-5: VIDEO – The Power of a Stand (4:24) 

!
LOWER SCREEN TEXT GRAPHIC: 
Drew Dellinger, “Hieroglyphic Stairway” 
!
DREW DELLINGER:  
It’s 3:23 in the morning, and I'm awake because my great-great grandchildren won’t let me sleep.  
My great-great grandchildren ask me in dreams, 
What did you do while the planet was plundered?  
What did you do when the Earth was unraveling? 
Surely you did something when the seasons started failing, 
as the mammals, reptiles, birds were all dying?  
Did you fill the streets with protest when democracy was stolen? 
What did you do once you knew? 
***** 
ECO-SPOT – THE POWER OF ONE 
Not so long ago, a little girl in Alabama wanted to go to the same school as everyone else.  
And a gentle man from India wanted to raise consciousness without raising his voice. 
In East Germany, a man wanted to break free.  
And a woman traveled the world giving hope to those who had none.  
This is the power of one:  
To protect your home in the Amazon.  
To prevent poaching of the African mountain gorilla.  
To rescue harp seals in Finland.  
Or to care for the environment in our own backyard.  
The power of one is the power to do something. Anything. 
***** 
LYNNE TWIST: 
People want to know what to do, and I think that’s a good question too. But a more profound question and a 
more powerful question is who do we need to be? And I think who we need to be are people who know that 
the decisions and choices we make now impact the future of life for the next hundred years. Everybody alive 
today has a role to play. You don’t have a big role and you don’t have a small role, you just have your role. 
And if you play it, then your life will really have a kind of meaning that you’ve dreamt of. 
***** 
DESMOND TUTU: 
Every single one of us can do something to make a difference. You can. You can. You can. You can. I can. 
God Bless you. 
***** 
VAN JONES: 
I don’t think an authentic stand comes from your head. I think an authentic stand comes from your heart. If your 
child is sick, right? Something happens in you to make a miracle, to make a miracle. And if you start thinking 
about it, you’ll sit down. But if you feel it, you’ll stand up! 
 
That’s the amazing thing about this thing is that it’s when you stand up, you license other people to stand up. 
Now you stand up by yourself don’t make a dad gum bit of difference—in the rational world. You’re just one 
fool standing up. But have you ever seen a standing ovation? It starts with one fool standing up. And then 
pretty soon the whole stadium is standing up, and it’s a different moment. 
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!
!

Video!(!Hope Committed in Action  
 
Activist Julia Butterfly Hill spent two years living in a redwood tree to protect the logging of an old-growth 
forest. 
 
JULIA BUTTERFLY HILL: 
What gives me hope? I reflect back again to a time when I was in the tree and it’s a time that as soon as I go 
there it brings tears, and I know that it will for the rest of my life. When I was listening to the chainsaws every 
day and having to watch these ancient trees hit the ground every day and not being able to go and amuse 
myself and shut down and just bearing witness day in and day out and feeling myself and every last shred of 
hope being strangled and killed. And then I would somehow find a way to take another breath and go 
another moment, and then something else would happen. And it was so hard for me to hold onto hope. And 
then the enraged logger cut a tree intentionally in the direction of activists and took a young man, David 
Gypsy Chain’s life, 24 years old and killed him. And that day is when I decided I didn’t want to have hope 
anymore. Because in that moment of being so devastated, I was literally in the fetal position on my tiny little 
platform 180 feet up in the air rocking back and forth, crying and sobbing and going—“I don’t want to do 
this anymore.” And the answer that came to me was, “Julia, if you have hope in your heart and even if you’re 
the only person left who has hope in their heart—if that hope is committed in action, then there’s hope for the 
world. If you’re the only person left, as long as your hope is committed in action, then hope is alive in the 
world.” 
***** 
ROB HOPKINS: 
This is a historic process that’s starting. This is a once-off window of opportunity to create something really, 
really extraordinary that future generations will tell stories about, sing songs about, put plaques up to.  
 
VAN JONES: 
Look to your left and look to your right. Look at the beautiful people who are around you right now. We don’t 
need any hero on a white horse. We’re the people we’ve been waiting for. You already have within you 
enough love to save the planet.  
 
AL GORE: [Nobel Laureate; Former U. S. Vice President] 
There is an old African proverb some of you know that says, “If you want to go quickly, go alone. If you want 
to go far, go together.” We have to go far quickly, so we have to have a change in consciousness, a change 
in commitment, a new sense of urgency, a new appreciation for the privilege that we have of undertaking this 
challenge. 
 
WANGARI MATHAAI: 
In the course of history there comes a time when humanity is called to shift to a new level of consciousness, to 
reach a higher moral ground, a time when we have to shed our fear and give hope to each other. That time is 
now.  
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Facilitation Tips & Strategies 
!

1. Take!a!moment!with!your! coPfacilitators! to! center!and! reconnect!with!your!purpose!before! facilitating.! ! You!

may!wish!to!set!an!intention!together.!

!

2. Be!aware!of!your!coPfacilitators!throughout!the!WakeUp.!!Be!open!to!signals!from!them.!!Commit!to!supporting!

each!other’s!success.!!

!

3. If! you’re! feeling! nervous,! know! that! it! is! natural! and! can! even! serve! you.! If! it’s! really! strong,! try! a! basic!

mindfulness!or!breathing!practice.!As!some!advise:!show!up!and!get!out!of!the!way!!!

!

4. Understand!and!embody!the!emotional!arc!of!the!WakeUp!so!you!can!facilitate!a!transformational!experience.!

!

5. Build!relationships!with!participants!around!the!fringes!of!the!event!(before,!during!breaks,!etc).!

!

6. Make!eye!contact,!and!make!sure!people!can!hear!you.!Look!for!cues!for!the!group’s!engagement.!

!

7. Keep!time!on!track!–!this!is!essential!to!ensure!you!can!move!a!group!through!the!full!flow!of!the!experience.!!

Give!time!indicators!(spoken!or!with!a!bell)!during!exercises!to!help!participants!monitor!their!use!of!time.!

!

8. To!get!a!group’s!attention!without!a!mic,!raise!your!hand!and!ask!the!people!who!notice!to!raise!their!hands!as!

well!until!everyone’s!hands!are!up.!You!can!set!the!norm!for!this!at!the!beginning!of!the!WakeUp!if!needed.!

!

9. When!possible!and!appropriate,!facilitate!from!different!locations!in!the!room.!

!

10. Find!your!authentic!voice!in!the!script;!use!it!only!as!a!guide.!!
!

11. Speak!in!a!language!and!vocabulary!that!is!relevant!to!your!audience.!
!

12. Leverage!your!natural!gifts!for!engaging!the!audience!(humor,!vulnerability,!passion,!poetry,!music,!dance,!etc).!

!

13. Be!succinct:!speak!powerfully!and!briefly!to!maximize!space!for!audience!sharing.!

!

14. Get!vulnerable!and!model!deep!shares.!Where!you!go,!your!group!will!follow.!

!

15. Feel! the! room!–! gauge!when!people! are!with! you!or! not.! !Have! a! few!energizer! activities! in! your!pocket! to!

enliven!the!room!if!needed.!

!

16. If!you!have!a!talkative!group,!you!may!opt!to!do!a!pair!share!so!people!can!speak!their!ideas.!

!

17. Connect!the!dots!–!share!what!you!will!do,!why,!and!after!activity,!synthesize!and!explain!why!you!did!what!
you!did;!affirm!the!value!of!the!process.!

!

18. Mix!up!the!audience!–!this!builds!community!and!can!help!people!open!to!new!possibilities!as!they!step!outside!

of!their!comfort!zones.!

!

19. Enjoy!the!process!–!your!vibration!will!significantly!influence!the!experience.!
!

20. Commit!to!debriefing!and!engaging!in!feedback!at!the!end!to!celebrate!and!learn!from!your!experience.!
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Tailoring the WakeUp 
!

Here!are!a!few!tips!for!tailoring!your!WakeUp!to!meet!your!needs:!

!

1. Use!a!title!that!is!relevant!for!your!own!audience!or!organization.!

For!example,!“Reclaim!the!Future”,!“Wake!Up!and!Stand!Up”,!“Be!the!Change”,!etc.)! !(On!the!keynote!or!

powerpoint!that!you!use,!create!a!new!title!page!while!still!making!sure!you!attribute!Generation!Waking!

Up!and!Awakening!The!Dreamer.!

2. Adapt!the!script!with!language!and!content!appropriate!for!your!purposes.!
!

3. Incorporate!new!exercises!&!group!processes.!
!

4. Incorporate!new!video!modules.!

(e.g.!a!video!on!“Food!Justice”! if!you’re!a! food! justice!organization,!or!a!video!about!your!organization! if!

you’re!using!the!WakeUp!as!a!recruitment!tool).!

5. Make!the!WakeUp!flow!into!specific!action!opportunities.!

Tailor!the!“action!planning!&!commitments”!part!of!the!“What!Do!We!Do!Now”!section!to!fit!your!specific!

needs.!(e.g.!supporting!participants!in!taking!specific!action!around!climate!change,!etc.)!

6. Enliven!your!WakeUp!by!including!live!musicians,!spoken!word!artists,!and!performers.!
!

7. Shorten!or!lengthen!your!WakeUp!as!appropriate.!!

(e.g.!offer!a!2!hour!version,!a!fullPday!version,!or!have!4!twoPhours!sessions!over!the!course!of!a!month.)!

8. Integrate!your!WakeUp!into!a!longer!workshop!or!training!program.!!

(This!may!mean!you!don’t!do!all!of!“What!Do!We!Do!Now”!and!the!“Closing”!sections.)!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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!

!

!

Using Creative Arts in the WakeUp 
Why?!!
Real,!creative!expression!is!the!quickest!way!to!deeply!convey!the!felt!experiences!of!being!young!and!alive!at!this!

time!in!history.!!It!keeps!the!audience!emotionally!engaged,!builds!cohesion!in!the!group,!and!is!an!opportunity!to!

showcase!the!music!and!poetry!that!keeps!our!movement!alive.!!

!

What?!
Some!art!forms!to!consider!including!in!your!WakeUp!are:!

!

• Song!(solo!performance!or!group!song)!

• Spoken!Word!
• Dance!
• Open!mic!
• Live!painting!(“graffiti!wall”!or!live!art!reflecting!what’s!happening)!!

!

How?!
In#the#beginning:#Live!performance!at!the!beginning!of!the!WakeUp!sends!the!message!right!away!that!this!isn't!a!

regular!school!presentation,!but!a!shared!experience!that!will!be!lively,!creative,!and!open.!!Song!and!spoken!word!
can!do!wonders!to!get!the!participants!engaged!and!excited!to!dive!into!the!workshop.!

!

In#transitions#between#sections:#Song!or!poetry!can!shift!the!energy!very!smoothly!if!used!properly.!!A!song!

between!"where!we!are?"!and!"what!has!to!change?"!that!acknowledges!the!hope!we!hold!amidst!the!struggle!we!

face!can!be!very!powerful.!!!

!

At#the#end:#A!group!song!(like!“we!are!the!one’s!we’ve!been!waiting!for”)!is!one!way!to!end!powerfully!and!
together.!!If!you!have!more!time,!create!a!space!for!participants!to!express!their!inspiration!coming!out!of!the!

WakeUp!with!an!open!mic.!!

!

General#Tips:!
• Use!music!&!arts!appropriate!to!your!audience!!Don’t!assume!your!taste!is!their!taste.!!

• Use!local!talent!whenever!possible.!

!
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Enrolling Your Team 
Clarifying!Your!Personal!Goals!
Before!building!a!team!around!you,!it!is!helpful!to!have!a!clear!sense!of!the!broader!goals!toward!which!you’d!like!

to!contribute!as!a!WakeUp!Facilitator.!!!

!

You! might! contribute! to! efforts! to! effect! change! at! various! levels,! such! as! your! school,! neighborhood,! or!

community;!additionally,!they!might!support!the!goals!of!an!existing!campaign!or!organization,!or!might!help!you!

launch!something!new.!

!

As!one!example,!say!there!is!a!movement!brewing!on!your!campus!to!get!locallyPgrown,!sustainable!food!in!your!

dining! halls.! ! Through! the! WakeUp,! you! could! first! bring! members! of! environmental,! social! justice,! and! other!

organizations!together!to!build!community,!find!common!cause,!and!begin!working!together!to!launch!a!campaign.!!

Throughout!the!campaign,!you!could!facilitate!WakeUps!to!enroll!new!volunteers!and!fire!up!existing!leaders.!

!

Important!note:!!There!is!a!fine!line!to!walk!when!clarifying!your!personal!goals.!!Enrolling!people!to!join!your!team!

takes!vision,!passion,!and!a! level!of!organization.! !Without! this,!people!may!hesitate! to! join!something!that!they!

believe!might!end!up!being!a!waste!of! their! time.! !However,! approaching!people!with!a!plan! that!has!been! too)

thoughtPout! may! turn! them! away! from! joining! your! team! –! if! they! don’t! see! room! in! your! plan! for! them! to!

contribute!their!own!ideas,!they!will!not!be!invested.!!Involving!everyone!in!the!creative!process!is!essential.!!

!

Enrolling!Your!Team!
Whether!you’d!like!simply!to!facilitate!a!single!WakeUp!or!you’re!dreaming!of!planning!a!larger!campaign!and!using!

the!WakeUp!as!a!tool,!you!are!going!to!need!the!support!of!others!! ! It’s! important!to!have!a!team!not!only!for!
your!own!sanity,!but!for!the!success!of!your!WakeUp!and/or!your!larger!campaign.!!

Things!to!consider!when!enrolling!your!team:!

1. How!many!people!do!you!imagine!needing!to!accomplish!your!goal(s)?!

2. Are!there!certain!people!whom!it!might!be!strategic!to!have!on!your!team?!For!example:!

• Are) there) certain) people) with) specific) skills) might) you) need) the) most) help) with?) (ie) audio/visual,)

organizing,)networking,)public)relations,)etc.))))

• Are) there)people) in) networks)and/or)with) connections) to)networks) you)might) be) trying) to) enroll) in) the)

WakeUp)and/or)campaign?)

• Are)there)certain)people)or)organizations)who)might)bring)diverse)perspectives)to)the)team?)

• Are)there)certain)people/organizations)who)might)have)access)to)resources)you)might)need)to)accomplish)

your)goals?))

!

In!order!to!let!everyone!have!room!to!contribute!to!the!team,!it!is!important!that!you!create!a!vision!as!a!group.!!It!

may!be!helpful!to!present!your!initial!thoughts!as!a!way!to!jumpstart!the!brainstorming!process!and!help!everyone!

become! clear! on!where! you! are! coming;! however,! simultaneously! express! that! your! intention! is! to! get! the! ball!

rolling,!not!to!force!your!individual!vision!upon!them.!!!

!
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Building Your Team 
(Content)credit:)Sierra)Student)Coalition)!

!

Marshall! Ganz! and! Ruth! Wageman,! researchers! at! Harvard! University,! have! studied! leadership! teams! in! many!

settings.!!They!have!found!that!there!are!certain!conditions!that!are!predictors!of!success!and!that!are!important!to!

establish!right!from!the!beginning.!!The!3!conditions!that!effective!leadership!teams!share!are:!!

!

1. Shared!commitment!

2. Shared!purpose!

3. Shared!structure!

Shared!Commitment!
1. Set! Clear! Boundaries.! ! Be! sure! everyone! on! the! team! knows! the! others! on! the! team.! ! Create! clear!

commitments!that!members!make!to!each!other!and!the!team.!!There!should!be!no!drifters!in!and!out—if!

you’re!on!the!team!you!commit!to!all!team!events,!if!you!can’t!commit!you!can!help!in!some!other!way!but!

you!can’t!be!on!the!leadership!team.!

!

2. Create! Stability.! ! Create! norms! for! reinforcing! stability! (like! regular! times! to! meet! and! celebrate,! and!

regular! onePtoPone! checkPins! to! support! team! members).! ! The! team! should! be! stable! over! time,! not!

constantly!losing!and!gaining!new!people.!!
!

3. Bring! In! Diversity.! ! Teams! thrive! on! diversity—diversity! of! background,! age,! class,! education,! religion,!

opinion.! !When!coupled!with!shared!purpose!and!shared!commitment,!diversity!generates!creativity,! the!

greatest!resource!of!good!leadership!teams.!

Shared!Purpose!
1. Clear:! !Purpose! is!not!a!mission!statement.! ! It’s!a!clear,! concise!statement!of!your! role! in! the!world!and!

your!goal!as!a!team.!!The!goal!includes!who,!what,!when,!where!and!why.!

!

2. Challenging:!!Articulate!how!this!mission!will!challenge!each!individual!and!your!team!as!a!whole!to!grow.!

!

3. Consequential:! !Why!does! your! group! and! your! purpose!matter! in! the!big! picture?! !How!will! the!world!

change!if!your!team!succeeds?!

Shared!Structure!
1. Create!clear!roles!with!clear!responsibility.!!A!strong!team!has!clear!roles,!defined!by!the!work!that!has!to!

get!done!not!by!hierarchy.!!Each!role!is!coupled!with!responsibility,!not!just!tasks.!!Giving!someone!a!role!

means!giving!them!responsibility!to!take!the!lead!in!coordinating!that!job!on!the!team,!and!committing!to!

helping!them!learn!through!both!success!and!failure!as!they!develop!expertise!in!that!role.!!

!

2. Create!interdependent!tasks.!!Think!about!the!work!that!has!to!get!done!to!fulfill!your!purpose,!then!break!
the!work!down!in!ways!that!require!your!team!to!work!together.!!!

!
3. Create!clear!norms.! !Norms!are!agreed!upon!codes!of!behavior.! ! It! is!helpful!to!frame!that!as!things!that!

the! team!will! always!do!or!never!do.! ! The!more! you! can! frame! them!positively! the!better.! ! There!are! a!

number!of!different!realms!of!norms!that!may!be!useful,!such!as!norms!around!meetings,!decisions,!roles,!

accountability,!etc.!
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Team Roles & Responsibilities 
Below! is! a! sample! list! of! roles! you!might!want! to! include!on! your!WakeUp! Team.! ! Keep! in!mind! that! roles! and!

responsibilities!might! change!or! be! altered! slightly! throughout! the!organizing!process;! this! is! natural! and! simply!

requires!flexibility!and!clear!communication!among!team!members.!!

Team!Coordinator!
Provides!overall! coordination!of! the! team!members!before! the!event,!manages! the!production!of! the!event!and!

followPup!after!the!event;!!provides!leadership!in!ensuring!that!the!event!is!a!success,!and!followPup!to!participants!

is!completed;!assures!that!the!spirit!of!the!WakeUp!and!a!connection!with!larger!purpose!are!present!for!the!team!

during!planning!sessions!and!at!the!WakeUp.!!!!

Prior!to!a!WakeUp!

• Leads!the!planning!process,!ensures!accountability!for!actionable!tasks.!!Leads!checkPin!with!team!

members!at!meetings!on!tasks!assigned!from!the!previous!meeting;!

• Ensures!that!each!group!meeting!has!a!purpose,!intended!results,!and!agenda.!!!

Day!of!a!WakeUp!

• Checks!in!with!team!members!to!make!sure!they!have!taken!care!of!their!Day!of!Event!responsibilities!

and!everything!is!ready!to!when!participants!arrive.!

After!a!WakeUp!

• Ensures!and!confirms!that!team!members!have!completed!followPup!tasks:!any!calls!and!emails!are!

done,!feedback!is!gathered,!payments!are!processed,!etc.!

• Ensures!followPup!is!made!with!participants!interested!in!getting!involved.!!Logs!contact!information!

into!the!Generation!Waking!Up!database!as!well!as!sends!a!WakeUp!Feedback!form.!

Finance!Coordinator!
Helps!group!keep!track!of!the!status!of!the!budget!and!make!decisions!based!on!it.!!However,!the!Finance!Manager!

does!not!control!decisions!around!money.!

Prior!to!a!WakeUp!

• Keeps!track!of!budgets;!!

• Informs!others!at!meetings!or!in!interim!of!budget!status!when!making!a!group!decision!around!

expenses;!

• Coordinates!disbursement!of!money.!

Day!of!a!WakeUp!

• If!applicable,!collects!and!tracks!money!from!participants!at!the!registration!table.!

• Prior!to!a!WakeUp!

After!a!WakeUp!

• Informs!group!of!any!remaining!money!(if!applicable)!and!ensures!a!conversation!around!what!to!do!

with!it!is!held!and!action!is!taken.!
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Venue!Relations!Coordinator!
This! is! ideally!the!host!of!the!event!–!someone!who!has!a!relationship!with!the!group!or!organization!associated!

with!where!the!event!is!taking!place.!!
Prior!to!a!WakeUp!

• Researches!potential!venues;!!

• Clarifies!fees,!day!&!time!availabilities,!size!capacity,!audio/visual!set!up,!&!safety!policies;!!

• Conducts!venue!fee!transactions;!!

• Clarifies!what!seating,!table,!equipment,!etc.!are!available!at!the!sites;!!

• Provides!accurate!room!information!for!fliers!and!press!releases;!!

• Nourishes!the!relationship!with!the!venue.!

Day!of!a!WakeUp!

• Ensures!integrity!in!the!relationship!with!the!venue!(doesn't!violate!any!food/beverage!policies,!etc.)!

After!a!WakeUp!

• Manages!overall!cleanup!of!venue!&!ensures!it!is!left!as!requested!by!venue.!

Food!and!“Greening”!Coordinator!!!
Ensures!snack!provision!and!disposal!occurs!and!is!done!in!a!sustainable!manner!!!

Prior!to!a!WakeUp!

• Coordinates!purchase,!donation,!loan,!etc.!of!sustainable!supplies!for!food;!!

• Coordinates!details!with!the!caterer!(when!applicable);!!

• Responsible!for!arranging!for!the!purchasing,!preparing,!setting!out!of!food!and!snacks;!

Day!of!a!WakeUp!

• Responsible!for!maintaining!cleanliness!and!orderliness,!cleaning!up,!recycling,!composting!and!

monitoring!of!drinks!and!snacks.!

After!a!WakeUp!

• Manages!cleanup,!packing,!distribution!of!all!food!and!related!supplies.!

Promotion!and!Advertising!Coordinator!
Coordinates!and!manages!team!members!around!event!promotion,!prior!to!a!WakeUp:!

• Manages!the!invitation/advertising!process!with!the!team;!

• Obtains!venue!information!from!the!Venue!Coordinator!for!website!promotions,!class!raps,!email!

promotion,!and!press!releases!to!newspapers,!magazines,!and!newsletters;!

• Coordinates!the!creation!and!distribution!of!fliers!among!team!members!for!use!during!the!event.!

!

!
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Presentation!Coordinator!
This!could!be!the!same!person!as!the!Event!Coordinator!depending!on!the!size!of!the!Wake!Up!and!your!Team.!

Prior!to!a!WakeUp!

• Confirms! presenters,!manages! arrival! details! (if! applicable),!ensures! the! presenters! have! developed! a!

WakeUp!presentation!agenda!(who!speaks!when,!edited!to!fit!time!constraints!if!applicable,!breaks).!!!

Day!of!a!WakeUp!

• Receives!presenters!upon!arrival!(if!applicable)!and!ensures!they!have!everything!they!need.!

Registration!Coordinator!
Oversees!and!records!participant!enrollment!numbers!and!information.!

Prior!to!a!WakeUp!

• Creates!and!monitors!list!of!confirmed!attendees!&!contact!info;!

• Checks! with! Team! members! about! new! enrollments! every! meeting! and! adds! to! list.!! Sends! out! a!

reminder!notice!and!welcome!note!a!day!or!two!before!event.!

Day!of!a!WakeUp!

• Sets!up!registration!table!and!signage!and!collects!contact!information!of!participants!as!they!arrive.###

A/V!Coordinator!
Ensures!room!setup!has!necessary!audio/visual!components;!acquires!missing!audio/visual!pieces!and!transports!to!

event;!ensures!that!audio/visual!set!up!works!with!room!set!up!day!of!event.!
Prior!to!a!WakeUp!

• Ensures!transportation!arrangements!to!venue!for!all!equipment;!

• Checks!out!venue!to!make!sure!equipment!works!with!room!setup;!

• Reviews!A/V!flow!of!event!with!other!team!members!assisting!with!A/V.!!

Day!of!a!Wake!Up!

• Coordinates!all!aspects!of!A/V,!including!setup!and!testing!of!all!A/V!components;!

• At!the!end!of!the!event:!Confirms!all!equipment!is!accounted!for,!packed!and!returned.!

Materials!Coordinator!
Prior!to!a!Wake!Up!

• Obtains!any!necessary!materials!(markers,!flip!charts,!tape,!etc.),!and!arranges!handouts!to!be!printed;!!

• Confirms!supplies!needed!with!group.!

Day!of!a!Wake!Up!

• Works!with!the!Production!Coordinator!in!setting!up!the!production!and!materials!tables,!distributing!

the!handouts!during!the!event.!!!

• At!the!end!of!the!event:!Retains!any!unused!handouts,!etc.;!collects!materials!used!for!event.!
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Event Planning Checklist 
!

Planning!any!event! requires!consideration!of!multiple!questions!–! from!the!basic!“who,!what,!where,!when,!and!

why”!to!who’s!responsible!for!doing!what!by!when.!This!checklist!will!guide!you!through!the!logistics!of!planning!

your!WakeUp!and!the!things!you!should!think!about!when!doing!so:!

!

1. What! is! the! larger! purpose?! !Why! are! you! holding! this! event?! ! Towards!what! greater! outcomes!will! it!

contribute?!!What!structured!opportunities!will!there!be!for!participants,!postPevent?!!

!

2. Who!are!your!target!audiences?!!What!kind!of!participants!do!you!want!to!enroll?!!Why?!!

!

3. Will!you!invite!any!special!guests?!(i.e.!the!media,!speakers,!politicians,!head!of!an!academic!department!

etc.)?!

!

4. Who!will!be!a!part!of!the!Facilitator!Team?!
!

5. Where!will!it!be!held?!!Is!the!location!a!conducive!setting?!
!

6. When!will!it!be?!!Are!your!times!and!dates!convenient!and!feasible!for!the!crowd!you!are!trying!to!draw?!

!

7. What! audio/visual! (A/V)!materials! do! you! need?! ! Examples:! electrical! outlets,! extension! cords,! screen,!

speakers,!projector!and!table,!DVD!player!or!computer,!connector!cables,!etc.!

!

8. What!other!materials! do! you!need?! !Think! through! flip! charts,! tables,! chairs,! signPin! sheets,! participant!
signPin!sheets!/!handouts!/!nextPstep!signup!sheets,!etc.!

!

9. Are!there!any!costs?!!Think!through!transportation,!venue!rental,!food,!permits,!advertising,!etc.!

!

10. If! so,! how! will! you! get! the! money/resources! you! need?! Connections! to! people/organizations! with!
resources,!businesses!that!might!donate,!fundraising,!money!from!schools!on!your!campus,!etc.!

!

11. Have! the! Facilitators! created! the! agenda?!How! long! a! time! block! do! you! have?! ! Have! you! factored! in!

settling! in! time!&!breaks?! !Have!you!decided!what! to!cut! (if!necessary)! to!meet! time!constraints,!who! is!

leading!each!section,!and!any!new!creative!content!you!want!to!add?!

!

12. How! will! you! enroll! participants?! What’s! the! best! and! most! efficient! way(s)! to! reach! your! target!

audience/invitees?! (Fliering,! Facebook,! class! raps,! newspaper,! word! of! mouth! via! people! and/or!

organizations,!email,!advertisement!on!your!school!televisions,!etc.)!

!

13. Have!you!written!a!timeline!that!spells!out!who!will!do!what!by!when?!!Once!you!have!picked!your!date!
and!established!your!concrete!goals,!work!your!way!back!from!the!deadline!as!a!group!and!decide!who!will!

accomplish!when!and!by!when.!!If!you!assigned!people!individual!roles!and!responsibilities!this!should!be!

easy!!

!

14. Assign!actionable!items!for!each!person!to!accomplish!before!the!next!meeting!and!report!back!on!!!Do!
this!at!every!meeting,!based!off!of!the!timeline!you!created.!

!
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Day-of Checklist 
Room!setup!
For!presenters!

• If!you!want!to!have!your!presenters!sitting,!is!there!a!chair/stool!for!each!presenter?!!

• Are!there!music!stands!or!something!similar!for!presenters!to!put!their!WakeUp!manuals!on?!!!

• Is!there!a!small!setup!near!the!presenters!with!water!&!clock!for!them?!!!!

Front!of!room!

• If!you!want!an!altar,!is!there!a!table!for!it!set!up?!(sight!line!to!altar!clear!for!all!participants)!

• Candle!on!nonPflammable!surface/plate!and!lit?!(if!you!choose!to!include!in!room!setup)!

• If!you!intend!to!post!the!Purpose!of!the!WakeUp!and!the!four!“Flow!of!the!Day”!questions,!are!there!flip!charts,!

markers,!and!tape!available!to!put!them!up!once!discussed?!

Participant!care!

• Is!the!room!set!up!in!a!way!to!create!a!peaceful!and!productive!WakeUp!environment?!

• If! you! are!using! chairs,! are! they! set! the! right!distance! from!Facilitators! and!between! rows?! (10%! less! chairs!

setup!than!#!of!participants!expected,!extra!chairs!ready?)!

• Clutter!removed!from!sight!lines!of!audience?!

• Do!windows!need!to!be!darkened/shades!drawn!to!see!video?!

• Cords!to!projector!taped!to!carpet!(gaffer’s!tape)?!

Miscellaneous!

• Any!impact!of!other!groups!meeting!nearby?!

• Necessary!signs!posted!to!direct!participants!to!room?!

• Handicap!accessible!entrance/ramp!clearly!marked!(if!any)?!

• Room!thermostat—know!how!to!operate!and!set!at!desired!level?!

Audio/Visual!

• Does!your!projector!work?!

• Is!the!sound!working?!

• Do!you!have!all!necessary!equipment,!including!connector!cables!and!electrical!outlets?!

• Have!you!checked!how!to!adjust!lights?!

• Small!table!for!projector!

• Volume!control!for!DVD!sound!system—person!trained!

• Have!you!tested!any!microphones!(if!applicable)?!

• Is!background!music!ready!to!play!when!doors!open?!

!

!

!

!

!!
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Materials!
Registration!table!

• Participant!roster!indicating!who!paid!(if!applicable)?!

• Participant!signPin!sheet?!

• Paper!and!pens!for!participants?!

• System!to!keep!track!of!people!who!have!paid!and!cash!box!with!small!bills!for!change!(if!applicable)?!

Production!table!(or!front!of!room!for!smaller!WakeUps)!

• Pencils!and!paper!for!participants?!

• Handouts!and!next!step!signPup!forms?!!

Materials!table!(if!used)!

• Brochures!from!local!organizations,!related!events?!

• Related!books,!magazines,!etc.?!

• “Community!Bulletin!Board”!for!participants!to!post!related!information?!

Logistics!
• Communications!with!venue!complete?!

• Venue!contact!name!and!number?!

• When!do!you!need!to!be!out!of!room!by?!

• Who!communicates!times!for!snacks?!

• Who!pays!venue!and/or!caterer?!(when!applicable)!

• What!setup!the!room!should!be!left!in!is!clarified?!

• Close!up/lock!up!time!and!procedure!clear?!

• Who!will!setup!extra!chairs,!if!needed?!

• Who!manages!lights,!signals?!

• Who!manages!handouts!and!signPup!sheets!and!how?!

• Who!will!manage!pack!up/supply!check!at!end?!

• Who!is!leading!an!ending!ritual/celebration!for!the!team!(to!share!acknowledgement!of!event)?!!

FollowKup!
• Who!takes!care!of!proceeds?!

• What!will!be!done!with!extra!materials?!

• Who!is!following!up!with!participants?!

• Who!is!submitting!participant!next!step!signPup!information!to!GenerationWakingUp.org?!

!

!
!
!
!
!

!
!
! !
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Enrolling Participants 
SMART!Goals!
When!setting!your!enrollment!goals,!remember!to!make!them!SMART:!

!

• Specific:!What!particular!target!audiences!do!you!intend!to!enroll?!!(i.e.,)leaders)of)youth)civic)organizations)!
• Measurable:!How!many!participants!do!you!intend!to!enroll?!(i.e.,)40)people)!
• Attainable:!What!is!a!stretch,!but!realistic!enough!that!you!can!succeed!given!constraints?!
• Relevant:!Is!your!goal!anchored!in!a!larger!vision!and!purpose,!towards!which!it!contributes?!
• TimeKbased:!By!when!do!you!intend!to!accomplish!your!goal?!(i.e.,)enroll)40)leaders)by)October)1

st
)!

The!Rule!of!Halves!
Once!you!know!your!goal,!create!a!game!plan!!!The!Rule!of!Halves!tells!us!that!you!will!lose!about!half!the!people!
you!interact!with!in!each!step!of!enrollment.!!!(For)example:)If)you)talk)to)80)people)in)person,)40)will)say)they)are)

interested.))Of)those)40)people,)20)will)commit)to)participating.))Of)those)20)people,)10)will)actually)show)up.)!!

The!Law!of!the!Few!
Given! limited!time!and!energy,!you’ll!want!to!enroll!participants!as!strategically!as!possible.! !Consider!this:! In!his!

bestselling!book!The)Tipping)Point,!Malcom!Gladwell!proposes!“The!Law!of!the!Few”,!which!describes!three!types!
of!people!who!have!extraordinary!power!to!bring!the!momentum!for!social!change!to!unstoppable!levels:!
!

1. Connectors! are! "a! handful! of! people! with! a! truly! extraordinary! knack! [...! for]! making! friends! and!

acquaintances".! ! They! have! "an! ability! to! span! many! different! worlds! [...! as]! a! function! of! something!

intrinsic!to!their!personality,!some!combination!of!curiosity,!selfPconfidence,!sociability,!and!energy."!

!

2. Mavens!are!"information!specialists",!or!"people!we!rely!upon!to!connect!us!with!new!information.”!!They!

accumulate!knowledge,!and!know!how!to!share!it!with!others.!!According!to!Gladwell,!Mavens!start!"wordP

ofPmouth!epidemics"!due!to!their!knowledge,!social!skills,!and!ability!to!communicate.!

!

3. Salespeople!are! "persuaders",!charismatic!people!with! powerful! negotiation! skills.! They! tend! to! have! an!

indefinable!trait!that!goes!beyond!what!they!say,!which!makes!others!want!to!agree!with!them.!

!

These!people!are!leaders.!!They!are!likely!to!Inspire!others!to!enroll,!and!to!spread!the!WakeUp!message!through!

their!spheres!of!influence!!!These!are!the!people!you!want!to!focus!on!first!when!promoting!your!WakeUp.!

Where!To!Look!
Three!ways!you!can!effectively!shorten!the!pathway!between!you!and!your!most!influential!potential!participants:!

!

1. Ask! around:! Talk! to! “connectors”! such! as! teachers,! guidance/career! counselors,! Student! Government!

officials,!community!leaders,!&!youth!organizers!(ie.!heads!of!local!organizations,!local!campaigns,!etc.);!

)

2. Talk!to!group!leaders:!Leaders!of!social! justice,!religious/spiritual,!cultural,!and!environmental!groups!are!

often!connected!to!large!networks,!and!know!the!channels!for!moving!information!quickly.!

!

3. Wholesale:!Tactics! like!posters,!Facebook,!and!email!blasts!take! little!time!and!effort!and!allow!potential!

leaders!to!come!to!you.!!
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Promotion Tactics 
!

Considering!the!“lifestyle”!of!your!specific!community!is!very!important!to!help!develop!your!promotion!strategy.!!

While! there! are! promotion! tactics! that! tend! to! be! successful! universally,! the! level! of! success! achieved! by! each!

varies!by!community,!age!group,!geographical!location,!etc.!!What!might!be!extremely!effective!for!one!community!

or!group!of!people!may!be!totally!ineffective!for!another!community.!!Here!are!some!popular!forms!of!promotion!

and!considerations!for!each:!

Email!
Emailing!out!to!your!spheres!of!influence!can!be!a!great!way!to!get!the!word!out,!because!you!can!reach!a!lot!of!

people!with!minimal! time!and!energy!spent.! !Most!of! the!energy!entails! finding!people!with! large!networks!and!

enrolling!them!to!help!you!out.!!Sending!out!reminder!emails!to!the!people!who!RSVP!the!day!before!will!increase!

the!number!of!people!who!show!up!greatly.!!
!
Questions!to!ask!when!considering!this!approach:!!

• Do!the!people!you!are!trying!to!reach!use!computers!and!check!email!frequently?!!
• Do!you!have!access!to!a!substantial!number!of!people!connected!to!listservs!which!specifically!engage!the!

type!of!people!you!are!targeting!for!enrollment?!

Fliers!!
Fliering!can!be!one!of!the!quickest,!most!effective!ways!to!get!the!word!out.!!Fliers!are!most!effective!when!there!

are!enough!of!them!that!people!see!them!in!a!few!different!places!–!people!see!event!advertisements!all!day!and!it!

takes! seeing! something! several! times! for! it! to!be! registered!and! remembered.! !Also,!people! tend! to!believe! the!

event!is!likely!to!be!legitimate,!well!attended,!and!exciting!if!they!see!promotion!materials!for!it!frequently.!!Using!

recycled!paper!can!be!a!way!to!make!fliering!sustainable!and!in!align!with!the!principles!of!the!WakeUp.!!

!

Things!to!consider!when!strategizing!flier!distribution:!!
• Can!you!flier!in!your!area!and!do!people!tend!to!read!them?!

• Where!are!the!type!of!people!you!are!trying!to!enroll!most!likely!to!see!them?!!!

• Where!are!people!more!likely!to!be!inclined!to!stop!and!read!them?!

• What!kind!of!flier!would!be!most!likely!catch!the!attention!of!the!type!of!people!who!will!pass!by!it,!amidst!

competing!messages?!!(Something!hip!and!flashy?!Chill?!Artsy?)!!

Verbal!Promotion!At!Other!Events!
If!you!ask!the!folks!in!charge!ahead!of!time!at!other!organizations’!events,!community!events,!religious!gatherings,!

business! gatherings,! etc.! they! will! often! make! an! announcement! about! your! event! or! let! you! make! an!

announcement!when!they!see!fit.!

Local!Organizations’!Newsletters!
Some!organizations!have!newsletter!or!email!updates!they!send!to!their!members.! !Checking!in!with!likePminded!

organizations!about!inserting!a!blurb!about!your!event!might!be!worth!the!time!–!just!keep!in!mind!they!are!often!

monthly!or!biPmonthly!so!don’t!look!into!this!option!at!the!last!minute!or!you!might!miss!it!!!!

!
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Newspapers!!
Newspapers! are! a! great!way! to! reach! a! lot! of! people,! as!well! as! people!who!might! not! frequent! your! physical!

location!often!enough!to!see!fliers!etc.! !Keep! it!brief!enough!to!maintain! interest!but! long!enough!to!convey!the!

logistical!information,!as!well!as!what!it!takes!to!make!it!sound!interesting!and!worthwhile.!!

!

Things!to!consider!if!choosing!this!option:!!
#

• Is!there!a!newspaper!that!the!audience!you!are!trying!to!enroll!tends!to!read!more!than!others?!!!

• Does!your!targeted!audience!even!read!the!newspaper?!!!

• Is!an!online!newspaper!better!than!a!paper!newspaper!for!your!audience?!

Facebook!Event!!
This!is!a!very!effective!way!to!get!the!word!out!if!your!targeted!audience!uses!Facebook!often.!!!

!

How!to!create!the!most!successful!event!page!possible:!
• If! you! set! the!event! settings!as! a! “public! event”! it! allows!anyone! to! a)! find! it! randomly,!RSVP,! and! invite!

friends;!and!b)!send!a!message!far!and!wide!without!you!having!to!do!as!much!promotion!yourself.!!

• Asking!for!an!RSVP!will!help!you!know!how!many!people!to!expect.!

• Hiding!people!who!RSVP!as!“not!attending”!eliminates!the!possibility!of!the!event!appearing!like! it!will!be!

lame!to!people!who!would!have!been!otherwise!excited!about!it.!

• Including! links! to! www.generationwakingup.org! and! any! videos! related! to! the!WakeUp! allow! people! to!

check!out!what!it! is!about!more,!and!will!decrease!the!number!of!people!who!would!have!turned!it!down!

simply!because!they!weren’t!quite!sure!what!to!expect.!(However,!this!shouldn’t!replace!an!exciting!“event!

description”!write!up.!)!!

• Important:!!send!out!a!reminder!notice!a!couple!days!before!and!then!the!night!before!the!event!!

Word!of!Mouth!!
Asking!friends!and!colleagues!to!spread!the!word!can!be!very!effective.!!Word!of!mouth!is!one!of!the!most!effective!

ways! to! enroll! participants.! ! However,! doubling! up! on! tactics! is! the! most! effective! strategy! –! without! visible!

“official”! advertising! tactics! (like! fliers,! banners,! etc.)! people! may! question! the! legitimacy! of! the! event! or! the!

logistical!details!they!hear!by!word!of!mouth!!!!
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SchoolKSpecific!Promotion!Tactics!
!
RA!bulletin!boards!

People!spend!so!much!time!in!the!dorms!that!advertising!in!them!is!a!great!way!to!reach!people.!!Oftentimes!RA’s!

have!requirements! for!what!they!put!on!their!bulletin!boards,!and!oftentimes!an!environmental! theme! is!one!of!

them…making!them!more!likely!to!say!yes!to!hanging!a!flier!on!the!board.!!Even!if!they!don’t,!RA’s!often!welcome!

the!help!with!filling!up!their!boards!and!will!say!yes.!

Fliers!in!bathroom!stalls!

People!actually!read!and!absorb!what!they!read!in!bathroom!stalls!making!it!a!great!way!to!spread!the!word.!!Make!

sure!to!check!your!school’s!policies!around!hanging!things!in!the!bathroomP!it!varies!by!school!and!it!can!!even!vary!

by!building!within!a!school.!!(It’s!worth!the!time!though!)!

School!TV’s!in!dining!halls!and!student!centers!

Some!schools!have!TV’s!in!main!areas!of!dorms,!dinging!halls!or!student!centers!with!advertisements!for!upcoming!

events,!clubs!etc.!!!

Sidewalk!chalk!

Great! for!early!morning!the!day!off! the!event!or!a!week!before.! !Be!sure!to! include!a!way!for!them!to!get!more!

information!on!it!(an!email!address,!Facebook!event!name,!link!to!Generation!Waking!Up!website.! !Make!sure!to!

check!school!policies!around!if!and!where!you!can!do!this…can!be!a!big!noPno!depending!on!the!school.!

Banners!

Big!banners! can!be! the!most!effective!way!of! spreading! the!word!because! they!are! less! !mainstream!than!most!

advertising!tactics! (which!people!have!become!accustomed!to! ignoring)! !They!have! less!of!a!bureaucratic!vibe!to!

them!and!young!people!thrive!off!of.!!The!most!successful!banners!are!in!highly!visible!places,!brightly!colored,!with!

minimal!writing!+!some!images!(if!it!strengthens!your!message)!!

Class!raps!

These!consist!of!a!person(s)!getting!up!in!front!a!giving!a!short!plug!for!the!event.!!!These!can!be!really!effective!in!

large! classes! and/or! classes! that! cover! a! subject! that! is! exploring! issues! related! to! the! content! found! in! the!

WakeUp.!

Student!activities!and!events!websites!

Many!students!use!these!to!find!upcoming!activities!to!get!involved!in!(especially!first!year!students).!!This!usually!

requires!you!to!write!up!a!short!piece!on!your!event!and!getting!in!touch!with!the!person!who!manages!student!

activities!(think!Student!Life!or!your!campus’s!equivalent).!!
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Part 4 | Resources & Materials 
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Facilitator Timed Agenda Template 
WakeUp Overview 2-Pager 

Participant Next Steps Sign-up Sheet 
Participant Sign-In Sheet 

Participant Next Steps Handout 
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WakeUp Facilitator Timed Agenda 
Element! Type! Length! Start!Time! End!Time!
!! !! 3:01:49! 5:00!PM! 8:01!PM!

DOORS!OPEN! !! 0:00:00! 5:00!PM! 5:00!PM!

Opening!Slide:!GenUp!Logo! Slide! 0:00:00! 5:00!PM! 5:00!PM!

Opening!Music! Slide! 0:00:00! 5:00!PM! 5:00!PM!

Buffer!slide!P!WakeUp!Title! Slide! 0:00:00! 5:00!PM! 5:00!PM!

Gather! Live! 0:15:00! 5:00!PM! 5:15!PM!

OPENING! 0:16:00! !! 5:15!PM! 5:15!PM!

Welcome! Live! 0:01:00! 5:15!PM! 5:16!PM!

Presenters'!Introduction! Live! 0:03:00! 5:16!PM! 5:19!PM!

Logistics! Live! 0:01:00! 5:19!PM! 5:20!PM!

Arriving!! Live! 0:00:30! 5:20!PM! 5:20!PM!

Arriving!Activity! Exercise! 0:05:00! 5:20!PM! 5:25!PM!

Buffer!slide!–!Sun!Through!Trees! Slide! 0:00:00! 5:25!PM! 5:25!PM!

Intro!to!the!WakeUp! !! 0:00:45! 5:25!PM! 5:26!PM!

Purpose! Live! 0:00:15! 5:26!PM! 5:26!PM!

Slide:!WakeUp!Purpose! Slide! 0:00:00! 5:26!PM! 5:26!PM!

One!Issue,!Not!Three! Live! 0:01:00! 5:26!PM! 5:27!PM!

Orientation!&!Opportunity!of!THIS!

WakeUp! Live! 0:01:00! 5:27!PM! 5:28!PM!

Flow/Four!Questions! Live! 0:02:00! 5:28!PM! 5:30!PM!

Slide:!Text!Slide!of!the!Four!

Questions! Slide! 0:00:00! 5:30!PM! 5:30!PM!

We!Don't!Have!All!the!Answers;!

Goal!is!Empowering!You! Live! 0:00:30! 5:30!PM! 5:31!PM!

WHO!ARE!WE?! 0:25:06! !! 5:31!PM! 5:31!PM!

Slide:!Who!Are!We?!Four!

Questions,!first!highilghted! Slide! 0:00:00! 5:31!PM! 5:31!PM!

Who!Are!We?! Live! 0:00:15! 5:31!PM! 5:31!PM!

Who!Are!We!as!Individuals?! Live! 0:00:15! 5:31!PM! 5:31!PM!

Introduction!Exercise! Exercise! 0:10:00! 5:31!PM! 5:41!PM!

Slide:!Introductory!Questions! Slide! 0:00:00! 5:41!PM! 5:41!PM!

Who!Are!We!as!a!Generation?! Live! 0:00:30! 5:41!PM! 5:42!PM!

Video:!Who!Are!We!as!a!

Generation?! Video! 0:09:21! 5:42!PM! 5:51!PM!

Buffer!Slide!–!Silhouette!of!Kids!

with!Blue!Sky!! Slide! 0:00:00! 5:51!PM! 5:51!PM!

Unique!Moment! Live! 0:00:15! 5:51!PM! 5:51!PM!

The!Legacy!of!Our!Generation! Exercise! 0:04:00! 5:51!PM! 5:55!PM!

Conclusion! Exercise! 0:00:30! 5:55!PM! 5:56!PM!

WHERE!ARE!WE?! 0:43:18! !! 5:56!PM! 5:56!PM!

Where!are!we?! Live! 0:00:15! 5:56!PM! 5:56!PM!
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Slide:!Where!Are!We?!Four!

Questions,!second!highlighted! Slide! 0:00:00! 5:56!PM! 5:56!PM!

Not!new!information!P!Listen!

Deeply! Live! 0:00:45! 5:56!PM! 5:57!PM!

Where!Are!We!Video!Intro! Live! 0:00:45! 5:57!PM! 5:57!PM!

Video!P!Where!Are!We:!

Environment! Video! 0:07:05! 5:57!PM! 6:04!PM!

Buffer!Slide!–!Lion!&!Cub! Slide! 0:00:00! 6:04!PM! 6:04!PM!

Notice!What!You!Are!Feeling! !! 0:02:00! 6:04!PM! 6:06!PM!

Set!Up!Social!Justice!&!Thriving! !! 0:00:30! 6:06!PM! 6:07!PM!

Video!–!Where!Are!We:!Social!

Justice!&!Human!Thriving! Video! 0:07:58! 6:07!PM! 6:15!PM!

Buffer!slide!–!Waterfall!in!Hawaii! Slide! 0:00:00! 6:15!PM! 6:15!PM!

Invite:!Take!a!Breath!and!Reflect! Exercise! 0:02:00! 6:15!PM! 6:17!PM!

Partner!Share!! Exercise! 0:08:00! 6:17!PM! 6:25!PM!

Milling!Exercise! Live! 0:10:00! 6:25!PM! 6:35!PM!

Milling!Exercise:!Group!Share! Live! 0:04:00! 6:35!PM! 6:39!PM!

WHAT!HAS!TO!CHANGE?! 0:41:05! !! 6:39!PM! 6:39!PM!

Slide:!Four!Questions,!third!one!

highlighted! Slide! 0:00:00! 6:39!PM! 6:39!PM!

Root!Causes! Live! 0:00:30! 6:39!PM! 6:39!PM!

Video!P!Worldview!&!Assumptions! Video! 0:06:56! 6:39!PM! 6:46!PM!

Review!Unexamined!Assumptions! Live! 0:00:30! 6:46!PM! 6:47!PM!

Slide:!Unexamined!Assumptions! Slide! 0:00:00! 6:47!PM! 6:47!PM!

Additional!Examples!of!

Unexamined!Assumptions! Live! 0:02:00! 6:47!PM! 6:49!PM!

Group!Brainstorm:!Unexamined!

Assumptions! Exercise! 0:04:00! 6:49!PM! 6:53!PM!

Summing!it!Up! Live! 0:01:00! 6:53!PM! 6:54!PM!

Same!Assumptions,!Different!

Impact! Live! 0:00:30! 6:54!PM! 6:54!PM!

Personal!Assumptions! Live! 0:03:00! 6:54!PM! 6:57!PM!

Groups:!Identify!Personal!

Unexamined!Assumptions! Exercise! 0:07:00! 6:57!PM! 7:04!PM!

Group!Share! Exercise! 0:04:00! 7:04!PM! 7:08!PM!

Consequences! Live! 0:00:30! 7:04!PM! 7:05!PM!

Opportunity! Live! 0:00:30! 7:05!PM! 7:05!PM!

Other!Perspectives! Live! 0:00:30! 7:05!PM! 7:06!PM!

Interconnectedness! Live! 0:00:45! 7:06!PM! 7:07!PM!

Video!P!Interconnectedness! Video! 0:06:20! 7:07!PM! 7:13!PM!

Buffer!Slide!–!Achuar!in!Canoe! Slide! 0:00:00! 7:13!PM! 7:13!PM!

New!Story!Shaping!Consciousness!

on!the!Planet! Live! 0:01:00! 7:13!PM! 7:14!PM!

Slide!–!Starry!Night! !! 0:00:00! 7:14!PM! 7:14!PM!
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Wombat!SetPup! Live! 0:00:30! 7:14!PM! 7:14!PM!

Video:!Wombat! Video! 0:01:04! 7:14!PM! 7:15!PM!

OnePMinute!WakeUp!/!Transition! Live! 0:00:30! 7:15!PM! 7:16!PM!

WHAT!DO!WE!DO!NOW?! 0:31:35! !! 7:16!PM! 7:16!PM!

Slide:!Four!Questions,!fourth!

highlighted! Slide! 0:00:00! 7:16!PM! 7:16!PM!

What's!Possible!For!The!Future!&!

What’s!Already!Happening!! Live! 0:00:30! 7:16!PM! 7:16!PM!

Video:!What!Is!Possible!for!the!

Future?! Video! 0:06:47! 7:16!PM! 7:23!PM!

Buffer!Slide!P!Installing!Solar!Panels! Slide! 0:00:00! 7:23!PM! 7:23!PM!

Exciting!Time!to!Be!Alive! Live! 0:00:30! 7:23!PM! 7:24!PM!

Examples!of!What's!Emerging! Exercise! 0:04:00! 7:24!PM! 7:28!PM!

Slide!–!Dawn!Over!Water! Slide! 0:00:00! 7:28!PM! 7:28!PM!

Why!You!Are!Here/!Taking!A!Stand! Live! 0:00:45! 7:28!PM! 7:29!PM!

Your!Role!in!the!Change! Live! 0:00:45! 7:29!PM! 7:29!PM!

What!Makes!You!Come!Alive!! Exercise! 0:08:00! 7:29!PM! 7:37!PM!

What!Makes!Me!Come!Alive!

Conclusion! Live! 0:00:30! 7:37!PM! 7:38!PM!

Set!up!Four!Years!Go! Live! 0:00:30! 7:38!PM! 7:38!PM!

Video!P!Four!Years!Go! Video! 0:03:03! 7:38!PM! 7:41!PM!

Buffer!Slide!–!Childrens’!Hands! Slide! 0:00:00! 7:41!PM! 7:41!PM!

Four!Years!Go!Conclusion! Live! 0:00:15! 7:41!PM! 7:42!PM!

Identifying!Next!Steps! Live! 0:00:30! 7:42!PM! 7:42!PM!

Personal!Commitments! Exercise! 0:02:00! 7:42!PM! 7:44!PM!

Partner!Share!! Exercise! 0:03:00! 7:44!PM! 7:47!PM!

Complete!Committment!Process! Live! 0:00:30! 7:47!PM! 7:48!PM!

CLOSING! 0:09:45! !! 7:48!PM! 7:48!PM!

Beginning!to!Close!! Live! 0:00:15! 7:48!PM! 7:48!PM!

Slide:!Generation!Waking!Up!Web!

Addresses! Slide! 0:00:00! 7:48!PM! 7:48!PM!

GenUp!Information! Live! 0:02:00! 7:48!PM! 7:50!PM!

Acknowledgements! Live! 0:01:00! 7:50!PM! 7:51!PM!

The!WakeUp!Begins!Today! Live! 0:01:00! 7:51!PM! 7:52!PM!

Courage! Live! 0:01:00! 7:52!PM! 7:53!PM!

Hope! Live! 0:01:00! 7:53!PM! 7:54!PM!

Slide:!Vaclav!Havel!Quote! Slide! 0:00:00! 7:54!PM! 7:54!PM!

Buffer!Slide:!Spinning!Earth! Slide! 0:00:00! 7:54!PM! 7:54!PM!

Final!Words! Live! 0:00:30! 7:54!PM! 7:54!PM!

Unity!Clap! Exercise! 0:03:00! 7:54!PM! 7:57!PM!

Celebration!!(Music,!Mingling,!

Refreshments)! !! !! 7:57!PM! 7:57!PM!

!
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!

The!Generation!Waking!Up!Experience!
!

!
>>>!Overview!
!
!The!Generation!Waking!Up!Experience!(or!the!“WakeUp”!for!short)!is!a!2P3!hour!interactive,!multimedia,!peerPled!

workshop,! that! empowers! young!people! to!wake!up! to! a! clear! sense! of! identity! and!purpose,! as!members! of! a!

generationPwide!movement!for!a!thriving,!just,!sustainable!world.!

!

Through!inspiring!multimedia!presentation,!dynamic!group!interaction,!and!engaging!dialogue,!the!WakeUp!takes!

participants!through!a!transformative!exploration!of!the!critical!questions!facing!young!people!and!society!today:!

1. Who!Are!We?!!!
Individually!and!as!a!generation,!where!have!we!come!from?!!What!are!the!values!and!characteristics!that!

define! our! generation?! !What! are! the! shared! challenges! and! aspirations! that! bind! us! together?! !What!

makes!us!a!unique!and!powerful!generation,!with!opportunities!unlike!any!that!have!come!before?!

!

2. Where!Are!We?!!!
What!is!the!world!we!are!inheriting?!!How!is!modern!society!impacting!the!Earth!and!other!species?!!How!

far!are!we!from!a!world!where!everyone!has!a!decent!shot!at!life?!!And!with!more!technology,!more!"stuff"!

to!buy,!and!more!money!to!buy!it,!are!we!closer!or!further!to!leading!the!meaningful!and!fulfilling!lives!we!

all!want?!

!

3. What!Has!To!Change?!!!
How!we!act!is!determined!by!how!we!see!the!world!–!so,!what!is!the!"worldview"!that!has!modern!society!

trashing!the!planet,!depriving!so!many!of!us!of!basic!human!needs,!and!bringing!despair!and!depression!to!

even! the!most!"wellPoff"!among!us?! !And,! in!order! to!shift! the!course!of!history,!what!are! the!emerging!

ways!of!thinking!to!which!we!must!"wake!up"?!

!

4. What!Do!We!Do!Now?!!!
What!hope!and!positive!action! is!brewing!across! the!planet?! !What! is!possible! if!we! really! step! it!up,!as!

individuals!and!as!a!generation?!!How!can!we!collaborate!across!our!lines!of!difference!to!create!a!better!

world?!!Given!who!we!are!and!what!we!see...what!is!our!unique!part!to!play,!and!what!are!our!next!steps?!
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>>>!Host!a!WakeUp!!www.generationwakingup.org!|!wakeup@generationwakingup.org!|!(703)!380P0913 

>>>!The!WakeUp!is...!

• Engaging!of!multiple!learning!styles:!Blending!multimedia!presentation!and!experiential!processes,!the!

WakeUp!meets!participants!where!they!are!PP!and!invites!them!to!both!think!and!feel!deeper.!

!

• Credible! &! critical:! Drawing! on! rigorouslyPresearched! data! spanning! multiple! disciplines,! the! WakeUp!

tackles!today's!most!pressing!global!challenges,!addresses!root!causes,!connects!the!dots!between! issues,!

and!highlights!positive!solutions.!

!

• YouthKpowered:! From! the! trained! volunteer! facilitators! to! the! faces! and! voices! featured! in! video,! the!

WakeUp!speaks!to!young!people!through!the!messengers!they!are!most!likely!to!trust:!their!peers.!

!

• Flexible!&!adaptable:!The!WakeUp!can!be!easily!tailored!in!length!and!content.!!Educators!might!build!a!

WakeUp! into! an! academic! course! or! a! student! orientation;! campus! or! community! groups!might! host! a!

WakeUp!event!for!a!membership!drive,!campaign!kickoff,!or! leadership!retreat;!and!regional,!national,!or!
international!organizations!might!use!a!WakeUp!to!launch!a!leadership!training!or!largePscale!conference.!

!

• A!catalyst!for!action:!Whether!new!to!the! issues!or!already!engaged,!participants! in!a!WakeUp!connect!

deeply!to!their!passion!for!a!better!world;!see!what!they!are!uniquely!here!to!contribute,!and!connect!to!

pathways! for! immediate! action! through! selfPgenerated! initiatives,! existing! local! groups! or! networks,! and!

leadership!training!opportunities.!

!

>>>!Why!the!WakeUp,!why!now?!

By!hosting! the!WakeUp!experience,!you!are!not! simply!putting!on!an! isolated!event:! rather,!you!are!at! the!very!

heart!of!Generation!Waking!Up,!a!global!campaign!to!ignite!a!generation!of!young!people!to!bring!forth!a!thriving,!

just,!sustainable!world.!

!
To!build!a! “Movement!of!movements”! large!enough! to! shift! the! course!of!history,!we!must!empower! countless!

young!people!to!lift!their!peers!out!of!apathy,!despair,!and!powerlessness,!and!connect!them!with!the!groundswell!

of!consciousness!and!social!change!that!is!emerging.!!This!is!why!the!WakeUp!is!needed,!and!needed!now.!!
!

>>>!What!are!people!saying?!
!

"I)have)never)in)my)life)been)so)inspired.))This)was)positively)amazing)and)fulfilling)and)I)have)received)or)realized)or)

thought)about)more)things) in) three)hours) than)ever)before.")K!Student!Organizer!at!Power!Shift! '09,! the!Second!
National!Convergence!of!the!US!Youth!Clean!Energy!Movement!
!

"Students)gave)excellent)feedback)on)the)interactive)nature)of)the)assembly,)teachers)returned)to)see)it)more)than)

once,) and)over)75) students) came)out) for) the) follow)up)meeting,) ready) to) take)part) in)action.") ) K!Maureen! JackK
LaCroix,!Founder!of!the!Be!the!Change!Earth!Alliance!
!

"I) was) very) pleased) with) the) caliber) and) tone) of) the) clips) that) were) used,) and) the) facilitation) of) student)

participation.))I)appreciate)the)approach)being)taken)that)not)only)educates)participants)about)the)need)for)change,)

but)also)gives)empowering)opportunities)to)affect)the)change."))K!Maria!Taddei,!Principal!of!Lord!Byng!High!School!
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NEXT!STEPS!SIGNKUP! Date!__________________!!Event!_________________________________________!

Generation!Waking!Up!is!led!by!a!global!community!of!ordinary!

young!people!from!every!walk!of!life,!who!have!stepped!up!to!

ignite! our! entire! generation! to! bring! forth! a! thriving,! just,!

sustainable!world.!!!

>>>!Sign!up!below!to!get!involved!!
!
!
!

Name!_______________________________________________________________!

Phone!(________________)!________________P____________________________!

Email!_______________________________________________________________!

Town/City!_______________________________!State/Province!_______________!

Zipcode/Postcode!_____________!Country/Nation!__________________________!

Birthyear!____________!School!(if!any)!___________________________________!

Title/Organization!(if!any)!______________________________________________!

I!would!like!to:!

!!Host!a!WakeUp!!!!Train!as!a!WakeUp!Facilitator!!!Attend!a!Thrive!Leadership!Training!

Name!_______________________________________________________________!

Phone!(________________)!________________P____________________________!

Email!_______________________________________________________________!

Town/City!_______________________________!State/Province!_______________!

Zipcode/Postcode!_____________!Country/Nation!__________________________!

Birthyear!____________!School!(if!any)!___________________________________!

Title/Organization!(if!any)!______________________________________________!

I!would!like!to:!

!!Host!a!WakeUp!!!!Train!as!a!WakeUp!Facilitator!!!Attend!a!Thrive!Leadership!Training!

Name!_______________________________________________________________!

Phone!(________________)!________________P____________________________!

Email!_______________________________________________________________!

Town/City!_______________________________!State/Province!_______________!

Zipcode/Postcode!_____________!Country/Nation!__________________________!

Birthyear!____________!School!(if!any)!___________________________________!

Title/Organization!(if!any)!______________________________________________!

I!would!like!to:!

!!Host!a!WakeUp!!!!Train!as!a!WakeUp!Facilitator!!!Attend!a!Thrive!Leadership!Training!

Name!_______________________________________________________________!

Phone!(________________)!________________P____________________________!

Email!_______________________________________________________________!

Town/City!_______________________________!State/Province!_______________!

Zipcode/Postcode!_____________!Country/Nation!__________________________!

Birthyear!____________!School!(if!any)!___________________________________!

Title/Organization!(if!any)!______________________________________________!

I!would!like!to:!

!!Host!a!WakeUp!!!!Train!as!a!WakeUp!Facilitator!!!Attend!a!Thrive!Leadership!Training!

Name!_______________________________________________________________!

Phone!(________________)!________________P____________________________!

Email!_______________________________________________________________!

Town/City!_______________________________!State/Province!_______________!

Zipcode/Postcode!_____________!Country/Nation!__________________________!

Birthyear!____________!School!(if!any)!___________________________________!

Title/Organization!(if!any)!______________________________________________!

I!would!like!to:!

!!Host!a!WakeUp!!!!Train!as!a!WakeUp!Facilitator!!!Attend!a!Thrive!Leadership!Training!

Name!_______________________________________________________________!

Phone!(________________)!________________P____________________________!

Email!_______________________________________________________________!

Town/City!_______________________________!State/Province!_______________!

Zipcode/Postcode!_____________!Country/Nation!__________________________!

Birthyear!____________!School!(if!any)!___________________________________!

Title/Organization!(if!any)!______________________________________________!

I!would!like!to:!

!!Host!a!WakeUp!!!!Train!as!a!WakeUp!Facilitator!!!Attend!a!Thrive!Leadership!Training!
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NEXT!STEPS!SIGNKUP! Date!__________________!!Event!___________________________________!

Generation!Waking!Up!is!led!by!a!global!community!of!ordinary!

young!people!from!every!walk!of!life,!who!have!stepped!up!to!

ignite! our! entire! generation! to! bring! forth! a! thriving,! just,!

sustainable!world.!!!

>>>!Sign!up!below!to!get!involved!!
!
!
!

Name!_______________________________________________________________!

Phone!(________________)!________________P____________________________!

Email!_______________________________________________________________!

Town/City!_______________________________!State/Province!_______________!

Zipcode/Postcode!_____________!Country/Nation!__________________________!

Birthyear!____________!School!(if!any)!___________________________________!

Title/Organization!(if!any)!______________________________________________!

I!would!like!to:!

!!Host!a!WakeUp!!!!Train!as!a!WakeUp!Facilitator!!!Attend!a!Thrive!Leadership!Training!

Name!_______________________________________________________________!

Phone!(________________)!________________P____________________________!

Email!_______________________________________________________________!

Town/City!_______________________________!State/Province!_______________!

Zipcode/Postcode!_____________!Country/Nation!__________________________!

Birthyear!____________!School!(if!any)!___________________________________!

Title/Organization!(if!any)!______________________________________________!

I!would!like!to:!

!!Host!a!WakeUp!!!!Train!as!a!WakeUp!Facilitator!!!Attend!a!Thrive!Leadership!Training!

Name!_______________________________________________________________!

Phone!(________________)!________________P____________________________!

Email!_______________________________________________________________!

Town/City!_______________________________!State/Province!_______________!

Zipcode/Postcode!_____________!Country/Nation!__________________________!

Birthyear!____________!School!(if!any)!___________________________________!

Title/Organization!(if!any)!______________________________________________!

I!would!like!to:!

!!Host!a!WakeUp!!!!Train!as!a!WakeUp!Facilitator!!!Attend!a!Thrive!Leadership!Training!

Name!_______________________________________________________________!

Phone!(________________)!________________P____________________________!

Email!_______________________________________________________________!

Town/City!_______________________________!State/Province!_______________!

Zipcode/Postcode!_____________!Country/Nation!__________________________!

Birthyear!____________!School!(if!any)!___________________________________!

Title/Organization!(if!any)!______________________________________________!

I!would!like!to:!

!!Host!a!WakeUp!!!!Train!as!a!WakeUp!Facilitator!!!Attend!a!Thrive!Leadership!Training!

Name!_______________________________________________________________!

Phone!(________________)!________________P____________________________!

Email!_______________________________________________________________!

Town/City!_______________________________!State/Province!_______________!

Zipcode/Postcode!_____________!Country/Nation!__________________________!

Birthyear!____________!School!(if!any)!___________________________________!

Title/Organization!(if!any)!______________________________________________!

I!would!like!to:!

!!Host!a!WakeUp!!!!Train!as!a!WakeUp!Facilitator!!!Attend!a!Thrive!Leadership!Training!

Name!_______________________________________________________________!

Phone!(________________)!________________P____________________________!

Email!_______________________________________________________________!

Town/City!_______________________________!State/Province!_______________!

Zipcode/Postcode!_____________!Country/Nation!__________________________!

Birthyear!____________!School!(if!any)!___________________________________!

Title/Organization!(if!any)!______________________________________________!

I!would!like!to:!

!!Host!a!WakeUp!!!!Train!as!a!WakeUp!Facilitator!!!Attend!a!Thrive!Leadership!Training!
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